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TINETAMIL 

IN the beginning of February 1831, I received e a note from a Shastri resident in Bombay, in- 
forming me, that one of his friends, who had late-
ly arrived at the seat of the Presidency, conceiv-
ing 

 
that he was able to refute all the objections 

which have been brought against the Hindu re-
ligion, was desirous of having an interview with 
me. 	I immediately granted him an opportunity 
of fulfilling his wish; and, finding him desirous 
of a public discussion, I,  readily consented to en- 
gage with him. 	The deliate, which was attended 
by a great number of Brahmans and other respec-
table natives. continued during six successive 
evenings. 	It referred principally to the character 
of the Divine Being, the means of salvation, the 	. 
principles of morals, and the allotment of rewards 
and punishments. 	The doctrines of Christian- 
ity, and their claims to attention, were amply 
stated; and many objections. were urged against 
the reigning superstition of India. 	Mora Bhatta 
Dandekara, who was the prime mover of the dis-
cussion, received much aid frojn several of his 
friends. 	I enjoyed the assistance of a converted 
Brahman who some months before had publicly 
entered the lists with a Purinika. 	Good order 
wa. preserved, through the instrumentality of my 

   
  



VI 	 PREFACE, 

highly valued friend Mr. WEBB, who; at the re-
quest of botkparties, had kindly consented to 
preside. 	The Brahmans were-the first to solicit 
a cessation of hostilities. • 

. 	• 
It was the intention of Mora Bhatta to have 

published an account of the debate; and, encour-
aged by the donations of some of the wealthy 
Hindus in this city, he made considerable pro-
gress in preparing a narrative of the proceed- 
ings. 	The difficulty of preserving fidelity, how- 
'ever, arising from his having neglected to take 
notes, induced him to desist., and to resort to 
another expedient 	in defence 	of 	Hinduism. 
After the labour of a few months, he produced 
the Hindu-dharmast,lipanii; and challenged me 

, to write a reply, which I accordingly publish in 
*Marat,h1 and English, 

At the request of the Bhatta, and with the 
view of satisfying the curiosity of. many Of the 
friends of the propagation of the gospel, as well 
as affording my readers an opportunity of judg-
ing of the fairness of my remarks, I have prefix-
ed to the "Exposure", a translatior_ of his pamph- 
let. 	It is almost verbatim a copy of one which 
was prepared by my highly respected fellow la-
bourer the Rev. ROBERT NESBIT, for the gratifica-
tion of a few of his acquaintances. 

The Bhatta, though, as will be observed, he 
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has, in some instances, disguised the truth, writes 
generally in support of what has been called the 
exoteric system of Hinduism; and a little reflec-
tion will spew, that 'the 'attempt tg upliold .any 
other can only be made with the sacrifice of the 
pretensions to inspiration on the part of the Hin-
du Setiiptures, and with admissions, which must 
prove• destructive to the popular superstition. 
The efforts which have been made to refine on 
the Brithinanical faith lia4 hitherto proved, and 
must ever prove, completely abortive. 	It is es- 
sentially distinguished by exaggeration, confu- 
sion, 	contradiction, 	puerility, 	and immorality. 
Imagination itself cannot form a fabric out of its 
diScordant materials. 	The history of its origin 
and changes, however, is an interesting subject 
of inquiry, and merits more attention thap has 
hitherto•been bestowed upon it. 	The result, as 
far as its founaers and observers are concerned, 
will be that stated by Paul: "Professing them-
selves to be wise, they became fools, and changed 
the glory of the uncorruptible God into an ithage 
made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and 
four-footed beasts, 	and creeping things 	and 
even as they (Ed not like to retain God in their 
knowledge, God gave them 'over to a reprobate 
mind to do those things which are riot conveni- 
ent". 	• 

I trust that my Hindu readers will allow me to 
plead the importance of the subject treated of as 
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a reason urging them to its full and anxious con- 
sideration. 	I ' have constantly endeavoured to 

. avoid unnecessarily hurting their feelings; and I 
should be sorry to think that, in any degree, I 
may prove the occasion of offending an ingenuous 
mind in the pursuit of truth. . It is the most anx-• 
ions wish of the friends of the diffusion of KChris- 

.., tianity, that the welfare of the Hindus may be 
promoted; and that, freed from the, bonds of su-
perstition, they may ever enjoy the blessings 'of 
mental and spiritual liberty. 	Many of the na- 
tives are now giving them every credit for these 
intentions. 

1 
The language of the following pages, it is pro- 

, per• to observe, accords as nearly as possible with 
the Narat,111. 	In some instances, I have quoted 
a 'few Shlokas in the original Sanskrita. 	The 
notes, which are principally thrown into an Ap- 
pendix, are intended to illustrate the text. 	The 
system-of representing Sanskrita words, proposed - 
by Sir WILLIAM JONES has, with a few modifica-
tions, been observed. 

J. W. 
BOMBAY, Feb. 1832. 

   
  



2111AUZIA2atil 
OF THE 

• 

VERIFICATION OF THE HINDU RELIGION. 

%........—. 

SHRI . 
RIND U-DH AR111:4-8T,HAPANA. 

ALL men, having, according to their inclination, made minute 
inquiry, practise the observances. cif religion. 	Of whatsoever 
religion a man may be, he is certain that by that religion he will 
be saved. 	People ' of another religion may come and lay a 
great deal; but no one, on this account, will forsake his own; 
religion, and embraace theirs. 	On this subject, therefore; let 
books ,be written and published,—of what kind and by wh.om 
they may, it matters not. 	But among the Hindus learning has 
been gradually decreasing; an ignorance of the nature of reli-
gion, and of the marks of its truth or falsehood, has lieen more 
and more prevailing: at such a disadvantageous time were we to 
remain in silence, making no reply to ‘vhat people of another 
religion have published, the most serious evil would, in no great 
length of time, be the consequence. 	4 is, on this account, that, 
to the best of my ability, I write this tract. 	Of the truth or 
falsehood of its statements, let God himself e Judge. 

In the little Marat,hi books which the Chrittian Priests are 
at present 	in the habit of writing, 	the 	principal subject 
treated of is generally Idolatry. 	As God has no distinctive 
forms, they reckon it .a piece of absurdity that till Hindu's 

14 

   
  



10 
should esteem an image to be God, and worship it as such. 
This subject, therefore, in the first place, must be fully consid- 
ered. 	Now there is not a single Hinslp who esteems an image 
to be God: every one perfectly knows. there is but one God, 
and-that he is without form, and all-powerful. 	Why, then, wor- 
ship an image, it may be asked. 	To this we reply that all men 
are by'fiature stubborn, depraved, and ignorant. 	Although it is 
known that there is a God, yet that God is no where tq be seen: 

when sin is committed, it does not appear that, in this world, he 
punishes the sinner on account of it: all fear of bun is thus 
banished from the mind. 	The king is no where to be seen; and, 
when his subjects-  transgress, no punishment is inflicted:" In 
these circumstances, those, that will not live as they list must' 
be rare indeed. 	Were no restriction laid upon men in their 
worldly•connexions and enjoyments, almost all would become 
apostate through the bewitching influence of women, wealth, 
and the like. 	In consideration of all this, with a view to the in- 
terests of the people, image-worship, ke. have, in the sacred 
books, been devised; and for the body many religiouS observes 
ances have been prescribed. 	Only look at the practices and 
behaviour of those in whose religion no such observances are 
laid down, and you will at once see whether or not image-wor- 
slip and the like are of any .use. 	That God is like the image 
no one imagines; but, merely forming such a conception, he 
spends a short time every day in its worship, and thus acquires" 
peace of. mind. 	This process having been continued, the true 
knowledge of God is at 'length obtained, and the*mind is separ- 
•ated from the world. Then it is, that observances are seen to be 
of no use, and are quitted of course. 	'In the sacred books, 
also4directions are given for their abandonment in due time and 
manner; and this abandonment has been effected by many. 
Where qualifications like theirs, have not been attained, of 
what avail is it for filly one merely with the mouth to teach les- 
sons of wisdom, and yet live as his inclinations prompt? 	If in 
image-worship, and those observances which relate to the body 
and other things there is no virtue, pray what virtue is there in, 
mere speaking? 	The virtue of every thing depends upon 
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fixedness of mind. in regard to it. 	Those who have acquired 
such a fixedness• of mind arc rare indeed. • Where a beautiful 
wife, wealth, and honour are still coveted; anger not subdued; 
a private and selfish object aimed at by means of deception;—
where tliis is the case, the here speaking of God with the 
mouth will never confer a title to the name of Sai;it. 

The chief reason for' prescribing image-worship is this:-,-As 
a vessel that is full can admit of the entrance of nothing more, 
so the mind that is occupied with the desire of earthly things 
can never t dmit and entertain the love of God. 	This desire, 
therefore, must ho expelled. 	The expulsion, however, is ex- 
ceedingly difficult, owing to the. instability of the mind. 	It 
would be as easy to persuade a menkey to be at rest, as pre- 
vail on the mind to settle down in quiet. 	The mind can never 
remain for a moment without an object to which it may attach 
itself; and they are only visible things to which it willattach it-
self. Now God is without form pr figuret.  how then can it be at. 
tached to him? 	In the sacred books, therefore, prp objects 
have been devised and formed, and the attention of the mind has 
been directed to them with the view of separating it frqm those 
which are impure. It is for this purpop that the four-armed image 
of God, and other images of a like description, are used; and it is 
by means of theM that evil thoughts are expelled from the mind. 
In like manner, the mind must be ever active: the ceremonies 
of image-worship are therefore prescribed to afford it occupa" 
tion. 	From these exercises, there arises merit, and by moans 
of .them, the teie4 newires the power of fixing its contempla-
tion on the invisible Gud; and, when once this is the case, un-
interrupted joy, to which we gave the name of Alokslia; is the 
happy result. 	, 	 . 

We shall now consider how merit arises from image-worship 
and other good works. 	One proof of this is the declaration of 
the sacred books upon the subject. 	Whence man . of veracity 
coming from a distant country tells us of the wonderful things 
he has seep there, as for instance, that he.saw twins whose 
bodies adhered to each other, we immediately believe that what 
he states is true; fur it roust he 	alleureci that the evidence of 
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testimony is no less suited to convey true knowledge than the 
evidence of sense, or the evidence of inference. 	Such is the 
ease even with respect to human testimony. 	Who, then, would 
suspect or deny that divine testimony given by Brahma, the 
primeval male? 	When there was nought but one immaterial 
God, he that sprung from him could owe his existence to noth- 
ing else but the simple energy of Deity. 	It must therefore be 
allowed that he came into distinct and visible existence altoge- 
ther God. 	What self-willed empty-headed creatures, then, are 
those of modern days who suspect or deny his testimony!.  

I now bring forward an argument from reason. 	Merit arises 
from pleasing God. 	Worship and the like are the meads of 
doing so. 	To give an example. 	A person of your acquaint- 
ance is in 	distant country or in your own. 	You take another 
individual, and giving him the name of your friend, or without 
any name being given, simply intending him in your mind, you 
make a present of food, clothes, and the like. 	This will un- 
doubtedly please the original person intended. 	In like manner, 
should you sit knocking your shoe against a stone, and, while 
you do so, mentioning the name of an individual, continue to 
use' abusive language, you conduct, when it becomes known, 
will certainly displease him. 	This being *he case with the in- 
dividuated spirit of man which is limited in its mode of exist-
ence, will not that God, who by his energy encompassing and 

*pervading all things subsists invisibly,—for whose gratificatiOn 
the worship of images and the like is performed,—will not that 
merciful, all-knowing, and bountiful God be pleased with the 
services referred to? 	The illustration now given must be taken 
bray in one point of view. 	This is the case with all illustra- 
trations. 	The point of the illustration must be observed, and 
beyond this the meanidg of him that uses it must not be strain- 
ed. 	The illustration which we have given, accordingly, does 
not in every point horrespond with the subject treated of. 

When a king has sent particular orders to his subjects, obedi-
ence to them secures their welfare, disobedience procures the 
reverse. 	In like manner, on hearing these orders, their minds 
are agitated by joy, or grief, or fear, as the ciroungancco may 
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determine. 	Now consider who excites these feelings. 	Should 
it be said that the king does so, it may be replied that he is not 
present. 	The King's commandment is not the king himself. 
There must, therefore, be some strange power in the command- 
ment itself. 	As in medicines and many other things there is 
power of various kinds, so it must be concluded that in testi- 
mony there is a power also. 	If, then, it is admitted that there 
is power 4in human words, it cannot be doubted that there is 
power in those which are divine, and altogether true and faith- 
ful. 	In these circumstances, by means of the Mantras the- 
Deity is, according to the rules laid down in the sacred books, 
called into the image, and thus the imtnaterial God obtains an 
imperceptible imagined body. 	When he is thus endowed with 
a body, he is, according to the rules laid down in the sacred 
books, treated as one having a body, and from the experience 
of this treatment he derives pleasure. 	By this means merit is 
obtained. 	We conclude, therefore, that by the due perform- 
ance of image-worship and similar good works, God is found 
and enjoyed. 	Such a conclusion is immediately deducible 
from the sacred books; but it can be established by reason 
also. 	 • 	 • 

You will say that. all this is to be received implicitly,—that 
there is nothing tangible about it. 	I reply that those whose 
attention is fixed night and day on the image, to them the form 
of God makes its appearance. 	Such individuals there • are at 
the present day; but, as their affections are occupied with God 
alone, they do not go about saying to every one—"Hear, hear, 
what we tell you is truth, all truth, and nothing but the truth". 
On this account a number of heterodox* doctrines have arisen, 
and many objections to the ancient doctrine have beer; con- 
jured up. 	All these objections are false. 	When one, who has 
obtained the true knowledge of God, but speaks of him, the 
doctrine he teaches is immediately impreised upon the mind; 
whereas those, who though inwardly given up to the pleasures 
of sense, outwardly assume the garb of instructors and teach 
false doctrines to the people, are to be regarded as altogether 
worthleis. 	De Qbjections, made by such individuals to that 
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true religion, which has been practised in India from the first of 
time, are no greater than a mosquito lighting upon an elephant. 
But of what“significance are the objections of these men? 
'Thousands of disputants, with kings on their side, have argued 
the same pointy, and all their objections have been triumphantly 
refuted by the adorable Shankaracharya and his illustrious fol-
lowers. Their arguments are given at length in Sanskrita books. 
From an ignorance of them some of the faithful :max - be de-
ceived. • I therefore just make a short statement on the subject. 

For the removal of that ignorance, in which the soul of man 
is involved, through the influence of which it has forgotten its 
own nature, andlhat of God, and wanders about stricken with 
the arrows of desire, anger, and the like,.—for the removal of 
this ignorance, and the realization of the knowledge of the true 
God, image-worship and several stated observances, are pre- 
scribad in the sacred books. 	It may be said that the image- 
worship, and stated observances, which at present prevail among 
the Hindus, and that the images of the Gods which they wor-
ship, are calculated in every way only to increase more and-
more the ignorance complained of, and the evil passions that 
arise from it. 	Wisdom and the virtue that springs from it can 
never be obtained by means of them; because, with whatsoever 
object the mind"may be conversant, it acquires, from its attach- 
ing itself to it, the nature of that object. 	If, therefore, the 
knowledge of God is to be obtained, its attention must be di- 
rected to God. 	By directing it to several gods, the knowledge 
of the one God can never be acquired. 	The same is to be un- 
derstood of stated observances. 	To remove this objection, 
many answers are given in the Hindu Sacred Books: as for 
example, that observances are to be put an end to by observ-, 
ances; that the work of die hands is to be done away by handy 
work; that the imaginations of the heart are to be borne down 
by the heart's initiglations; that poison is to be neutralized by 
poison. 	Fully to illustrate this would swell the present work 
to an undue size. 	Intending to confine myself, therefore, to 
the common practice of men, all that I shall do at present is to 
mention the exptetV,ents used in other religions, which will 
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Clearly explain the answers I have given above. Among DIugal- 
mans only one God is spoken of. 	While 'this is the case, they 
put rheir confidence in those men who have been distinguished 

- by their wonderful achievements; and they tell us thiat by this 
means their-minds are the better drawn towards God and fixed 
upon him. 	So with respect, to several of their observances, 
which appear so like those of the Hindus, the purport of their 
remarks kg this—that they are useful in bringing the mind to 
the purely spiritual God as its ultimate object. 	Among those 
who hold the doctrine of Christ, one God is first set forth. 	Af- 
terwards this same God, with a view to the salvation or the 
creature, that is, its deliverance froth all attachment to the visi-
ble world, and its attainment of a state of fixed contemplation 
of the spiritual God, is represented under three forms, which 
are respectively denominated—Father, Son, and Holy Spirits 
These forms viewed independently differ exceedingly from each 
other; and that which is distinctive of each of them cannot for 
a moment be tolerated if applied to the one true invisible God, 
who is endued with supreme excellence, replete with all quali- 
ties, and possessed of all power. 	As for example the Holy 
Spirit purifies the hearts of men, that is, of those who emb;ace 
that religion. 	He is indeed said to be without forni,,or figure 
like the Father; but in reality his forms are many and various. 
Sometimes he becomes like a pigeon. 	At other times lie be- 
comes like fire. 	When we look to the Son, we find that he is 
sometimes in the form of word,* and sometimes, again; he as-
sumes a mortal body, composed, like ours, of the five elements, 
[earth, water, fire, air, and ether,] and the reason of this is 
stated to be that in hism  spiritual form heacannot accomplish the 
salvation of spirits encompassed with material bodies. 	Having 
thus assumed a body lie is brought into 'a state inconsistent with 
the greatness and glory of God,—a state open to reproach, and 

• "In the beginning was word. 	That word waS in the heart of 
God; and the same word was manifested in the world in the form 
of Christ". 	In one place there is a sentence of this description. 
Note by Nora Bhatta. 	It *may be right to observe that this sen- 
tence, which is literally rendered from the Binelit-dharnut-st,hhilanIt. 
is to be found, in this perverted form, in none of the 111atAt,h1 
Translations of John's Gospel.—J. W. 
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altogether incongruous.. He is bont in the.Wcomb of a mother; 
he becomes a youngling like any other creature; he-experiences 
•the good and ill of mortal existence; he 'suffers, in like manner, 
the punishment of a malefactor, and dies a reproachful 'death: 
hy these and other means he procures the favour of God, and 
thus accomplishes the salvation of men. 	Those who hold these 
doctrines maintain that, while all these things are done, and all 
these forms assumed, the unity of God is undestroyed, sad that 
to him there is a large revenue of glory. 	This is their avowed 
belief. 	If, then, these three Divinities occasion no bewilder- 
ment of mind, but establish the creature in the worship of the 
one God, how can the worship of Rama, Krishna, and ether 
gods, occasion un-ever-growing bewilderment to us? By means 
of their worship why may not the mind acquire the power of 
fixing its contemplation on the purely spiritual, formless, all- 
sustaining, and infinite God? 	You will say that these gods are 
worshipped by us through the medium of stones, water, trees, 
and animals, and thus loose their greatness and glory. 	I an- 
swer that through the medium of those things they have in love 
manifested themselves to men without any loss of honour; and 
how, then, can any such loss arise from their being worshipped 
through the same medium? 	If the loss complained of really 
ke experience—d, then why should God command us to worship 
him in this manner? 	In saying that the intoxicating juice of 
the grape,—the grain that springs from earth, which therefore 
is nought but earth, and which when eaten comes to the worst 
end,—in saying that these things are parts of his body, if God 
is not dishonoured, then how can his honour be tarnished by 
saying that fire, the cow, the Shallgram, (sacred block stone,) 
and other things so holy and purifying are his very glory? 	This 
reasoning, it may be said, appears to be good: but if image-
worship, ablution and its accompanying ceremonies,—if observ-
ances of this description are intended to keep up the constant 
remembrance of God, to convey the knowledge of his real 
nature, and to preserve the mind from polluting objects, then 
let the attention be directed to those things which show forth 
the greatness, power, wisdom, goodness, mid other perfections 
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of God; let it be directed to the sun, moan, and countless stars, 
—to the great •fishes ,of the sea and 9f the rivers,—to the 
mountains and forests, and the wonderful creatures that inhabit 
them,—to the trees,—to the metals and other things formed by 
the hand of nature herself. 	Leaving. all these, to,enter a room, • 
shut the door, take a piece of stone daubed over with paint, or 
a piece of metal or the like, sit down and call it God and honour 
it with many invocations—what sort of wisdom is there in this? 

14 
On this subject we refer to that Jesus Christ, whom you ac- 
count yolk _Saviour, and who is therefore all-knowing. 	He 
will take our side of the question, and afford you all the satis- 
faction you require. 	The answers gi ten in our books on this 
subject are probably too difficult for you to comprehend:. I 
therefore do not mention them, but turn to what you.  will better 
understand.. The qualities, and the power, of God are describ- 
ed in your books. 	If by reading or conversing about these, 
the remembrance of God is kept up and the removal of sin 
secured; or if this effect follows the view and the contempla-
tion of the sun, moon, and other created things, then why should 
your Saviour command you to meet together in secret, or in one 
stated place? 	And as an image iskable to pollution, so in older 
to escape pollution (rpm coming in contact with others, why 
should he tell you to meet together from time to time, to taken 
piece of, bread, and muttering a few words to eat it up? and why 
should he order you to drink spirits? and why should he enjoin 
you to pour water on the head? 	Alas! the bread, the spirits, 
and the water, are. all 	material things, and they can only 
affect the material body. 	But the affections, will, and other 
properties of the soul, or the soul itself, the real living principle, 
which, in its essence and subsistence, is beyond all matter, how 
can they affect? and how then from the's() things can merit and 
holiness result to the creature, and how can he by means of 
them obtain those qualifications that will entftlebim to a state'of 
Nearness to God and Emancipation from matter? The thing is al- 
together impossible. 	Yet, in spite of this, Christ urges it upon 
you to observe these ceremonies; and he who does not observe 
them, but merely reposes confidence in Christ, is not his wor- 
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shipper, and no one calls him so. 	It 'is by means of these ob- 
servances, therefore, that the Worship of Christ, that is to say, 
purity of heart, is realized. 	The divine command -of which We 
speak is not given "WithOnt a promise, noris It to be observed 
without a rewa-d. 	p., then)  such excellence arises from these 
trifling ceremonies only- occasionally observed, -why should not 
he, iild practises the ceremonies connected with image-worship 
and with those holy places to which pilgrims resort, which are 
of the same kind with those just mentioned, but incomparably 
greater, being observed by the greatest of men—why should 
not he be liberated from the condition of individuated spirit, and 
attain the nature of Deity itself? 	If from those pure spirits, or 
things of that nature, holiness is derived without the least ad-
mixture of intoxication, how can an increase of ignorance arise. 
from the use of the pure water of the Ganges, and of water 
sanctified by the touch of Krishna's feet or from the contempla- 
tion of his image and those of 'others? 	If it iir said that those 
spirits and that bread are merely emblematical of the body and 
blood of Christ, in other words are used merely to impress this 
doctrine on the .mind--thet believers in Christ are saved by the 
merit which• he acquired by die wounding Of his body, and the 
shedding of hishlood, still the point for which we contend is 
established. 	If such Is the effect of the use of these 'means, 
why, from the worship of the images of Rime, Krishna, and- 
others, should our memories not be aided? 	If by our own goOd 
deeds we cannot obtain salvation, the good deeds of Krishna, 

.. if we worship him in sincerity, will effect that salvation for us. 

. 	With respect to this subject our opponents are accustomed to 
ask—When did Krishna perform any good deeds? 	In his be- 
haviour, say they, there is nothing but sin; not a particle of 
righteousness is to be found. 	We answer that this is not the 
case with him alone. 	Of all the numerous gods which have 
sprung from the one God, and yet are no more than one God, (in 
the same manner as, though there are severally Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit, there is but one God,)--,of all these the proce- 
dure resembles a good deal that of Krishna. 	Krishna's com- 
mitting theft with ask cowherds, and playing the adulterer with 
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their wives,—Shiva's spreading death and destruction by, his 
curses, 	and behaving indecently with Parwati,—Brarntia's 
looking on his own daughter with the eye of a paramour, and 
making a most filthy disclosure of his lust,--Rama's 'crying 
out—"Sita, Sita", and embracing the trees in a„fit of frenzy,— 
Parashara's 	cohabiting with a fisherman's daughter;—.such 
abominable transactions as these,, too bad to be even mention-
ed,—Ar, these, you will say, what you adduce and place on at 
level with the good acts of Christ? 	What merit will acrue,  to, 
you fromlistening to the, tale that narrates them? and as for 
purity of heart, not the least of it can be obtained. by means of 
them. 	As by listening to love-songy lust is inflamed, and by. 
hearing of the feats of Sindia and Holkar the spirit is stirred, 
so, by hearing of the deeds of the gods formerly referred to, 
men will only bp prompted to wickedness. Regarding this objec-
tionwe maintain)  agreeably to the word of God)  that all these 
deeds are so many virtuoueactions in the gods that performed 
them. 	We maintain, further that 6y hearing and speaking 4. 
them the ignorance of the imprisoned spirit, and its consequent 
subjection to passion are removed, and that thus they have as 
much power as image-worship itself, to create in the souPpure 
and hely dispositions. 	Those deeds, when narrowly consider- 
ed, are even far better than. those virtuous actions of Christ's 
that you mention. 	To you alone who view them with an evil 
eye, they appear vicious actions.. 	Listen, then, to the argument 
hy which we demonstrate them to be the very opposite. 	Good 
and bad actions aro severally known by their results. 	The 
action, whose result, according, to the decision of the True 
Sacred Books, is good, is a good actioti. 	That, whose result 
according to the decision of the True" Sacred Books, is bad, is• 
a bad action. 	Theft, when committed, is followed by punish- 
ment; therefore theft is bad. 	Instruction imparted to.others 
secures honour to hint that imparts it; thbreCore to impart in, 
struction is geed. 	In like manner death is the consequence. of 
to liing poison, and the preservation of the body is secured by 
eating bread and rice; therefore the former is bad, and latttr 
are good. 	Put should 'theft secure honeur,—should Ivlb,lora 
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bring punishment' along with it,—should poison preserve the 
body; and bread and rice.  occasion its death,-.should such a 
state of things begin to be experienced, who would say that the 
committing of theft or the eating of poison was.  bad? and, on 
the other handinvho would say that the imparting of knowledge, 
or the eating of rice and bread, was good? A man may labour 
under deception: he may think that what is really poison is 
bread and rice, and what is bread and rice he Iry take 
to be poison; but, when ho has tried them by 'eating them, 
be becomes acquainted 	with their real nature. .Precisely 
in this way is it that some, labouring under deception, look 

- upon the deeds of Rime, Krishna and the other Incarnations 
as reproachful; 'while those, who consider them aright, regard' 
them all as teaching wisdom, and leading to salvation. 	When 
the incarnations, &c. ' are attentively considered the difficulty 
of the accomplishment, and the necessity of the execution, of 
their several deeds, in the particular circumstances in which 
they were performed, are clearly seen. 	That Krishna com- 
mitted adultety, that RAma ran about in the forest crying out 
for his wife, that the Great-Seer Parashara also committed adul-
tery, you believe to be true stlitements. Now, in the very books 
Irons which these statements are taken, it it distinctly declared 
that that Emancipation, which it is difficult for hermits with all 
their purity and holy deeds to obtain, was bestowed on the 
adulterous wives of the cowherds,—on those who assisted Krish- 
na in his thefts, and on several others. 	Ha! Ha! Ha!—In the 
conduct of the adorable R6.machandra; again, there an exhibit-
ed veracity which calls forth the praises of all, gentleness, ex-
ceeding kindness to friends, obedience t" parents in the most 
distressing circumstances, 	generosity, 	and infinite majesty. 
The incarnations never forget their own proper nature (as men 
do, who forget that they are incarnations of Deity and are 
shined by the deldsion consequent thereon;) and therefore no 
evil that befals them in consequence of the incarnation does 
them any harm; just as the Divinity of Christ is not at all im- 
paired by his taking a human body. 	With this part of the sub- 
ject, then, you are well acquainted. 	Let it, therefore, be tin- 
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derstood that it was from  tio influence 'of lust that Wima went 
about seeking his wife; but it was to show that for one who is 
his in heart and soul he is ready to part with life itself,—it was 
to show this, and by doing so to furnish a motive to men to be 
instant in'his Worship, and it was also to accomplish the salva-
tion of certain spirits that were held in bondage in the forest. 
His other actions, in like manner, have their appropriate object. 
From Parashrtra's adulterous conpexrion with the fisherman's 
daughter here sprung a son, whose praise is in all the world, 
who accomplished the great work of collecting and arranging 
the Vedas and Shealras. 	Such a son could never be produced 
in a marriage connexion, however, distinguished by excellence 
and purity. 	Why then should it be ever said that there was 
any.adultery in the case? 	In accordance with the case now ad- 
duced, all the actions of the Incarnations and of others are re-
corded, in the Purities to have been attended with a happy 
result. 	Some of these' actions show the independence and 
omnipotence of God. 	Some actions, which were necessary in 
the circumstances hi which they were severally performed, 
show the good and evil that spring respectively from virtuous 
and vicious actions. 	Of this the design is two-fold. 	Thewor- 
shippers of God must practice virtuous actions in ordor to 
obtain admission into his presence; in order, therefore, to get 
an example before them some of the actions referred to exhibit 
goodness, patience, truth, wisdom, and other qualities, in per- 
fection. 	Some of them show that certain things done even by 
the great, are to the human view productive of much evil to 
them, and accordingly leave no doubt of their evil consequences 
in the case of poor weak mortals. They°  are thuSseverally useful 
in setting an example of virtue, and in deterring from vice. How, 
then, can it be maintained that, by hearing of these actions, re-
flecting on them, speaking of them, and practising them, purity 
of heart will not be realized? and, if such is their effect, who can 
call such actions vicious? .  They are incomparably better and far 
more replete with merit than the actions of Jesus Christ. 	If 
you ask what is my reason for saying so, I reply by a reference 
to the w ork of Christ compared with that of our Incarnations. 
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Your doctrine is that when men could not obtain salvation by 
their own merit, ,I3od commanded his Son to come into-the 

came accordingly, per-world- for the salvation of men. at 
fofincd works of righteousness, at last gave his own life, and 
thus opened the door of heaven to men. 	From this it appears 
that, when the merit necessary for the salvation of men could 
not be obtained by their good works, he gave his life, and thus 
obtained it. 	Be it so. 	If by works merit is to be obtained, 
then putting the life in jeopardy is of no use; and not' even a 
fool would set himself .forward to do what is useless. 	Now our 
doctrine is this—that Riuna, Krishna, and the other incarnations, 
,have for their appropriate object the salvation of the world; 'but 
without suffering pain at all to be compared with that of Christ, 
and without submitting to a reproachful death like him, they 
sported themselves at pleasure,, and by these very sports actom-
plished the salvation of those that took refuge in their mercy, • 
of those that worshipped them, or were otherwise connected- 
with them. 	Let them do what, they pleased, all their actions- 
were full of merit: they did not need, therefore, like other de.: 
pendent creatures, to perform appointed duties and thus acquire 
a m.;asurc of righteousness., They were complete incarnation§ 
of Deity, and were therefore possessed of, the power we have 
just mentioned: 	We will afterwards speak of the independence , 
of these incarnations. 	At present we ask you, only to consider 
whether these actions of Rama, Krishna, and the rest, or those 
of your Jesus Christ are the better. 	To all this you may ob- 
ject by saying that, if the actions performed by B,ama, Krish-
na, and the other incarnations, were fur the salvation of men, 
then why did they not like Jesus Christ, . exhibit that forbear-
ance,' compassion, spirituality of mind, and. blamelessness of 
life, which might be useful to promote their salvation.? 	Why 
did they exhibit what was so dishonourable to God in commit-
ting theft, fleeing through, fear, and becoming distracted om ac- 
count of separation from others? 	When ignorant men see 
those wicked actions, the consequences of which are stated to 
be good, though not apparently so, will they not. say within 
themselves..-"These things have been done by the great: why 
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should not we do them",—and saying this will they 'not com-
mence a similar course? 

To remote this objection clear and convincing arguments 
have been already given. 	These, however, perhaps afford you 
no satisfaction. 	Mt ask you therefore, to dayoside party- 
feeiing for a moment, and consider the conduct of your Saviour 
Jesus Christ; so, by the blessing of the adorable Krishna, you 
will perfeeJy understand the subject. 	To you who examine 
the actionseof the incarnations of Deity with an eye suited 
only to the common business of life,—to you, would we remark, 
that the conduct of Jesus Christ has laid open the way of wick- 
edness to men. 	If you ask how this is the case, we reply that 
Jesus Christ tells you only to believe in him, and promises on 
this condition to take on himself all your sins, whether old or 
new: and thus accomplish your salvation. 	Will not men, who 
are spontaneously given to sin, on bearing such a promise as 
this, believe in Jesus Christ, and prepare themselves to commit, 
sin up to the full extent of their desire? 	When we tell yeti 
this, you will cry out-L-"No, no; you mistake altogether the 
meaning of the words—Becisvnvo IN .C1111.1ST. 	•To believe in 
Christ is to obey his commandments. 	He that obeys, he le is 
that believes: otherwise faith cannot be said to exist". Will got, 
then the servants of Krishna, in obedience to his comman& 
inents, refrain from those actions which are in your opinion 
wicked? 	If you ask why Rim; Krishna, and the other incar- 
nations, accomplished the salvation of men in this or in that 
particular manner, we ask you in return why God sent his Son 
into the world, and why, for the salvation of men, he brought 
him into a state so reprachfill and so appalling. 	What! Had 
he no other ways of saving the world? 	You may say that there 
appears no other way of saving men without injury to the Di-
vine mercy and justice, and that this way, therefore, must be 
taken. 	We reply that God is omnipotent, ind ,that, by saying 
he had no other way of saving men, you fix an indelible stain 
on the glory of his infinite power. 	After bringing into exist- 
ence principles and objects productive of sin, the moment it is 
produced and makes its appearance in the world, he. must be- 
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come a man, -tt,pigeon, or firei:--he must submit to unheard of 
sufferings! 	Why,,, pray, should he put himself to so much.a- 
do? 	3, this it, you reply that He did what seemed good, to 
him, then you say precisely wklat We say ourselves—that Krish-
na and others, did for the Salvation of the world what they 
thought fit., 	. 	. 

We do not seek to overturn the doctrines held by any one; 
for, as God has consulted the convenience pf all.peep.le on the 
face of the earth with respect to food and clothing, s6; for•the 
inhabitants of different places, has lie laid down‘different doc-: 
trines with a view to their salvation. Those doctrines, therefore, 
and those alone, according to which they severally worship God, 
are,' to them true. 	According to the nature of these several doc- 
trines do they severally obtain reward from God. 	As long, 
therefore, as the inhabitants, of,India observe the ordinances 
prescribed to them in the sacred books here prevalent, they ob- • 
tain the favour of God; and, on the other hand, the people -here 
who embrace the tieligion of foreigners only depart farther from 
God. 	Of this,we have experimental proof. 	Several years ago' 
the people of one or twp districts in the Konkan.embraced a 
foretn religion.* Observe, &then, what they gained by their new 
religion. 	Formerly, when common Hindus, they did not eat 
animals: when they had changed the4 religion, they began to 
eat them. 	Formerly they were not accustomed to drink at all: 
at the period referred to they threw away all shames and coin, 
menced ppen • drinking to intoxication' and madness. 	Formerly 
they bad some respect for others: they have now become as 
rude and disrespectful as possible, 	But why should woxnul- 
tiply examples of what is reprehensible among them? . They 
arc indeed horribly foul and loathsome. 	One would think they 
had just come out of Hell,t—murderers that they alVt.  ,who, 
even when they aro of no use for eating, kill beasts and birds 
in sport! 	Suchs  ato the excellent qualities by which these,men • 

-----,—*-- 
• Several years ago, the Portuguese Converted to their own Christian Reli- 

gion the inhabitants of the Goa and Bassoon Districts, otherwise known b' the 
names of Goa-kars and Christiana.—Note by Nora Bhatta. 

t The Iiin4.1n0 generally conceive of Hell as a place replete with ordlre. 
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of this country are distinguished, and of which they became 
possessed in changing their religion; and it would seem that 
only those, who wish all these qualities to become their own 
would attend to the objections of foreigners attached to another 
religion, or think of embracing that religion themselves. 	If 
such is the feeling and desire of any, let men of minds so im-
pure,—let them, I say, embrace the new religion with all their 
heart. 	Father than remain under the restrictions of the reli- 
gion of this country, and lose both 'this world and the next, let 
them by all means embrace the religion in which they may eat, 
and drink and enjoy themselves up to the full extent of their 
desire, and thus let them at any rate enjoy this world, though it 
is plain they must go 40 hell at last. 

To this you will reply that he that forsakes his own religion 
4:106% not do so without a reason. 	The objections which have 
been brought forward against his religion he may think true: it is 
your part, therefore, to remove them; and, when this is done, 
no one will change his religion. 	We reply—Plague on these 
objections! 	All that you object shoat God, committing theft 
and adultery in the incarnations of Krishna and others, we have 
already answered sufficiently by argument. 	But, if you avant 
more argument on the subject, we are ready to give it to you. 
In the actions of God and the creature there is this difference, 
that the one acts independently, and the other is bound to act 
according to the Divine command. 	With that powerful being, 
therefore, who acts independently, it is altogether improper to 
And fault. 	When a 6re has bosun .to burn one house, it would 
be idiocy to ask it why it burned another, 	No less idiocy is it 
to make the objections referred to. 	You may ask why, since 
God became incarnate in order to save men, ho acted in such 
a manner. 	We reply that all he did tended directly to the ac. 
complishment of that salvation, and that the work of salvation 
was all that occupied him. 	As a shopkeeper*, with the view of 
bringing all the customers to his shop, keeps and exhibits a 
variety of articles, and this attracts them all to himself, so the 
incarnation of God takes many ways to accomplish the salva- 
tion of men. 	With whatsoever feeling any one desired an4l 
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held intercourse withthe Divineincarnation Krishna, in a.man-
ner suitable to that feeling did the .God hold intercourse with 
him;  and it was in this way that he accomplished the salvation 
or all. 	Now should you ask why he committed. theft, wo answer 
that doing•so is the glory of the Godhead,, not its shame, 	He 
was the Lord -of the Universe; and therefore whatever He 
waded The took without scruple. ,The inhabitants of Gokfila 
too were so delighted with him that, on what pretence soover, 
they would -have him-to come to their houses; and, in order to 
gratify them, he used to go and steal. "Why ditthe do so? why 
did he not please them in some.other way"? 0 ye wiseacres have 
we not already proved that all that God did was right and good? 
afift who are you, great men, that come and propose that he 
should act precisely *aa'you think fit? 	If you say that this is 
not at all your meaning,—that all you maintain is that he ought 
not to have been guilty of those things which are now immoral- 
ities among men, then we ask you why you should not go on to 
maintain that God must act like_men in every respect? 

In 'the history of those on whom men of other religious 
place their . confidence,' we find, • as has been already clearly 
shown, actions of the same description as then, just mention-
ed,—some at variance with the common opinion of mankind, 
some of a reproachful nature, and some strange and miraculous. 
Why did the incarnations perform a number of strange and 
miraculous deeds? why did not they act like other men? 	The 
answer given to this will equally apply to the objection that is 
taken to those parts of their conduct that to fools appear to be 
at variance with the common opinions 'of mankind. 	The argu- 
ment stands thus. 	As the Being concerned is God and sur- 
passes all in power, and therefore performs such miracles as 
men cannot perform, so'is he superior to the control of any law, 
and therefore does such actions as men may not do. 

A certain Christian Priest makes the following remarks:, 
"God is the Father of all mankind; and no Father gives oppo- 
site laws for the government of his children. 	God has given 
one Law; and therefore there is but one true religion, and one 
true written rule of religion; in the same manner as there is but 
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one Sun for this earti 	For this earth,indeed, therd i's but one . 
Sun; but in the Universe are there not many Suns? 	How can 
the light Of one Sun 	reach' those fixed stars which are at an 
inconceivable distance from it? 	That they shine ..by .their own 
light must be allowed on all Vends: If . a 'man Have two sons, 

the one wise and the other foolish, will' he give them rules ac-
cording to their respective abilities, or will he give the same rules 
to both? .AlthOugh he should prescribe to them different ways 
according to their talents, yet his intention is one, and 'that is. 
to make both wise. 	The same is true of God in his dealings 
with men. 

Another Christian Priest writes as .follows:-"In the Sacred 
Books of the Hindus the gods are said to have had Fathers and 
Mothers, and different Works are ascribed to each, as, - for in-, 
stance, to Brahma the work of creation, to Vishnu :the work of 
preservation, and. to. Shiva the''work of *destruction; and- so 
forth".t 	Now God is no where said to have'had a• Father mid 
Mother. 	There is but one Gad; whose name in the Sanskrita 
language is Brahma :+ he is the one God. 	When this Brahma 
forms the desire of creating the world, he obtains the name of 
Brahma; in the time of preservation ho obtains the name of 
Vishnu; and at the tiine of destruction ho obtains the name of 
Shiva. 	This appears evident from the names of all these gods 
bearing a particular meaning. 	From the Sanskrita root-- 
Vriha,—which signifies Increase, is derived the word Brahma.; 
from the root—Praha,—which signifies'Enrampossing, in derived 
Vishnu; and Rudru [a name of Shiva] signifying Destructive, is 
a word known to all. 	The same is to be understood with res- 
pect to all the other g%ds. 	That God MS a Father and Mother 
is indeed altogether false; and no where is it said that Brahma 
sprung from any one. When, however, he became incarnate, he 
had a Father and Mother, and in this there is nothing surprising. 

• This is a partial quotation from a Report of Discussions, bold iu Bombay, 
Di June 1550.—J. W. 

f A passage similar to this occurs in a tract which I remember ha l ing given to 
Mora Matta. 	The words are those of a Brahman converted many )ears ago in 
the Madras Presidency.—J. W. 
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3esus Christ, too, sprung from a woman: he did not Fall down 
from heaven. 	It is, however, the way of all men to expose the 
faults of others 'however small, and never to look to their owe 
however greats- 

In the late Discussions in Bombay, a certain Christian Disci-
ple made the following observation:--"In order to punish men 
God does not need to take an incarnation". 	Excellent remark, 
indeed!. 	God needs to send his Son to establish the true reli- 
gion,quid to suffer death; and the only thing he needsiot do is 
to take aninctirnatidn.". A man; who could speak in this man-
ner, speaks because he has got a mouth; that's all. 

When the whole subject is thus considi3ked, not a single ob- 
jection ittnitins. 	This being the case, 'the . person, that still 
thinks he sees something objectionable in the religion advocated,. 
must attribute this unhappy circumstance to the Sin of this or 
of a former birth. 	The man who could idly suspect his mother 
of adultery, when he himself was conceived in her womb, is the 
only man fitted to suspect and objett to his own religion,--,the 
religion of this vast continent'of India. 	Our desire,. therefore, 
is---that these arguments, written for the benefit of the people, 
may, through the blessing of God, become in some measure 
useful to bring such a one to a.knowledge 'of the true religion. 

* In order to punish rued! 

(I.ND- OP TIM BRATTA.S -TRACT.) 

   
  



IZZIPIATIIIIE 
OP THE 

I 

n HINDU RELIGION. 

11INDU-DHARMA-PRASID'DHIKARAN.1. 

MORA BilATTA DANDEKAitA, with the aid of oth-
er :Brithmans, has lately composed a;  work in the 
Maritt,h1 language entitled "The Verification of / 
the Hindu Religion", and called upon me to give ' 
a reply. 	I rejoice on account.  of its publication, 
and having read it with the greatest attention, -I 
now beg leave to express my Sentiments respect- 
ing it. 	.I consider, that its author has fallen into 
the most serious errors; and while I endeavour to 
expose these errors, I solicit the candid consider- , . 	. anon of my readers. 	The questions which come 
before us for discussion respect the Creator of 
heaven and earth, and the salvation of the souls of 
men. They ought not tobe trifled with., but to be 
viewed as subjects of the greats 	importance. 
They ought to be treated with humility, with the 
desire of discovering and receiving the truth, 
with the most anxious application, and tith the 
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prayer, that God may enlighten the mind. No 
offence should be taken at the facts which are 
stated. 	They should be.vievied with patience; 
and the. decision pronounced upon them ought 
to accord with justice. 	Let the all-seeing God 
be our Helper! 

The author of the Hindu-dharma-stlimnci re-
marks in the commencement of his tn-ct, that 
"all men, having; according to their inclination, 
made minute inquiry practise the observances of 
religion!'. 	I do not see, .however, that this is the 
case. The generality of mankind, in this country 
in particular, make little or no inquiry on the 
subject, and ask nothing about- the evidence of 
religion. 	They regulate their practice according 
to the faith which they repose on' . the words of 
their parents, and the doctrines  of their'priests. ' 
This procedure is in perfect conformity with Whit 
the Bhatta himself admits. 	fie remarks that 
"all men are naturally-,  stubborn,' sinful, 	and 
ignorant"; and hence, it is not to be wondered at, 
that many persons. should-  'be found conducting 
themselves according to a false religion; thatthey 
should imagine that by that religion they Will 
be saved; and that they 'should chew no disposi-
tion to enter into Lhe true religion. ' Were they 
to make every inquiry in their power, we should 
undoubtedlyee them turn to the right way; but. 
if they make no inquiry, and continuing in ig-
norance, search not• for wisdom, it Is hot to be 
expected that they should discover the truth. 
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The Bhatta remarks that, "Ignorance of reli-
gion and of the marks of its truth and falsehood 
has been more and more.  prevailing: at such a dis-
advantageous time were we to remain► in silence 
making no reply to what people of another reli-
gion have published, the most serious calamity 
would in no great length 91 time be the conse-
quence'''. He assigns this as his reason for taking 
up his pen; and since his belief is of the nature 
described, he cannot be blamed for so doing. Let 
both sides of the question be made manifest, and 
then there will be a ground of judgement. People 
will be able to compare, and to come to a deci-
sion.. 

The Bhatta ascribes the injury which has ac-
crued to the Hindu religion to a diminishment of 
learning among the Hindus. 	.1 am not singular in 
the opinion, however, that the spread of true 
learning in Lida will prove the rui❑  of the Br&h-
manical faith. The discoveries of science, and the 
revelations of the Purinas are completely oppos- 
ed to one another. 	Let a few examples betaken 
into consideration. The earth, which is globular, 
is described in the Purhnas as.  possessed of the 
shape of a lotus, aad as nearly level. From science, 
it is learned that the earth is suspended in space ac-
cording to the will of God; but it is described in 
some Purtmas as resting on the bael ►of a tortoise, 
and in Others as resting on the serpent Ananta. Its 
circumference is measured by about 12,434 kro-
shas; but its diameter according to the Purinas 
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extends to 500,000,000 yojanas.• The earth is a-
bout 47,000,000 kroshati distant from the. sun, and 
itis said in the Purinas to be merely 100,000 
Nojanas distant.' The earth is only about 120,000 
kroshas distant from the moon, and yet it is des-
e'ribed in. the Puranas as 200,000 yojanas distant. 
It is impossible to enumerate the contrf4dictions 
of this kind, and the absurd fictions contained in 
the PurfulaR abotit the egg of Brahma and other 
matters of a like nature. 	The Veda even con- 
tains blunders1as great as those alluded to,—as, 
for instance, it says that rain comes from the moon. 

'Verily in the word • of God no such errors could 
ever occur.—True learning is doing much to .  
overturn the Hindu religion. This may he proved 
from what is going on at Calcutta at the present 
(lay. 	Many rich and well informed men in that 
Ace appear to be ready to forsake it. 	Madhob 
Chandra Mulik, writes thus respecting it, in a pub- 
lic newspaper—"If there be any thing under 
heaven, that either I or my friends look upon with 
the most abhorrence, it is Hinduism; if there'be 
any thing that we regard as the best instrument 
of evil, it is Hinduism; if there be any thing that 
we behold as the greatest promoter of vice, it is 
Hinduism; and if there be any thing that we con-
skier the most hurtful to the peace, comfort, and 

1 happiness cc Society, it is Hinduism".1-  
*A krosho may be reckoned as two miles, and a yojana as 

four kroshas. . 	 . 
t This quotation is taken from the "Enquirer", a native news- 

, paper published in English at Calcutta. 	The periodical from 
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The first objection against the Hindu religion 
which the Bhatta brings forward for considera- 
tion is that which refers to IDOLATRY. 	This sub- 
ject shall be afterwards fully treated; 	I com- 
mence, for the sake of clearness and good order, 
with the remarks in the end of his tract concern- 
ing BRAHMA', VIsUNU, and SpiyA. 	They refer to 
the foundation of the Hindu religion, and with 
them 	the discussion, consequently, 	ought 	to 
commence. 	 , 

The Hindus generally admit that there is one 
Supreme God. 	In the course of his reasoning, 
Mom Bhatta frequently alludes to this Being, 
and speaks of his perfections. 	He describes him 
as "without form", "infinitely powerful", "omnis-
cient", "the source of being, power, and happi- 
ness", and "the infinite Ishvare. 	On this point, 
I agree with him; but I dill r from him when he 
says that he who'is spoken of in the Hindu Silas: 
tras as Brahma is God. 	The term Brahma is ap- 
plied in these writings to other objects than God. 
In the Veda, it is applied to "wind", to "mind". 
to "food", to a "servant", and to the "wicked". In 
which it is extracted contains many statements of a like nature. 
The Editor was educated at the Hindu College; and has risen 
completely superior to the superstitions of his country. 	In a 
note which I lately received from him, he writes thus:—"Al-
though born a Brahman I have given up caste, and am endea-
vouring to bestow that knowledge upon my cOtuArymen, which 
has benefited myself". 	He has published a Drama entitled, 
"The Persecuted", in which he ridicules the manners andcus- 
toms of the Hindu Priests. 	A few of his remarks on the in- 
fluence of Education will be futuad iu the Appendix A. 

.E 
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a certain place Garuda .ts considered as Brahma; 
and it is said, respecting him, "Thou art the Lord 
of all things movable and inunoable". 	In, the 
Giti there is the following Shloka;— 

IRATIkiriallatiKa.lkslinfil II 
"The great Brahma [says.  Krishna] is my womb; 
in it I place my foetus". 	Since the ShAgtras and 
the Bhatta describe Brahma as "destitute of qual-
ities", he cannot in this character be recognized 
as the Supreme God.* 

'The Bhatta, observes that, "Brahma in the act 
Of creation is Brahmk, in the act of preservation 
Vishnu, and in the act of destruction Shiva"; that 
Brahmb., Vishnu, and Shiva are only names with 
particular meanings; and 'that the ascription of 
parents is only applieable to Brahma's Avatars.t 
On this view of the subject man 	objections pre- 

.sent themselves. 	rshall briefly mention a few 
of them. 	In the Matsya Purina, there is follow- 
ing Shloka:— 

tiptrArgiRtantinZilk1 /4411451a1111 
vinsi 4\filifiTRITIT41511f4tmANTT: II. 

"Front these three qualities (truth, passion, and 
darkness,) in a state of excitation, were produced 
the three gods united in one form, namely, Brah- 
ink Vishnu, and Shiva'. 	On this fabrication, a• 
convert made• the following remark at the late 
discussions irf' Bombay. 	"In the Hindu Shas- 
tras, it is written that God was at first destitute 
of qualities, and that afterwards he became pos- . 
• * See Appendix B. 	t See Page :17. 
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sessed of Sava, Raja, and Tama. 	In thii 'state- 
ment three difficulties occur. 	The declaration 
that God was destitute of qualities tends highly 
to his dishonour, and I am unable to understand, 
if he was destitute of power, and other attri-
butes, how he could become possessed of them. 
The asceiption of passion and darkness to God 
is nothing but the reproach of his character", 
In the story respecting the origin of the Trig*. 
izatma contained in the Matsya Purina, there is 
abundant absurdity. 	But the wonder does not 
stop here; 	The most contradictory accounts are 
to be found on the subject in other places. 	It is 
declared that Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, sprung 
from A'dishakti whet brought forth the three gods; 
and that after having become desparately in love 
with them, she took them for.her husbands. 	In 
,the B14gawata and - other •Puranas, it is stared 
that a water lily'sprung from the navel of Yish: 
Du, and that Brahma sprung from, its flowers 	In 
some Puranas it is stated, that A' disliakti produced 
a seed, from which sprung Shiva,—the Father of 
Vishnu. In the Matsya Purina, mentioned above, 
it is stated, that Shiva was created by Brahma, 
according to the Shloka:. 	.. - 	. 

eiiiiisivrikeirtivm.lifkui I! 
. 

* Dr. Taylor in his translation of the Prelikod,ha Chandro-
daya makes the following remark on this subject:—"The ques-
tion, How does desire or . volition arise in this simple Being 
forms the subject of many disputes; but I believe that even the 
subtlety of Ilineu Metaphysics has not yet furnished a satis-
factory reply". 
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"Afterwards he (Brahmi) created Vainadeva, the 
illustrious holder of the trident". In the. Niradiya 
Purina, it is said that from the right side of Niri-
yana, Brahmi, arose, from the left Vishnu, and 
from the middle Shiva. In the Linga Purina, it is 
mentioned that, from the egg of theUniverse, Shiva 
baying assumed a 'form, produced, from his left side 
Vishnu and Lakshmi, and from his right side 
Brahma and Saraswati. 	In • the Linga Purina, 
moreover; it is said that Brahmi unable to carry 
on,the work of creation began to cry; and Shiva, 
under the name of Rudra, was produced from his 
sighs, and that when Shiva began to create, the 
work dragged on so heavily that his father was 
forced to resumeit. 	In the Mirkindeya Purina, 
it is stated that Brahmi was derived from Maha 
Lakshml, Shiva from Mahakali, and Vishnu frOm 
Maha Saraswati. 	Iti Me Variha Purina, it.. is 
affirmed that from Brahmk Vishnu, and Shiva a 
Shakti was produced; and that she, having been 
divided into three parts, became Lakshmi, Saras- 
wati, and Kali. 	Which of these stories is to be 
believed? 	Amidst these various and conflicting 
accounts, how can the human mind possibly find 
repose? If God were to make a revelation of his 
will, for the purpose of pointing out the true way, 
it is certain that no such incongruities as these 
would ever appear in it., 

The same. bOwilderrnent which is experienced 
on the consideration of the accounts contained 
in the Hindu Shastras respecting the origin of 
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Brahmit, Vishnu,-and Shiva, is experienced on the 
considc?ation of the. statements made concern-
ing their respective dignity, and rank, and ser- 
vice. 	Now adays, little need be said respecting 
Brahnik, 	because, for the reasons which will 
be afterwards stated, the Hindus in general seem 
to  have forsaken his ivorship. 	The claims of 
Vishnu-and Shiva, however, none can determine: 
The writers of the Vedas, Shastras, and Puranas 
are completely at loggerheads on the subject, 
as may be proved by the following Shlokas. 	In 
the Veda, it is thus written:— 

. 8iq1I4liD11141RIVIII*1719:914*. U 
"He who is every, where present is the Supreme 
God; and therefore as Shiva is omnipresent, 14 
is the Supreme God". 	In the Bhfigavata we find 
the following Shlokas directly opposed to-the 
Veda. 	. 

.., 	-.. MIIR151TrffMtl‘919511:149r.11 
riTtitflaiii414a11141111cIftikl: 0 

ejiliiirkcgrlaNnrcArell 11 	- 
*ITKIVII%1T: illiMilv11-474VVI; II 

"Those who are devoted to Bhava (Shiva) and 
those who follow their doctrines, are justly es-
teemed heretics, and enemies Of the true Shastra. 
Those who desire final Emancipition forsake the 
hideous lords of the devils, and looting to Mai, 
yana worship him with a mind at peace, and free 
from envy". 	In a particular part of the Padilla 
Purina, this same Shiva is thus praised:— 
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" Figrciligitiulfitiiir.A5MA 11 
Firkt05141IIITetr4lirRVVI .11 

• AfittiAgriitN94711.4.K min it 
"From even looking at Vishnu,.the wrath of Shi-
va is kindled, and from his wrath we fall assuredly 
into a horrible hell; let not therefore, the name 
of Vishnu ever be pronounced". 	In tho -same 
Purinay there occurs the following passage:— 

• VirirtilitilkailIWATMA.  
WilAPItkliiff8clitittAIKT 11 t 
fOlViiAalivirtrAziawt4t: 
AWAriEIT9RWCWKLYM:Wilif 11 ' I, 

"Let him who says that other gods such its Emil-
mi, Rudra,land the like are equal to Niriyanla)  
be for ever a 'heretic". 	On thil subject, inueli 
need 'not be said. 	Those Brahmans who are nspe, 
attached to Vishnu ought never to be touched, 
nor spoken to, nor looked at". 	In the Veda, 
Shiva is called Mahadeva. In the Padilla Purina, 
again, Vishnu is praised in the following style:— 

. 	;I'Ai*R4RakfasitgAfet: 
. . 	yillizivi mARran:atittitfwni: II k 
"Those uho say that any other God is greater than 
Narayana the Lord of the world, are ignorant 
and deluded, And also bear the name of Heretics''. 
In a certain plaA we have this Stdoka:— 

Zni01-414RitraliNIANT: 
WlifiralTiiiiNKKO1filTIRA a 
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"That God Mahidevais to be known as 1 11fahesh. 
vara, to whom no object is to be held Superior". 
In another place we have the following Shloka 
contradictory of the preceding:— 	0  

411atiitfraisiiimkOrtnii . 
Wii5IlvirWftilaRMSAM: II a 	 , "He that forsakes VLsudeva (Vishnu) and wor-

ship another God, is like the fool who when 
thirsty sits digging a well on the banks of the 
Ganges". 	I must, here conclude. 	Were I to 
proceed in this way to make quotations, this pub-
lication would increase to the size of a Purtma.* 

The accounts which are contained in the Hin-
du Shastras respecting the qualities and charac-
ter of Brahmit, Vishnu, and Shiva, are no less 
absurd than the description.of their.origin and 
rank. , These three imaginary gods are represent-
ed, in many places, as foolish, as weak, as mean, 
as proud, as envious, and as disputatious. 	They 
fight with one another like evil men, and ravenous 
beasts. 	They resort to the spread of atheism, 
and other evil expedients, in order to support 
their thrones. 	They abandon shame, and exhi- 
bit themselves as lascivious adulterers,--as deceiv- 
ers, liars, thieves, and drunkards. 	Few sins in 
short can be mentioned, which they have not. 
committed.t 	 •., a 

See Appendix C. 
t Much has lately been written . on the affinity of the An- 

cient and Hindu Mythology. 	The moral character of the gods 
at least, it is worthy of observation, is exactly the same. 	Ci- 
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Of the business, and unworthiness 'of - their 
conduct, and weakness of - their 	character, as 
forming. the .TRIMUILTI let . the following narra- 
tives suffice.. 	AnustlyS, 	the wife of Atri the 
Rishi, was the most eminent among women for 
conjugal fidelity. 	With a view, therefore, of se- 
ducing her, and spoiling her virtue, Brahma,Vish-
nu, and Shiva, repaired to her house, in the form 
of beggars, and asked an alms. 	She immediately 
came with it, and of 	to them. 	They told 
hernat they would not receive it, and proposed 
that she should undress herself and serve them 
up a dinner, threatening that, unless she did so, 
they would leaie her just as they were. 	Having 
asked the advice of her husband, she assented 
to their proposal; and having made dinner ready, 
she invited them to partake of it. 	Before they sat 
dovi.n, however, she sprinkled water on them, and 
turned them into children. 	They then dined; 
but, while they did so, they became heartily a- 
shamed of what had happened. 	After dinner, 
she put them to sleep in a cradle. Nitrada, being 
aware of these circumstances, went and related 
them to their wives, who were greatly distressed 
cero thus represents the poetical descriptions of the Divinities 
of Greece and Rome:—"Nec enim multo absurdiora aunt ea, 
gine poetarum vocibus fuse, ipsa suavitate nocuerunt: qui et 
ira iuflaminatos, 4. libidine furentes, induxerunt Deos: fecerunt-
que ut eorum bellai i pugnas, prrelia, vulnera videremus: odia 
yrmterea, dissidia, discordias, ortus, interitus, querelas, lainen-
tatienes, effusas. in omni intemperantia libidines, adulteria, vin-
cula, aura human genere concubitus, mortalesque ex itnmor- 
tali procreon". 	De Jratura Deorum. Lb. I. . 
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by the intelligence, and immediately Came to the 
door of Anustiyies. house, and solicited charity. 
She requested them to recognize their several 
husbands, and take each her own-. 	No sooner 
had they begun' to look on them 'than all the 
three children appeared perfectly alike. The god-
desses then, besought Anustly.t. to point out an& 
give than their respective husbands. 	Upon this 
she made a son possessed of the three qualities, 
commonly known by the name of Dattatreya,and 
reserved him for herself, and then gave them 
their several husbands.--When Lakshmi came 
forth from the sea of the milk, the three gods 
became desparately enamoured of her, and furi- 
ously strove to possess her. 	On account of the 
austerities of Divodisa they were all distressed)  
and obliged, in order to remove their fears, .to 
resort to the spread of sin!"' They were unable 
to resist the power of Shumbha and Nishumba! 
Raja Rijeshvar% is repres'ented 1  as sitting with a 
foot of her tripod upon the head of each of them! 

The character of the three gods, considei:ed as 
INDIVIDUALS is no less unfavourable than that 
which is exhibited by the preceding accounts. 
To prove this pOInt, I here insert a feW of the 
stories contained; in the Hindu •Shistras. 	Noth- 
ing but a feeling of shame preyents me from 
being more particular. 

Mora Bhatta says that f‘Brahma in the act of 
*A translation of this legend is to be found in, I4ennedy's 

Researches into the Affinity of the Ancient and Hindu Mytho- 
• logy. 	A few extracts will be fond in the Appendix D. 

F 
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creation is Bainmk." 	But who is this Brahma? 
Like the other gods, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Yak, 
sh"as, Giants, &c. he was accustomed to drink ar- 
dent spirits. 	In a fit of intoxication, he made an 
attempt on the virtue of his own daughter. 	Ac- 
cording to some Purinas, he lost one of his heads 
for this abominable act. 	According to V4e Pact. 
ma Purfma, however, it is said that .Shiva with 
the. nail of hiS le'f't hand cut off one of his heads, 
because he had failed to give him proper honours. 
lit the Matsya Purfino, it is declared that he 
lived 	with his own daughter 	for a hundred 
years of the gods. 	When he was celebrating 
the marriage of Shiva and .Parvati he made a 
most shameful disclosure of his lust. 	In some of 
the Pumas, it is directly said that he was cursed 
on account of his sins. 	In the Skanda  Purina, 
there is the following'story. 	The .Linga of Shi- 
va fell by the curse of the Rishl, and increased_ to 
Such a height that it filled heaven and hell. L In 
order to see it, Brahmit, Vishnu, and the other 
gods assembled, and in the Midst of their won-
der, they called out, Who can reach to its extre-
mity. - Vishnu descended to hell, and Brahrnit 
went upwards, in order to see ii,; but their search 
'proved unsuccessful. 	Bramlift under the influ- 
ence of shame, however, _hired the Cow Kama 
and the tree'Vtakl as false witnesses, and assert, 
ed three times' that he had seen the end. 	The 
gods knowing the falsehood of his declaration 
deprived him by their curse of all, his worship in 
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this world.* 	The Hindus on this account 'build 
no temples for him, and influenced by shame, 
give him no NO. 	The Bhatta asks, "Who will 
suspect the divine testimony given by Brahmi 
the primeval male". The .answer is ready. Every 
person who has any regard to truth, will both 
suspect and reject it. 	The swords of -a falsifier 
cannot be trusted. 

According to our disputant, "Brahma in the act 
of preservation is VISHNU". 	This "God" i3 also 
chargeable with sia. 	Every person is accivaint- 
ed with the 'manner in . which he *procured his 
wife Lakshmi.. At the churning of the ocead, 
Akibil and Lakshmi,  arose,  at trie same time. 
Vishnu perceiving Lakshmi to be the youngest 
and most beiutiful wished to' marry.' her; , but 
not being able to accoMplish. his object till the 
elder was disposed, he deceiV'ed of the Rishi Udfla.-
laka and induced him to marry AkibM. He then 
obtained Lakshmi. 	in the Purina which is call- 
ed by his name, it is related that Tulasia female, 
who had long practised austerities, solicited him 
to take her as his wife. 	Notwithstanding the op- 
position of his spouse Lakshmi,, he gave his con-
sent, and when Tulas1 was turned into-a plant; 
he even went so far as to promise that he would. 
ever continue with her in the form of the Shila- 
gritma, 	in the form of the DeityAllandliara he 
deceived his wife Vrindit.t 	In order to seduce 

* See the Vanaana Parana. 
f The legend of Jfilandhara is contained in the littera Klan- 
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another chaste *Oman, he 'assumed the form of 
a tree. 	In the distributing of the nectar, . pro- 
duced at the churning of . the ocean, he-broke his ... 
promise, deceived the Deityass  and, abandoning 
every feeling of shame, assumed the form of a 
beautiful woman for the purpose of attracting 
them, and bewildering them. 	He cut .in two a 
Deitya who drank what he had been promised. 
By assuming thk form Mohini, he.deceived Shi-
va, zIn Order to break the austerities of .the wife 

. 0 f, trigtt the Bishi, he cut off ;her head 'with ,his 
Charcra. gip consequently cursed him to 
seven birtks among -mortals. 	His .conduct :in 
some of rhis eaatiras will afterwardsrcameunder 
our -notice. 	The Brithmans say that be is the 
Satva Guna. 	Like his brethern, however, be is 
absolUteli filled with Raja and Tama. 	A 

The Bhatta tmentions that "Brahma in the  act 
of destruction is'  HIVA". 	Were Pirvati. here she.  
would give, us 'the fullest account of the ac-
tions and habits of her lord; and if she would 
speak iof him, as she is said to speak to him, we 
should not be required to write a line respecting 
.him. 	lie 'treated 'her pith no ;great' respect when, 
on the day of his marriage, 7ae .rode with her 
-naked through the village Kaniartipa. 	She was 
frequently obliged to administer rebukes to him 
da of the Pad& Purfuim 	A translation iof it is to be found in 
the eighth numbed of the! Quarterly Oriental -Magazine; and in 
the Appendix to Kennedy's Mythological Researches. 	The 
impurity of the fourteenth chapter forbids ita quotation in-thif 
place. 
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for his evil habits, particularly in beggiin ig in a 
disreputable part 'of Shivapura, and associating 
with prostitutes. 	She and her sons were often 
almost starved to-death by his laziness mid neg- 
lect in his trade -:of begging. 	She -was almost 
ruined by his habits of intoxication, in which he 
indulged to such a degree as 1,o redden his eyes. 
She wag obliged to dandle him on her knee, and, 
to .repeat the .Mantras, in order to restore him 
from his insensibility produced by his :drinking 
the poison which arose from the sea of milk. She 
got-no relief. from him when Shani reduced their 
sons Ganesha's head toashes. 	She had occasion 
to lament over hii 'misfortunes, and 'wickedness, 
when he danced 'naked before Atri, in order to 
break his contemplations; • and when .from the 
curse -of that itishi, .he experienced* the signal 
punishment, which I am aShamedto mention, but 
with which many are unhappily too well 'ac- 
quainted. 	He was ready to part with all the ‘me- 
Tit he had acquired by his austerities lin order to 
gratify his evil desires but 'once. with ItIohial. 
The following story will particularly unfold some 
of his other practices, and misdeeds. 

King •Daksha,41-he son of Brahrnik, had sixty 
-daughters. 	The youngest of-these, Dikshiyani 
was given in marriage to Shiva. Daksha became 
enraged when he saw the habits oil& Son-in-law. 
A beggar;--a person smearing his body with 
ashes, living where.  the dead are burned, and 
wearing a necklace of human sculls, was regard- 
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ed as a most dishonourable relative. 	The great- 
est enmity was, therefore, on both sides cherish-
ed.. Daksha made a great• sacrifice at his own 
abode; and invited all ' the RishiS,,  Gods, and 
Kings: 	Dikshityani saw her fifty-nine sisters on 
their way to the sacrifice, gliding through the air 
in heavenly cars in company 'with their hukPands, 
and having their. persons adorned with dInmonds 
and jewels. 	The sight grieved her exceeding- 
ly; and the affront done hek by her father, 'she 
could not brook. 	She, therefore, said to her husl 
basid—"Let us go to the sacrifice with the rest".. 
"To go without an invitation", he replied, "is un- 
worthy of the great. 	Therefore do not think of 
going even yourself. 	If you do, you will cer- 
tainly lose your life'!. A  She could not rest, how-
ever, and Therefore went without obtaining the 
consent of her husband. 	When Daksha looked 
upon her dirty and beggarly appearance; he a- 
bused her exceedingly. 	Feeling this intolerable, 
she threw herself into the fire, and was reduced 
to ashes. 	When Shiva was told by Mirada what 
had happened, he was greatly enraged, 	and, 
striking his matted hair,  on the ground, he pro-
duced an enormous Giant, whd had three eyes, 
and who, from his'great power, was called Vira-
bhadia, and who was commanded to destroy the 
sacrifice of Daksha. 	Taking with him every 
species of devil,ighost, and hobgtftiiin, Virabha-
dm destroyed the sacrifice and cut off Daksha's 
head. 	Upon this Bralunis and Vishnu came bend- 
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ing as suppliants at .the feet of Shiva, and at their 
request he put a goat's head on Daksha's body. 
Dakshiyani .  afterwards became the daughter of 
Himfilaya Parvata (Mountain) from which *she is 
called Pfirvati and was given in marriage to Shi- 
va.* 	The very names of this imaginary God are 
indicative of his wickedness, ,and horribleness. 
He is called Krittirodsa, he who wears a skin; 
Ugra, the furious; Virzipliksha, the hideous eyed; 
Kapdlabhrita, the bearer of a human skull; Bhti:  
teshoara, the Lord of the Devils; and, Bluita, a 
very devil. 

Who can peruse the preceding narratives with- 
out shame? 	They are all extratted from the 
books reckoned sacred by the Hindus; but when 
rightly considered they form infallible and un-

• controvertible proofs that these books did not 
come from God. 	This remark holds true whe- 
ther it be alleged by the Brihmans that they are 
statements of real occurrences, or whether it be 
alleged that they are merely allegorical descrip-
tions. , The theory of Mora Bhatta Daudekara 
concerning the exhibition of God by Brahniii, 
Vishnu, and Shiva, reflects the greatest disho- 
nour on the Supreme Being. 	I shall 	after-.  
wards shew that his attempts to excuse their sins 
are altogether futile. 	God will most certainly 
neither take such incarnations as those, nor toler- 
ate his representation by such forms. 	They are 

*The preceding story is related in almost the precise words 

of the Bbigavata. 
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completely opposed to one another, andean have 
no , connexion,, with the.Supreme God. 	"If you 
say.' .says. litaja, Aloha.na, a native author at Cal-
cutta, -"that 'they are not separate beingi,  but 
one being Under different forms,. we reply, that if 
those gods with different bodies, different resi- 
dences, different families, 	different objpgts 	of 
pursuit, influenced by love and by hat&d, now 
quarrelling with- each other, and now making 
peace, are all one, and the same being, why may 
not a brass utensil, a mat, beasts, men, and every 
thing else in the world, be esteemed one and the 
same thing". 	"Before we acknowledge that 
those beings are the same which have different 
forms, colours, situations, desires, and actions, 
we must extinguish ' our- eyes, ears, and all our 
faculties".*' 	 ' 

Before I consider time excuses and palliations 
of the sins of Brabraft, kVishrin, and Shiva, pro-
posed-  by my opponent,' I ^must bring under 're-
view the conduct of KRISHNA, and RA'MA, who 
are likewise greatly praised, 'and strenuously de- 
fended by him. 	The subject of the sins of the 
gods, as far as it,is treated by the Shatta; will 
_consequently be at once before us, and such a 
reply will be given as will best secure lucidness, 
and prevent repetition. 
. So highlyimproper, indecorous, and sinful, are 

the acts of KarsuNA, the Avatira of Vishnu, that 
his name in many districts of India, is Proverbi- 

,_ 
* See Appendix E. 
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ally applied to the most abandoned profligates 
and black-guards. • He is described in the Shis- 
tras as lecherous. 	All know how he procured 
RAWL, the -wife of A'yanghosha, the; Veishya, 
and the manner in which he cohabited with her. 
The phrase "Krishna RUA", is consequently ap- 
plied to 611 which is base, and iniquitous? 	What 
but the most impure mind can read without 
shame the accounts of his • lascivious sporting 
with the' sixteen thousand milk-maids, and his 
vain, but•disgraceful, endeavours to procure the 
horse of Danda which was reported to have eve-
ry night assumed the form of a beautiful woman? 
He ought to be called a thief; for he frequently 
stole curdles, and other articles, from the milk-
men, and he robbed a washerman of his clothes 
when he was procteding to witness a sacrifice, 
and other individuals of nedklaces, sandalwood, 
&c. 	He was so 'very quarrelsome that he was 
seldom out of broils needlessly engendered. 	He 
proved himself to be a liar, - when he urged Yu-
dhishthira Co tell a falsehood, and brought such a 
calamity upon him in consequence, that he lost 
his thumb, and was terrified by a sight of the 
torments of hell. 'He exhibited himself as•a mur-
derer by slaying his maternal uncle Kansa, and 
the washerman whom he had plundered, and by 
destroying his whole offspring. 	'fie subjected 
himself to, the irremovable charge of weakness, 
and ignorance, by allowing himself to be slain 
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without his knowledge; desire, or consent, by the 
the arrow of, Valk.* 	 • 	1 

The.  history of .Ritf itta.:C.ikAnnak is not so bad as,  
that of Kitisbna:• 	it. is suek,howetree, as, is : alto- 
gether unworthy of an.hoatirraf of God. It marks 
his character as composed: of sellichness,, -  folly, 
ignorance,. weakness,. and sin!. . ThOugh Rava,na, 
the giant of Lanka, had long imprisoned, and op-
pressed the 330,000,000 'gods; who are said to 
have worshipped- Rama, he never stirred a foot to 
liberate them. 	When his wife. was stolen, frOm 
him, however,.he immediately -became distracted, 
ran about the forest, iguorant of her fate, seeking 
hen and, bewailing her,. embraced • the trees, in a 
fib of phrensy,land'ininsediatelyi,  rvowed; revenge 
on him who hadi stolen. her. He knew little which 
was not told him by Hanutninit Sugriva,andoth-
el.'s, and! he could dot little wi thoig their aid. ;In 
order to get the services,  of Sugriva, be wicked-
ly shot an arrow and killed,  Vali, when, engaged 
with SugTiva: in single cornball. 	He was unable 
to leap like Hanumanot across the sea'from Ram-
eshva,ra to Lanka, and he impiously threw, ft,  
temple of Shiva into the,  sea. to enable him to• 
form abridge, and led his asrq of, monkeys over 
it, who trampled upon the god,, and all, his sacred, 
paraphernelia. 	When flattered' by Itivana, he 
promised unconditionally that he would never, de,  
stroy him, but itvhen the gods., through fear of los,  
ing their power, tempted Havana to reproach him, 

* Appendix F. 
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he, do,stroyed hint Withoutinowing Mandodari, 
tlte.chief wife of ,21i4vanar: when she came to hint 
weeping on aceount,Of 411e,,fleath alter husband, 
he he declared that, r  she should neVor 'be ,-a ;widow"! 
For the 'trifling (fence of admitting the sage 
Dnrvitsa into his presence, .Wheti *he was confer-
ring wit„h lialappruslii, he abandonedIakshma-
na, and lemptell hint to destrby himself,

rL  and thus 
.proved a bad brother. 	After having Made, a 

isufficient trial Ifhis stife*innoerce, by making ,   per,prs rthrougll ,the ,fire, he sent her into the 
forest tp y(alipika,„imA.state of _pregnancy, an?. 
thus.proved a .1b,ald,huisbantl, and at  had,  father. . 
,He, again made trial Rf ,J;ererandf shp was received 
iPtos P4t 4. by t  her ,brother ,Prithivl. , Li4e r  ended 

[ 
41.1S I i fe .,by, droivping hi mself.*1  , 	' 

J r ( i 	t   Stich arersome of ;tpplpirjocipt11;  charges which 
3 bring Rgains .itho gfivi ,oprinolpali  go(Ts:pf; AP 
Aldus. TOn con§idering.thein;I tnnst,t;epeat,, 1 
4o not-see•a, partiele.ptlurit lin thent". 	l r  diall 
uow -.). consider the arrument8 which ; the illhatta 4.  

.„-ln Adduces iu4hcir defence, 	,doing this, I shall 
give 

hiss' 
 observatiopi Abe _roiliest weight. 	if 1 

OVeriQ0 i , Pr latijiliqy ,trcat, any of thein, lite will 
have an .apportmkity ,of rgivipg any explanation 
iwlkh nay be recoired. 	. . 	• 

J. The l3hatta maintains that, the deeds ob-
jected -to, according ,to the Hindu Scriptures, 
""nre -so many virtuousaetions -in the gods that per-
formed them". A know very well that the Ifni- 

-*Appendix:G. 
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du Shfistras characterize them as such: and it is 
on this very account that I unhesitatingly declare 
that these Shastras . are false, and did not come 
from.  God. 	The bare assertion of the Shfistras 
cannot be heard, in a case like this, -any more 
:than the eXcuses of a thief, who says that he does 
no harm in stealing, can be received in bis vindi- 
cation. 	The faults - of the ShAstras, which' ' are 
innumerable, must be first removed, and their 
,evidence must be first established, before we can 
rest on what they say. "If you believe a part of 
the Sbfistras", say some, ' "you must believe the 
whole of them. 	If you believe the Shfistras 
when they say that such and such acts were com-
mitted by. the incarnations of God, you must be-
lieve them when they say that in these acts there 
was no sin", . In reply to this foolish assertion, 
I have only to say that neither could the, incarna-
tions of God commit the vile acts alluded to, nor 
could the books of God say that such vile acts 
were not sinful. 	Both matters, as they are ex-
hibited in the Hindu Shistras, must_be reckoned 
equally false and erroneous.* 

2. It is further the opinion of the learned Mo-
ra Dandekara, "that by hearing, and speaking, of 
the actions formerly _ described, the spirit and its 
subjection to passion are removed; and that they 
have as muc;i power as image-worship itself to 

* The absurd reasonitik to which I have here alluded is'oftea 
resorted to even by the most intelligent Brahmans. 	It will be 
observed from the translation of the Ilindu-dharrna-othipand 
that Nora Bhatta himself piactisea it. 
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create in the soul pure and holy dispositions". 
He has not told us,' and he cannot tell us, how 
by such expedients the evil dispositions of the 
mind will be removed. 	They may bo almost as 
efficacious as idolatry; but this practice, as we 
shall show, is decidedly sinful, and adverse to 
true worship. 

3. The Bhatta • endeavours to prove that the 
actions complained against are meritorious in the 
following manner;—"Listen to the argument", 
hd says "by which we demonstrate their excellen- , 
c. 	Good and bad actions are severally known 
by their results. 	The action whose decision ac- 
cording to the true sacred Scripts'res is good, l 
a good action. 	That whose result according to 
the decision of the true sacred books is bad, is a 
bad action. 	Theft when committed is followed 
by punishment; therefore •theft is bad, &c."' I 
`have no hesitation in saying that the ultimate . is- -
sue of all sin, not removed by a Saviour, must 
be evil, and that continually; . but I also say that 
sin will be known to be sin, although its ultimate 
'result be not known. 	If a Rinnoshi, who has 
been bred in some of the outlandish villages of 
the Maval,41  and who 	is entirely ignorant of 
any Shistras, were to rob a Bthhman, beat hitn 
with his shoe, and otherwise abuse him, and at 
the same time escape all punishinelit, the Brill-
mah would nevqrtheless think him guilty of Sin; 

* The country above the Ghats, situated between the Ken-
k= and Lhasa. 
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and were any book, to say that the Rintoshl, bad. 
not committed sin, it would undoubtedly find no 
credence from the ..13rihman. 	1 go much further 
than this, however, and maintain that the stories 
of the H;ndu gods, contained fin the .Shitstras, 
show that inmost instances, ethe issue of the ac- 
tions was bad. 	This was the case with Brahmil  
who lost all his merit by his incest; and who Was 
cursed and lost all Kespect, aria all his worship, 
and, according to some accounts, one. of his heads, 
for his other sins. 	This was , the Tease • with Shi,- 
Va, Who, by. his disgraceful and sinftil conduct, 
lost all 'his domestic peace,riand ,even .his own 
manhood, and %who became sultject to aimost 

, tremendous curse. 	This vas-the case-withKrish- 
na. 	He was ;kilted .like _a beast is the,,inwr;ls„ 
left withontaburial,' and eaten by• birds andajask- 
alls. 	Jagannatha, one ,of ,hiS forms, when asked,, 
why .he,who was ,the ."fLortl ,of chi -world",,,,had.Ao.  - 
handsfand ino feet, replied thathe.wallitgering 
for his wicked r and rfoolishsports f il) j  Crktda- 
This was the case wity il4tna,,/  NOR 	ila.113,,Ipst his 
wife, his brother; 'and ibis.  Rhildren„ and -who in 
;despair wentla-c1.44;ow,u,cd himself. 	 :In..ali these 
instances, it ismanfifest the ristue ryas bad; and, 
therefore, ,in all these instances,,the,condW,Ac.-
cotding to Mora Bhatta, .rDandekara, was bad. 
He is caught • in .his -own snare; and., there, ,is 

A was of ,his escaping.. It ,is of; no use for him, 
consequently, to say that "the incarnations never 
forget their own -proper nature; , and therefore no 
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evil that befals them in consequence of the in- 
carnation does them any harm". 	He even allows 
that "some of the things done by the great per-
sons (alluded to) are to the human view produc- 
tive of much evil to them". 	It has been proved 
that the greatest harm has accrued to the gods 
fr9m their actions; and nothing more need be said 
on the subject than that "the issue was bad, and 
that the actions were consequently bad". 

4. The Bhatta apologizes for the sins of the 
Hindu gods, by remarking that they were at-
tended, in some instances, with good to those 
who were connected with them. 	I make the fol- 
lowing quotations respecting this point. 	"That 
Krishna, committed 	adultery; that 	Rama 	ran 
about in the forest,  crying for his wife; 	that 
the great Seer Parishara committed adultery, 
you believe to be true statements. 	Now iu the 
very books from which these statements are takbn, 
it is expressly declared that emancipation, which 
it is difficult for hermits, with. all their purity, and 
holy deeds, to obtain, was bestow on the adulter-
ous wives of the cowherds, on those who assisted 
Krishna in his thefts and. on several others. Ha 
Ha. Hay'! "FromTarishara's' adulterous connex-
ion with the fisherman's daughter there sprung 
a son, [Vy-asa] whose praise is, in all the world, 
who accomplished the great work of collecting 
the Vedas and SlAstras. 	Such a son could never 
have been produced in a marriage connexions  
however, distinguished by excellence and purity. 
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Why then should it be once said that there should 
be any adultery in the case"? 	This reasoning is 
so utterly absurd, and the principles of morality 
on which it'is founded are so loose, that were it, not 
commonly used by the Hindus, I should not even 
have alluded to it. 	Who will say that sin ceases 
to be sin, because the sinner has the Vower of 
shewing favour to those who are sinned 'against? 
An injury does not cease to be intrinsically an 
injury because the person offended may after-
wards be rewarded on account of his having suf- 
fered it. 	Emancipation bestowed by adulterers 
'upon adulterous women for their adultery, and 
upon thieves for their thefts! 	Adultery is better 	• 
than marriage for the production of sons of ta-
lent)  and ceases to be sinful when engaged in for 
this object! 	How debased, false, .and injurious 
must be the books in which this is stated! 	Let 
these principles be generally approved, and act-
ed upon, and there will be nothing but violence, 
impurity and destruction,—the injury of intelli-
gent creatures throughout the world, and the 
dishonour, and blasphemy of the Divine Being. 
I call upon every Hindu possessed of the smallest 
portion of intellect, and moraCfeeling, to indric, 
and forsake the hOrrible doctrines of their teach-
ers, and sacrellbooks,—doctrines which the Gu-
rus are not ashamed not only to declare in pri-
vate, but to publish as "ornaments" of their re- 
ligion: 	 . 

.9. The Bhatta apologizes for the sins of the 
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Hindu gods by observing that some of their ac 
tions were good. 	"In the conduct of the ador- 
able Itima Chandra", he observes, "there are ex- 
hibited 	veracity which calls forth the praises 
of all, gentleness, exceeding kindness to friends, 
obedience to parents in the most distressing cir- 
cumstantes, generosity, 	and infinite majesty". 
"Let it lie understodd that it was from no influ-
ence of lust that RS,ma went about seeking his 
wife; but it was to shew that, for one who is his 
in heart and soul, he is ready to part with life it-
selt—it was to shew this, had by so doing to fur-
nish a motive to men to be instant in.his worship, 
and it was also to accomplish the salvation of 
certain spirits that were held in bondage in the 
forest, &c " 	I have formerly showed how Riina 
neglected his worshippers, when they were im-
prisoned; and that his deedstntitle him to no coil= 
fidence. 	Not to'speak of this, howeVer, I can- 
not possibly see how my opponent can be bene-
fitted by a statement of the kind which he has 
made. 	It is the fact that any one sin has been 
committed, which shows that the person who has 
committed it is not, and cannot be, an.incarnatioa 
of God; and, while it has been proved, that the 
Hindu gods have committed sins; and these of an 
enormous nature, their claims must be for ever 
dismissed. No person, even in referehce to world-
ly matters, would trust in a man who was a known 
thief, liar, adulterer, and murderer. 	How much 
less then should those individuals be reckoned 
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gods and trusted "in, ,and served, who have this 
character. "You must weigh their good and their 
bad deeds, however, together", said a Gujarit,h 
Biihman,_to me one day in the presence of Mom 
Bhatta Dindekara, "and see which preponder-
ates". He was informed that no judge in his 
senses would ever proceed in this manner with 
the persons charged at his bar. 	He would un- 
doubtedly condemn them for the crimes proved 
against them, and punish them accordingly. 

6. The Bhatta, refers to the greatness of the 
Hindu gods as ad" apology for their sins. 	"In 
the actions of God and the creature", he observes, 
"there is this difference, that the one acts inde-
pendently, and the other is bound to act accord- 
ing to the divine command. 	With that powerful 
being, who acts independently, it is altogether 
improper to find fault, &c."-. The answers to this 
reasoning are at hand. 	God is omnipotent, and 
God is independent of the creature; but he is not 
independent of his own nature. 	If he is holy, 
then3--and who without committing the greatest 
sin dare say that he is not?—he must act according 
to his holiness. 	This holiness consists in hatred 
of sin, and opposition" to sin;, and, being alto- 
gether perfect, can never be violated. 	it is the 
principle on which the laws given to men must 
be founded; ,''or it is impossible to conceive that, 
the Divine Being, who is infinite in all his per-
fections, and excellencieq, could give any laws 
Which ure opposed to his own Ware, and his 
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own desires. 	Those actions, then, of a moral 
kind which 	God .has forbidden to his crea- 
tures, which he declares to be displeasing in his, 
sight, and which he is determined. to punish, must 
be viewed. as directly- contrary 	to his nature,. 
and such as he can never perform.. 	The, man is 
guilty of 	gossest impiety who would ever 
ascribe them to him;. and those books which say 
that they have been committed by him ought im- 
mediately to be given to the flames. 	God. could. 
not be trusted were he not• to be faithful to his. 
own laws. 	lie could not be perfectly loyed, un- 
less he were perfectly excellent. 	The. nature of 
sin could not be known unless it were viewed as, 
in every • respect contrary to his character. 	if 
his example were unholy, it would spread disor. 
der and destruction throughout the universe;  and 
his moral government would he destroyed. 	The 
greatness of God could be no. apology for sin •on. 
his part. 	It would positively be an aggravation. 
of sin, as tending in an inconceivable degree to, 

' increase the detriment of that sin. The reasoning:  
of the Bhatta is on these accounts completely a 
failure. Though it agrees with some statements 
in the Hindu Shitstras, it is directly contrary to. 
some others. In order to prove tilis fact, I make the 
following quotations from the Bhagavata. GU:— 
"The man of low degree ,followetlk,,the example 
of him who is above hint, and doeth that which. 
he doeth. 	I myself, Arjuna, have not, in the. 
three regions of the universe, any thing which is. 
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necessary for me to perform, nor any thing to ob-
tain, which is not obtained; and yet I live. in the • 
exercise of the moral duties. ' If I were not vigi-
lantly to attend to these duties, all men would 
presently followmy example. 	If I were not •to 
perform the moral actions, this world would fail 
in their duty; I should be the cause of,,spurions. 
births, and-should drive the people from,the right 
way. 	As the ignorant perform the duties of life 
from the hope of reward, so the wise man, out of 
respect to the' opinions and prejudices of man-
kind, should perform the same without motives 
of interest. 	He should not create a division in 
the understandings of the ignorant, who are in- 
clined to outward works. 	The learned man, by 
industriously performing all the duties of life, 
should induce the vulgar to attend to them";* 
These are the 'reported words of Krishna him- 
self. 	I quote them not because I believe in the 
Gitit, for I have no hesitation M declaring that it 
never came from God; but because they ought to 
silence my opponent. I would also mention, that 
even although the reasoning of the Bhatta were 

* I have here adopted Dr. Wilkins' translation, which- is 
sufficiently accurate. 	In the illarat,bi odition, the passage is 
-quoted in the original Sanskrita. It was adduced in opposition to 
the Bhatta at the discussions alluded to in the preface. Though, 
many of the Brahmans, who were present, were as familiar with 
it as with the alrh'abet, they felt its force tell so directly against 
the argument which they pursued, that some of them assured 
the other Hindus who were auditors, that it was not to be found 
is the Giti! 	A Shastrf, however, confessed that the quotation 
was correct, and rebuked his brethren for their prevarication. 
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correct, it would be inapplicable to his purpose; -- 
because most of the sins of the Hindu gods, 
which -I have mentioned, were committed not 
against the creature, but 	against other gods. 
Though it were admitted. that the gods could do 
with creatures as to them might seem fit, it 
could not be admitted that they could quarrel 
with one another, curse one another, fight with 
one another, and injure one another, without sin. 
It is worse than trifling to say that they "merely 
engaged in play and sport". 	Iniquity most cer-
tainly cleaves, and must for ever cleave, to them. 
It is in vain to ask, "Why must God act like men 
in every respect". 	God will in every respect act , 
infinitely better' than anen . 	- . 

7. In order to defend the Hindu gods, Mora 	. 
'Matta has ventured on a comparison of the ac-. 
counts given respecting Pion in the Hindu Shfts- 
'tras, .and the descriptions of God, and the incar-
nate Jesits, contained in the Christian Scriptures. 
There are several observations scattered through- 
Out his tract on this subject. 	Had he proscTuted 
it to any extent, it would have been fatal to his 
cause, and he would have seen that he could 
not have adopted) a more effectual way of bring-
ing ruin on his own religion. Ia the remarks which' 
he has made, there is nothing like a fair view of 
the subject, and there are several -T-4st important 
errors. 	He is correct, however, when he says 
that in the Christian Scriptures, "One God is set 
forth". 	This glorious being is represented in 
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these writings as possessed of every possible per- 
fection, and adorned with every possible excel- 
lency. 	They unfold him as infinite, eternal, and 
unchangeable, in his being, wisdom, power, holi- 
ness, justice, goodness, and truth. 	They not 
only ascribe to him exalted and perfectly good 
attributes and qualities; but they shew LIE: these 
attributes and qualities in constant operation. 
They exhibit him as the Creator,—, not like the,  
Hindu creators, labouring under the difficulties of 
his work, overcome with perplexities, and resort-
ing to the meanest, and most foolish expedients, 
but calling worlds into existence by the word of 
his power, arranging them according to his will, 
and breathing into their various inhabitants the 
breath of life. They represent him as the Gover-
por, not afraid like the Hindu deities, of losing his 
throne by the intrigues of his fellows, by the me• 
rits of men, or the efforts of devils; but as order-
ing all things according to the counsel of his: 
will, as controuling and punishing the wicked, 
and as manifesting his glory ' by the very efforts 
which are made to obscure it. 	They represent 
him as the Preserver, not, as the Hindu Vishnu„ 
degrading himself by deceiving the objects of 
his care, and participating in their sins; but as 
making a gracious and abundant provision for 
the supply of 	wants of all his creatures, in 
the exercise of unspotted purity 	They mani- 
fest him as the Saviour, not capriciously extend-
ing mercy in return for the miserable, and pol- 
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luted gifts, penances, and services of sinful and 
rebellious man; but as displaying through the 
work and n erit of Christ, his justice and holi-
ness, at the,very time when he discovers.his com-
passion, and saves, and sanctifies the guilty. 

The doctrine of the Trinity, contained in the 
Christian Sceiptures, as Mora Bhatta seems to be 
aware, destroys not the Unity of God; and, from 
the manner in which it is exhibited, the divine 
glory is exhibited. 	The Father, Son, and the 
Holy Spirit, who are to be found in Him who is 
the only living and true God; have the same at-
tributes, the same power, the same will, and the 
same glory. 	They never contend,9 like the Hitt,  
du gods, about their respective greatness. 	They 
never form, like the Hindu gods, separate pur- 
poses. 	They never endeavour to thwart one 
another in their several works. 	They have ex- 
isted from all eternity in the relations in which 
they are at present. • The Son, who is so denom-
inated, not because .of derived existence, for he is 
without beginning, but because he is of the-same 
nature with the Father, because he is the ob-
ject of the Father's love, and because he displays 
the Father's gloryi assumed the soul and body 'of 
man that he might make. an atonement for sin. 
In the state of his incarnation., and in the mani-
festations made by the Holy Spirit, tlizre was coin-
mitte4 no sin, and there was done nothing to dis-
parage the godhead; and there took place nothing 
inconsistent with its omnipresence, and spiritual- 
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ity. 	There is nothing similar to the accounts of 
them contained in the bible, to be found in the 
stories of the Hindu Shastras, concerning. Brah- 
Jnii, Vishnu, Shiva:, Krishna, Klima, and others. 
This subject, and the observations of the Bhatta 
upon it, require particular consideration. 

(1.) These is a great difference between the in. 
carnation of Jesus Christ, and the reported incar-
nations of Pima, Krishna, and others, in reference 
to their object. 	The purpose of the Rama Ava- 
f&ra is said to have been the destruction of the 
giant Rivana, but this object must appear alto- 
gether trifling and inadequate. 	God who is in- 
finitely powerful could accomplish it without be-
coming incarnate; for he who gives life; can take 
it away at his pleasure. 	The purpose -of the 
Krishna Avatara is :aid to have been the destruc- 
tiOn of the giant Katisa and others. 	This object 
is similar to that of the Rama Aiatitra, and could 
have been accomplished without an incarnation. 
Krishna, moreover, continued in the world doing 
mischief long after it is said to have been accom- 
plished. 	The purpose of 	the Christ-Avatira 

' was the endurance of the punishment due for the 
sins of believers, the manifestation of the divine 
holiness and purity, and the exaltation of believ-
ers to a state of unspeakable glory and bliss. 
This was a great object, an object worthy of an 
incarnation, and an object, which, as far as our 
knowledge goes, we are warranted in saying could 
nothaye been accomplished without an incarna- 
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tion 	"We reply", says Mora BhattaDindekara, 
"that God is omnipotentand that by saying that 
he had 'no other way of saving men, you fix an 
indelible stain on the glory of his infinite power". 
I maintain, in opposition to this argninent, that 
the salvation of sinners, is not one with 'which 
mere potver is connected, as is the case in the 
dcstructibn of wicked giants; bid it is .one with 
which the justice and the holiness of God, his 
glory and majesty as the governor of the unie 
verse, and the moral good of intelligent crea- 
tures, are directly connected. 	Sin deservei pun- 
ishment, and, consequently, if sinners be saved 
at all, it is manifest that their salvation 	must be . 
effected in the exercise of divine grace, foe it is 
only through the exercise of this attribute, that 
the fit punishment of sin can be averted. 	But a 
grand difficulty hnniediately presents itself. 	God 
is not only rich in mercy, but he is infinite in 
holiness and purity,' and cannot, without the 
greatest detriment to the government of his crea-
tures, deal with sinners, without showing thittsin 
is infinitely hateful in his eyes, that it is an evil 
of. the greatest magnitude, and that, if persisted 
in, it must be attended with everlasting ruin. 
Nothing which the creature can do can remove 
the guilt of sin; for if man were to hate the pow-
er of sinning, and of removing his sin, :when he 
pleases, it is manifest that he would never con-
tinue obedient, and that angels and other intelli-
gent beings, on seeing his conduct and success, 
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might be tempted to disrespect the divine autho. 
rity, arid to rebel against the divine, law.. 	A 
schcme.of salvation must be resorted to in.which• ... 
the divine.  mercy, and the divine holiness and 
justice, imist be alike displayed, the salvation of 
men from the power and punishment of sin ac-
complished; and the evil of sin most emphatically 
exhibited. 	Such a scheme is to be found only in 
Christianity. According to its fundamental prin-
ciples, `God--. so loved the world. as to give his 
only begotton Sons,,, that whosoever bolieveth in 
him should not, perish, but have everlasting life". 
Christ became the willing, and sufficient, surety 
and substitute of those whom God determined 
to save, and assumed a body and a human soul, 
without which he could not have suffered the 
puniAment due for their 'sins. 	God is just in 
accepting the worts, 'sufferings, and death of 
Christ; because being those of a divine person, 
they were infinitely meritorious. 	God in pardon- 
ing sin, for the sake of Christ, shows that it is an 
infinite evil, for, if he spared not his own Son, 
when he stood in the room of the guilty, he will 
not spare sinners when they stand on their own 
footing; and, because if ski is not restrained 
throughout the universe by the exhibition of 
God's dealing with Christ his own Son, it must 
be evident that sinners must infallibly be left, in 
all time to come, to suffer the ,punishment which 
is due to them. 

(a.) There is a great difference between the in- 
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carnation of, Jesus Christ, and those of RArna 
and Krit. hna, in regard to their conduct.. We have 
already seen that Rama and Krishna committed 
the most flagrant sins; and it is manifest, that 
their history presents 	little to our 	view, but 
disputation, 	war, and .destruction. 	In 'Jesus 
Christ, however, we see nothing but the diSplay 
of perfect purity of character, the practice of 
that which is good, and the manifestation of the 
divine glory. 	He was born without sin, for he.  
was conceived by the power of the Holy Ghost~  
in the womb of a virgin. 	During the .whole 
course of his life, he continued holy. 	He com- 
mitted no evil action, he spoke no evil word, and 
he cherished no, evil thought. 	He fell into no 
mistake. 	He employed himself in doing good. 
When he performed miracles, to confirm his mis-
sion, and to manifest the divine glory, the deaf 
by his word began to hear, the dumb to speak, 
the blind to - see, and the lame to walk, and the 
sick to rejoice in their returning health. 	He 
walked upon the sea; and he raised the dead. 
For all his wonderful works, there was a suitable 
reason, and in connexion with them, no decep- 
tion was practised. 	They are completely op-
posed to the reputed miracles of Krishna, which 
may be characterized as tricks, as extravagant, 
and unnecessary.* 	Ac the greatest .instructor 
who ever appeared in the world, he declared 
without partiality the divine glory to all around 

* See Appendix H. 
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him, whether rich or poor, high or low, young or 
old 	lie spoke with earnestness, authority, ' and 
pomee; and even his enemies confessed that never 
man shake like him. 	'His 'doctrines were impor- 
tant; and they referred only to the character of 
God, the salvation of men, and other matters con-
nected with them. In these respects, they were.at. 
an infinite distance from the reported conversations 
of Mum, Krishna, and others, in which there are 
many trifles, and many blunderi. 	Christ came 
into the world to suffer in the roomof man, and, 
instead of "sporting himself at pleasure" like 
the Hindu Avatb.ras, he subjected himself to pain 
and suffering, which 'cannat be described. 	He 
voluntarily allowed himself to be nailed to the 
cross, took upon himself the load of the world's 
guilt, and gave !iiis life a'S.  the ransom of his 
people. 	In all this humiliation we see the most 
striking condescension, and the Most overwhelm.-
ing love;• and are led to trust in him and serve 
him. 	Ile continued in the grave for three days, 
—a time sufficient to convince the world that he 
had truly died. 	He then rose again by his own 
voNNer, and, after instructing his disciples in the 
nature of his reign, and commanding them to 
proclaim remission of sins in his name through-
out the world, he ascended in the sight of his 
disciples, with his body, to heaven. 	In the place 
where God especially manifest$ his glory, he 
continues as the intercessor and advocate of his 
people;  and the prayers for the pardon of iniqui- 
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ty, the sanctification of the soul, and eternal 
joy, presented in his name, and with a reliance 
on. his merits, find acceptance with the Father. 
The actions of Mina. and Krishna, when compared 
with those to-which we have 'now alluded, are 
lighter than vanity. 	Let the wise mem.; of the 
earth nlake full inquiry into the subject, and de-
cide a:tordingly. 

(3.) There is a great difference between the 
incarnation of Jesus Christ, and those of Rama 
Krtslitia, &c. in regard to the application of their 
benefits. 	"If by our own good deeds we cannot 
obtain salvation", says Mora Bhatta 1..15.ndekara, 
"the good deeds of Krishna, if w' worship him 
in sincerity, will affect that salvation 	for us". 
We have already seen what was the object of 
this Avatara; and it is impossible to conceive how 
the achievements of blip, 4who is merely repre-
sented as a gialit-killer, can be in the slightest 
degree available for the purpose here mentioned. 
He accomplished nothing which had any refer-
ence to the carrying away of the sins of, man- 
kind. 	The persons who preceded him in the 
world, and the persons who live in the present 
day, can receive' no advantage from him of any 
kind. 	Christ, as we have seen, died for sinners, 

.and suffered the punishment due for their trans- 
gressions. 	A promise-  of his advilit„ and work, 
was given to man on the entrance of sin into the 
world; and as he was the surety of man from the 
beginning, those who believed in him, and ex- 
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petted his advent, were saved through his merits. 
Those who have followed him and been acquaint-
ed with his history, have been saved by referring 
to what he has done, and 	resting their confi- 
dence upon his righteousness. 	"The conduct of 
Jestis Christ", says the Bhatta, "has laid open 
the way of wickedness to men. 	If you ask how 
this is the case, we reply that Jesus Christ tells 
you only to believe in him, and promises on th;s 
condition to take on himself all your sin's whether 
old or new, and thus accomplish your salvation. 
Will not men who are spontaneously given to 
sin, on hearing such a promise. as this„ believe in 
Jesus Christ, tnd prepare themselves to commit 
sin up to the ,,full extent of their desire". 	The 
Bliatta seems to have been aware of his perver-
sion of Christian doctrine, for he immediately 
adois,'"No, no; you mistake altogether the mean- 
ing of the words believing in Christ. 	To be- 
lieve in Christ is to obey his commands". 	He 
seems also to have been altogether unacquainted 

' with one of the- first principles of Christianity, 
that Chrisi, is the Saviour from the power, and 
dominion of sin, as well as from its punishment. 

• In the gospel, there is an offer for pardon, but 
this offer can be received only by those persons 

. who acknowledge the holiness, justice, and good-
ness of God's kw, who are ready to love the Sav-
iour, and are inclined to obey himi i who can have 
no peace, and no hope, in a state of absolute dis-
obedience; who receive the Holy Ghost, who enters 
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into their souls, purifies them gradually from their • 
evil desires and 'passions, and prepares: theta for. 
heaves, .into which nothing which is impure can 
enter, and in which nothing which is.. impure can 
dwell. 	No other religion makes any provision 
for securing holiness, but the Christian. 	It„is the 
special .work of the spirit, whom, we have just 
mentioned, to make the soul holy, as it is the 
work of the Father. to send his Son into the 
world, and the work of the Son to give his life 
for the ransom of men. 

(4.) There is a great difference between the 
Avatfira of Jesus Christ, and the reported Ava-
thras Of llama, Krishna, &c. in regard to the evi- 
dence on which their stories rest. 	In perusing 
the accounts of Rama and Krishna, we perceive 
little or nothing but direct and palpable contra-
dictions, and inconsistencies, overwhelming abom-
inations, 

.. 
and the grossest exaggeration. 	Instead 

of being led to acknowledge that these accounts 
are sanctioned, and exhibited, by heaven, we 
plainly perceive that there is nothing of that air 
of credibility about them, which can entitle them 
to the smallest respect as human historical com- 
positions. 	They are filled with the extravagant 
fancies of the Hindu poets, who either attempt 
to praise the deeds of some deceased kings, or 
who, from the stores 'of their OVV1 imagination, 
and the aid of the poetical art, and the direction 
of the popular superstition, merely seek the a-
musement of the readers, and their own renown. 
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They contain;in short, few moral lessons of the 
slightest utility, but, on the contrary, much which 
is -calculated to disgust every mind which bes the 
3lightest regard to moral purity; and they are, in 
every respect, • unworthy of being ranked as di- 
vine revelations. 	The history of the Lord and 
Saviour Jesus Christ is, in all these points, di7• 
rectly opposed to them. 	Its statements are dis-' 
tinguished by the greatest simplicity. 	From be- 
ginning to end they are consistent 	with one 
another. 	They are important; they are holy in 
their tendency; 	they' are • distinguished by the 
,neatest wisdom; they present us with an account 
3f a perfect character, so minute and so extort= 
sive, and so varied in its relations, that It never 
could have been delineated had it not been real. 
They form part of a book so glorious, that it 
xnuct have come from God. 	The most highly 
endowed man on earth could not, by his own un-
assisted reason, have described God as it has des-
cribed him; could not have illustrated the divine 
works as it has illustrated them; could not have 
revealed the state of man as it has revealed it; 
could not have pointed out such a way of salva-
tion, as it has pointed out; could not have un-
folded holine•s, as it, has unfolded it; and could 
not have revealed such a state of bliss as it has 
revealed. 	I invite the attention of all the 	IIin,  
dus to this subject, convinced that, ,Oler inquiry, 
it will be found to be such as I have represented 
it. 	I also call upon them to examine the history 
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of the Bible. 	They, will find that it has always 
gained great predence iu the world; since the time 
it was..composed; that it never could have gained-
this credence had it ,not been true; And ,that its 
witness,'s had a suflipieqt , knowledge of facts, 
and gave their testimony in . opposition 1p ,all 
their worldly 	airivantages, 	and amidst 	perse- 
cution, t and in circumstances, 	which do 	not 
Leave the shadow of a doubt in any 	candid 
mind as to their veracity. 	All the Christian Mis- 
sionaries in the Bombay Presidency will be hap- 
py to state this subject to the fullest extent. 	My 
space will not permit me to say more upon it at 
present. 	A separate work 	respecting it will 
speedily be published in Maritt,bi... 

II. Having made these observations, on the 
character of the Hindu gods, and their Avat5rus, 
I now proceed, in the second place, to consider 
Mora Bhatta's observations on IDOLATRY. 	This 
is a most important subject; for it is necessary, 
not only that the true God. should be alone ac-
knowledged; but that he should be ,worshipped 
in a right and acceptable manner,—in a way cal-
culated to display 'his glory, and to impress the 
mind with his true character;--with his wisdom, 
spirituality, majesty, power, holiness,. goodness, 
and other attributes. 	• 	. 
1 	I. The Bhatta remarks that, "There is not a 
single Hindu who reckons an image to be God". 
Greatly would I rejoice, indeed, could I believe 

it 
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this statement to be correct; but facts of the most 
stubborn kind, and of every. ¶lay's occurrence, 
force me to say that the matter is fax otherwise.. 
There are some Hindi's who belieVe that the 
idols are not gods; but there are millions of them 
who 1,elieve the images to be God. 	They are to 
be found imeVery village, and in every town, in 
every Kasba, and in every Suba, of every caste, 
and of every station, of every sex)  • and of every 
age. 	They call the images gods; and they treat 
them as such. ,  They are instructed by the Miff-
mans to act in this manner; 'and they have no 
feeling of shame in connexion With their con- 
duct. 	In smile places, and on- some occasions, 
they fan theimages that they may enjoy Cool air; 
they cloth them that they may not suffer by the 
cold; they place them beneath curtains that they 
may not be annoyed 'by the musquitoes 'and flies; 
they besmear them witli red' iead, &e. that they 
may be pleased with their own beauty; they put 
them to sleep that they may obtairl rest; they go 
to ask them for the interpretations of dreams; 
and omens; they say that some images of the 
same god are more powerful 	 n giving children 
and otuergifts than others;  they'  are afraid Of their 
being touched by Musalmans and Europeans lest 
the Godship should be defiled or destroyed; they 
purify them . after they have been touched; they 
sometimes believe that the idols are unwell; and 
they hear the Brithmans say that the stone and 
metallic figures are useless without the Mantras, 
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"I quote Mora Bhatta. Dainclekara himself on this 
subject. 	When reasoning in support of idolatry, 
he informs us that there is something more than 
mere stones in the idols. "By means.of the Man,  
tras"; he observes "the Deity is according to the 
rules laid down, in the sacred books, called into 
the image, and thus the immaterial god obtains 
.animperceptible imagined body, 	When he is 
thus endowed with a body, he is, according to 
the rules laid down in the sacred books treated 
es having a body". 	"To those whose attention 
is fixed night and day 'on the image the invisible 
form of God makes its appearance. 	It is evi- 
dent, then; that the Hindus in great numbers, are 
so foolish asto believe the idols.to be God. The 
Hindu Shitstras, I would heie remark, are very in- 
consistent on this subject., in the Tan tra Sint it is , said that; "Be will inevitably be punished in hell 
'who considers the image of the Deity as a simple 
stone". 	Iii another 1)14tee it it said:- 

Vir4WOITUtfit14P01,;telllatIZt: 
fkreiFirgteakat:ntteTtift%tnfira 

FrAll those ignorant persons whO regard as God, 
an image of earth, metal, stone, or wood; subject 
Themselves to bodily misery, and can never oi4-
fain final deliverance. ' In one place it is said 
"that the image when endowed with divinity, is 
deprived of its material qualities"; and in another 
'it "possesses' no divinity at all". 	It is not my 
part to reeoncile these variances. 	I would re- 
mark, however, that the worship of images ap- 
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pears . to be comparatively a Modern iiractie0 
among the Hindus. When mankind first forSook 
the pure worship ,of.. the spiritual God, they *or,-
shiPPed-probably .the •suni-and the, stars, and 
the different elementS as fire,..wateri  air, &c. This 
Coritpfed worship ;is predominant Mahe Vedas. 
The worship a images, which is; if pccsible, ,a 

more, cortnpted worship; is predoininant in .the 
Puranas.* 1 

12. In Support tof idolatry,: Mora: .Bhatta. o1 
serves that "God is no where to be Seen.. 	When 
sin is committed it foes not, 'appear that, in this 

. world,. he punishes the sinner on account of it", 
and.that, for this reason, idolatry has been estab-
lished.. In,  order to elicit the absurdity -of this 
argument, I have only to ask, Does God become 
visible by a stone?_ and in the .form, of a stone 
does hO restrain trantgressors i and punish. them?' 
No person in bis senses will say.; that he does. I 
also maintain that God, by his works, ,floes make 
manifestations of himself in this world. 	He re- 
veals his power, his truth, his faithfulness, and 
his wisdom. 	To some extent he actually puu.- 
ishes sin. 	He makes the practice of it the occa- 
sion of destroying peace in th4 mind, and filling 
it with fear and shame; and, on its account, lie 
sends trouble, disease, and death into the world. 
lie also gives' his word to men; and this word, 
even according to Mora Bhatta, must he viewed 
as very powerful. 	"When a king has sera par- 

.. 	 * See Appendix I. 
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ence to them,secures their welfare, dis-ohediente 
procures.the reverse. 	InAke manner, on hear- 
ing these orders, their minds are.agitated by joy,, 
or grief, o1 fear, as the eireumstances may deter- 
mine. 	Now. consider• who ekcites these ferlinge. 
Should it lie said thatithe king does so, it may 
be replied ,that he' is not present: • The king's 
conainandment is'not the king himself. 	There 
must be, therefore, some strange power in the 
commandment itself';. 	r On, these grounds the 
person who practises idolatry must be held,guiltY 
of great sin. • He overlooks.the intimations which 
God gives of himself by his 'works. 	He, over- 
looks the lesSons which are taught, by ihe afflic- 
tions. sent on' account of sin. 	He overlooks' the 
declarations contained in the..divinei word. 	He 
resorts to an. expedient of no use; and ;he falsely 
says that God by, this expedient prevents sin. 
Alas that such evil devices should enter the hearts 
of men! 	 , 	1  

3. The Bhatta calls upon his readers to "look 
g the conduct and behaviour of those in whose 
religion no such observances as idolatry are laid 
down, and they will at once see whether image= 
worship and the like are of any use". 	Let this 
inquiry be made to the fullest extent; and let it 
refer to the conduct which is practised within 
the temples, and which is practised without their 
walls. • 'The Christians 	who do not worship 
images are accustomed to meet together for the 
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public worship of. God. 	When they assemble 
they celebrate the praises of God, in which they 
extol the divine character)  and the divine works, 
and thank God for his manifold mercies. 	They 
confess the sins which they have committed, pray 
for the pardon of their iniquities, for the sanc-
tification of their souls,, for knowledge, peace of , 
mind, and spiritual joy,--for a blessing on them- 

their friends and 	 for selves, 	 all mankind,-:and 	eter. 
nal and unspeakable happiness in that place where.  
God especially displays his glory. They listen to 
the word of God, in "which the divine eharacter., 
the natural state of the human race, the means 
of ? salvation, and the duty of man)  are unfolded. 
By these means they receive, through.the blessing 
of God, and .the operation of the Holy Spirit, an 
increase of their knowledge, rof their faith, 'and 
of their love to God, And.an addition of strength 
to their hopes, and determination to forsake sin. 
Contrast with this procedure and experience, the. 
conduct of idolaters in similar circumstances. 
In the first instance, in order to get rid of their 
sins, as they say, they declare their intention of 
entering DU the performance,  of religious rites. 
immediately they pay their adojrations 'to a shell. 
or a bell, and then enter upon the more particuf 
lar worship of the idols, which they may perform 
with sixteen different rites. 	After they have 
anointed the stones with milk, 'curdles, ghee, su-
gar, or honey, which they call the Panclufmrits,,  
/ulna, they present clothes, sandal wood, and gar- 
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lands to the gods. 	They burn incense, and kin- 
dle lamps. 	They present eatable offelings, co•  
coamits, betel, and money. 	They walk round 
the image. 	They perform the Pushpdnjali, or 
scattering of flowers. 	Sometimes they worship 
by placing their fingers in their mouths, and•roar- 
ing likesheep. 	Sometimes they bawl out " El- 
kot! elkot"! sometimes "Udeva! udeva"! some-
times "Jneinr4ja' ! sometimes "Mciuti Tukarrima 
incineshvara nululi" ! sometimes Harihara" ! some-
times "R(Ima SIM" I &c. ' They beat drums, and 
play on varieus rude instruments. 	They walk in 
procession, and wave clubs, and twigs of the 
Tulasl.. 	In this. way they dishotiour God, fill 
themselves with pride, deceive their own minds, 
and injure their souls.' 	The conduct of true 
Christiani, when out of the temple, is distita-,  
gui0ed by the utmost propriety. 	They fear 
God, worship hiM. in spirit and truth in their 'fa- 
milies, and observe justice and uprightness in 
their dealings with mankind. 	It must be admit- 
ted that there is more knowledge, learning; and 
civilization amongst them than among idolaters. 

4. The Bhatta observes, "That God is like the 
image no one imagines; but, merely forming such 
a conception, he spends a short time every day 
in its worship, and thus acquires peace of mind. 
This process having been continued, the true 
knowledge of God is at length obtained, and the 
mind is separated from the world. 	Then, it is 
...... 	

ir See Appendix K. 
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that observances are seen .to be of no tine, and. 
are quitted of course. 	In the first part .of this 
declaration, there is a confessiOn of what, in the 
eye- Of reason, must appear-to be extremely sin- 
ful. 	The Hindus are aware that God is not, and 
cannot be, like an image;  and yet they delude 
themselves so as • to believe that he - is• like an.  
image! . They do this under the pret.,nce of 
pleasing him, of shewing forth his ,greatness,.dig•- 

• nity, and excellency! They tell us that they find .  
peace in this work of misrepresenting God; but 
they do not unfold tie nature of the peace, and 
shew how it, is obtained. 	I suspect that it is the 
peace of 'delusion: it is certainly not of a right 
kind. 	It is absolutely impossible that the true 
knowledge of God !Ahould be obtained from look-
ing at that which "Jto one ,considers like God": 
The mind may be so far separated from worldli-
ness by this employment, I have :no doubt, that 4  
it may ultimately arrive at such a state of infatu-
ation, 

 
as will direct its possessor to neglect to 

support himself. by the work of his hands, to 
wander about as a beggar, and a burden,to soci. 
ety,, or to betake himself to a forest, and.destroy 
himself: 	`Persons on whom such effects are  pro- 
duced" are certainly "to be found at the present 
day; but I trust that the dissemination of know-
ledgeamong the RinduS will diminish their, mini- 
ber., 	"Where qualifications like itheirs", writes 
the.13hatta -have not been attained, of what A.-
mil it it for any one ynerely with the Mouth to 
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teach lessons of wisdom, and yet live .as his in- 
clinations prompt? 	If in image-worship, and 	• 
those observances which relate to the body, and 
other things, there is no virtue, pray what virtue 
is there in. mere speaking"? He must remember, 
however, that he himself has said that "there M a 
treat power in words"; and that while Christians 
expect nothing from improper teachers, they pos-
sess many instructors who are exemplary in their 
lives. 	 ... 

5. The Bhatta maintains that "the attention of 
the mind has been directed to pure objects with 
the view of separating it from those which are 
impure. 	It is for this purpose that tile four-arm- 
ed image of God, and other images of a like 
description, are used; and it is by means of them 
that'evil thoughts are expelled from the mind. 
In like manner, the mind Must be ever active: 
tV ceremonies of image-worship are, therefore; 
prescribed to afford it occupation". 	This . state- 
.meet affords no support to idolatry. 	The .mind 
assuredly can attach itself to invisible objects, 
that is to say, it can reflect on the descriptions 
which it receives of them, and on the actions said 
to be performed by 'them. 	Shall it be said, then, 
that only the Supreme God cannot be viewed by 
the eye of the mind; and that, in his place, the 
ChaturbhujOkcira, or image with four' hands, must 
be erected? 	Though God has neither form nor 
shape, the mind can contemplate his attributes 
4a they .are revealed, his word, his commands, 
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his 	purposes, his 	threatenings, 	his *promises, 
his people, hiS providence, and his government: 
The most striking evil of idolatry, as far as man- is' 
concerned, is, that the mind finds repose in some-
thing which falls short of these important ob- 

• jects, which .demand perpetual consideration, and 
which can, only be overlooked in the prraetise, of 
great sin. 	Of what use is the Chaturbitujcildra? 
What wisdoin is to be found in it?. Why are such 
trifles as a club, a shell, a chakra, and a water 
lily, put into the hands of Vishnu? 	Who -but a 
fool.can look at tliem? 	Since their possessor is 
known to be wicked will it not .occur, that he' 
may use some of them for the purpose of destroy-
ing his worshippers? . Why are four, and not four 
thousand, hands ascribed to him? 	And why has 
be not four thousand weapons? 	Such questions 
as these, when'properly-considered, must point out- 
the absurdity of the Bhatta's reasoning. 	Tp 
strengthen their effect, I quote a Shloka from- the 
fourth Skanda of the Bliagavata:— 

fizirirtinEraftrVkArM.4 
wit;irmRfAraggreiTARileA ck, 

. "The mind when contemplating a material ob-
ject, becomes materialized; but when contern: 
plating me, it becomes godlike". 	This confes- 
sion is attributed to Krishna. 	According to its 
meaning, the application of thfi mind to a stone 
must be attended with its stupefaction. 

The occupation which the mind receives in 
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idolatry is an evil occupation, as I have formerly 
shewed; and the mind had better be idle than do- 
ing mischief. 	It had better be frisking like a 
monkey, than employed in serving a stone in- 
stead of its Maker. 	The Bhatta ought to remem- 
ber this fact; and he.ought also to bear in mind 
that what is unconstant is not even allowed, ac- 

"' cordinglo some passages of the Hindu Sh6stras, 
to perf)rm idolatry. 	The folloiving'Shlokas are 
most express on this subject:- 

41Trili-N:RTRAITIPINIAMA: 
viWiiTuif*tiptiviftlkiln: o t H • 

. IftetklitriiiArtriqtringrtinl, 4 	
s  4flfifiotr:mh:"49Tgav o k 

"He only who has his senses under his controul, 
who is humble, always pure, devout, possessed 
of a strong memory and good abilities, who con-
ducts himself with propriety, and who has a sound 

k 
understanding, a good temper, prudence, and simi- 
lar good qualities,—he only has a right to perform. 
religious ceremonies; this is an unalterable rule". 
In the view of. this statement, will the Brithtnans 
tell the ignorant to tie stones round their necks. 
and to drown theihselves in the ocean of sin? 

6. Mora Bhatta Dandekara 	endeavours 	to 
prove that "merit is produced by idolatry". 	He 
says that the Hindu Shkstras support his state- 
Intents on this subject. 	It is because this is the 
case, that we say that these Shkstras did not 
.conic from God. 	I have formerly shewn that the 

   
  



testimony of Brahma cannot be United; and 
nothing more requires to be mentioned on this ,, 
point. 	I proceed to the argument drawn from 
reason. .It is said.that "merit arises from pleasing 
God. 	Idol worship and the like are the means 
of. pleasing God". 	My ideas of merit, and those 
of Mora Bhatta, probably differ. 	I would define 
merit to be that for which God is required to 
give a reward; and, taking the word in this sense, 
I would say that, on account of the sin which 
mixes with all which man can do, and the depen-
dance of man on the divine mercy and bounty, no 
merit can be procured by his actions intrinsically 
considered. 	It must be understood that Mora 
Bhatta, instead of giving us a proof that idolatry 
is pleasing to God, has given only a parable 
which does not in the slightest degree apply to 
the subject, or rather, which;as far as can be un-
derstood, must militate against his side of the 
question. 	"A person of your acquaintance", he 
observes "is in a distaflt country, or in your own. 
You take another individual, and giving him the 
name of your friend, or without any name being 
given, simply intending hitt in your mind, you 
make a present of food, clothes, and the like. 
This will undoubtedly please the original person 
intended". 	At this illustration, I have seen a 
native laugh Most heartily, and with the greatest_ 
propriety. 	The state of the case is this: — God 
demands the services of men; but men, giving,  
the name of God to other objects, render them the 
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services. 	Now, I ask every man of. reason, whe-
ther God will be pleased, or displeaSed at such 
conduct? 	He will most certainly be 'displeased. 
His wrath will be excited because that whiCh be- 
longs to him is given to another. 	He will un-
doubtedly be displeased, alsO, because his name 
is givet to another object, for nothing but God 
himserf is worthy to be called God, and because 
when any thing but God himself is called God, 
the infinite distance between the Creator, and the 
creature does not appear, and the honour which 
belongs peculiarly to God, is not rendered, to him. 
An earthly king would not for a moment tolerate 
such a procedure with regard to aby of his sub-
jects; and will the Supreme Being sanction it on 
the part of his people? Any man who ought to re-
ceive money or clothes, from another individual, 
would be highly enraged 'at that individual for 
not giving theM to himself. 	God has undoubt- 
edly a right to all the services of men; and he 
must be offended when they are rendered to oth- 
ers. 	The following extract from a Bengali pub- 
lication may illustrate this point in connexion 
with idolatry. 	 "Suppose your servant, instead 
of attending at your house to do the work proper 
to his situation, goes to the river river side, makes 
an image of clay, calls the image he has thus 
made his master, and waits diligently upon it, 
by placing rice before it, screening it from the 
sun, pouring water upon it, &c. 	Suppose he 
owes to you in, the evening, and when you 
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charge him with having neglected your service, 
he denies it, and explains himself by telling you 
what be has been doing:—will You, I ask, admit 
of this explanation,. and allow the reality of his 
professed service a.nd.pay him his wages? No; in-
stead. of doing this, you will look upon him as 
diSordered in his intellect, and send him about 
his business. Applying, therefore, this illustra-
tion to the advocates of idolatry, allow me to tell 
them, that, however, they may think to get to 
heaven by it, they will find themselves at last, like 
the servant who came- for his wages, wofully dis-
appointed; for instead of heaven, hell will un-
poubtediy be their portion * 

The illustration .  which Mora Bhatta has ad-
duced in reference to "reproach" can in no sense 
apply to worship. I.  cannot understand for what 
purpose he has adduced it. 	• 

7. The Bhatta seems to labour under great dif-
ficulties respecting the consecration of images. 
"When a king has sent particular orders to his 
subjects", be observes, "obedience to them ser 
cures their welfare, disobedience procures the re-
verse. • In like manner on hearing their orders, 
their minds are agitated by joy, or grief, 'or fear,, 
as-the circumstances may determine. 	Now con- 
sider who excites these feelings. 	Should it be 

-.-- 
* Mundy's Christianity and Hinduism compared. 	This is an 

excellent work so far as the statement ofIthe Evidence of 
Christianity is concerned. 	The comparisons however, are too 
brief and general. 
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said that the king -does so, it may be replied that 
he is not present. The king's commandment is 
not the king himself. There must, therefore, be 
some strange power in the . commandment". 	"If 
then it is admitted that there is power in human 
words, it cannot be doubted,, that there i power 
in those which .are divine, and altogether true, 
and faithful. 	In these circumstances, by' means 
of the Mantras, the Deity is according to the 
rules laid down in the sacred books, ,called' into 
the image, and thus the immaterial God obtains 
an imperceptible imagined body. :When he is 
thus endowed with a body, he is, according to 
the rules laid down in the sacred' books, treated 
as one having a body, and from the experience 
of this treatment, he derives pleasure'. 	I do 
say as was anticipated that there is "nothing tan- 
gible" in this statement, tinless it be understood 
that the Bhattai has given it for the express pur- 
pose of injuring himself, and his cause. There 
is a great power in 9, king's commandment, I al- 
low; but it must not be forgotten that the Man, 
tra is not a commandment from the king to the 
subject; but a commandment from the subjects to 
the king, and even to the greatest of all kings! 
How will it then prevail? The Matta knows. 
the Shloka:— 

k4n11451714irar044k14It - 
II wiAsisqrtion1114Artiligii4q4 

"All the universe is under the power of the gods; 
the gods are subject to the power of the Mantras; 
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the Mantras are under the power of the ' Brill-
mans; the Brihmans are theretore our gods". 
He perhaps, on this account, may say that he, 
and his associates axe.  the king, and not God. 	I 
do not think, however, that he will venture on 
this claim, though, I have found many ready to 
urge it. 	He will probably say that the Mantra 
is the composition of God, and therefore will suc- 
ceed. 	I demand the proof of this point; and 
maintain that- it cannot be ascertained that any 
Mantra has succeeded for the consecration of any 
image. 	The Hindus' themselves, 	in immense 
multitudes, begin to doubt about the power of 
the Mantras; and especially of those which are 
said to have the power of bringing God by dis- 
tinction into a'stone. 	Let us hear the reasoning 
of one of their number on this subject: "Both you 
and we see clearly, that the properties of stone, 
earth, and wood, which the image had before 
the Prdnapratisht,ha, it retains also afterwards; 
that., as the flies and musquitoes were before 

--playing on it from head to foot, so they do also af- 
-terwards; that,as previously to the performance of 
the Pr4napratisht,ha, the image would break to 
pieces, if it fell on the ground, so it would also af-
terWards; and that, as before it had not the pow-
er of eating, sleeping, and moving, so it is also 
destitute of this Fowl- afterwards. How then can 
it be proved that the image is anima.ttid by God"? 
"We sce that the worshippers of images are con-
tinually afraid, lest their hands or feet should 
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perhaps be broken. 	If they were perfectly sure, 
that the images are animated by the gods, which 
they respectively represent, they would not, till' 
the present day, be so anxious , about their pre- 
servation. 	With respect to what you said about 
the power of renowned images to punish those 

,,,who injule them, we should readily believe this, 
if they p`buished the rats, cockroaches, and other 
creatures who spoil their colour, or make holes 
into their body; or if they drove off and punish-
ed the flies when they want to place -themselves 
upon them, after they have been sitting upon un-
clean thing's. But however this may be, what pow-
er iinatieS possess, or do not possesk may easily 
be' put to the test: give them only into our hands; 
and you will soon sed which Of us can punish 
the other".'* ,The whole matter is indescribably 
absurd. 	Powerful' ak the 11 antra is said to be by 

... 	... 	. 	• 
*Moja Mebane ..The argument here pursued by a heathen 

is ivory similar in point 0 that adopted by Pflinutius Felix a 
Christian Lawyer;  lobe' lived, about the end of the'second, or 
beginning of the third century. , la the dialogue between Oc-
tavius (a Christian) and•Ciecilius (a Gentile) the following pas-
sage occurs: ."The mice, the swallows, bets, &C. gnaw,-insid, 
runt sit upon your gods, and, Unless. yot drivel them away, 
build' nests in their mouths; the spiders weave their webs over 
their faces; you first make them, then clean, wipe and protect, 
them, that you may fear and worship themi but you should 
know that they are gods before 'you 'worship therh". 	An edi- 
tion of the work of. Minutiae Felix wile published at Hedelberg 
41 1560  by Balduinus. 	It has since been repeatedly reprinted. 
It contains several passages of great force, which may be ad- 
duced in opposition to the Hindu superstition. 	See Hoornbeek 
de Conrersione Inclorum et Oentilium, p. 81., &c. 
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the' Brihmans, its. , whole ' effect is lost' by the 
touch, or even by the shadow ,  of a Musaltnim or'  
European! 	Nothing can appear more strange 
than that any person should -, believe that it has 

' any power. 	The day, I trust, is at hand,. when 
"this the. principal argument ,for Hindu ,idolatry 
will be seed to be lighter than.vanity. Let thoie 
who have any pretension .to wisdom proceed to 
determine the question. 	i 

S. The. Bhatta observes that "to thosb whose 
attention is perpetually fixed on the image, the 
form (or sbape) of 'God appears". 	He says that 
there "ire such individuals to be, found at the 
present day"; and thaLit is because they do not 
testify as to the truth of, the 	that heretical r.fact 
Tuitions have got afloat. 	I ask, since this is said 
to be the case, why for the general interest they 
do nut come forward; and subject themselves to an 
examination. 	We should be at no loss to expose 
the falsity of their pretensions;.  and this object 
would be accomplished .by our 'simply asking 
tliem, HoW can.they'see the form of God, •Who is 
really formless. 	Shankarttchirya `himself could 
give them no assi,.tance in this case. 	His efforts, 
indeed, will not be Available ' to defend the Hin- 
du religion. 	They afford not the ainallest proof 
that the Hindu Shistras  came from God. r His 
argui-nents ire- wholly inapplicable_ to our objec. 
tions against idolatry. Let not the. Brahmans. re-
pose any confidence in him.* 

• .. 
Appendix L. 
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9. Mora Bhatta gives:a pretty accurate state-
ment of an argument which we are accustomed 
to use against idolatry.,, 'It may be said", he ob- 
Serves, "that the image-worship and stated ob-
servances ,which at present prevail aiming the 
Hindus,, and that Pieimages, of the gods which 
they wpirship; are calculated in every way Yo in- 

" creasermore and more. the ignorance complained 
of, and the • ev.ii, passions which ,arise from' it: .,. 
Wisdom 	 *,i  _and the virtue which springs from_ it., 
can never be obtained. hy. means of th-ein; be- 
cause with whatsoeier obje- t. .the mind may be ,,  

, donyer§mit, it acquires,., from its,, attaching itself 
to;  &the nature of that object 	If,, therefore, the 
linpwledge,pf God is to , be ?btOnvii  its atten- 
tion must be directed, to God. 	.By directing it 
to several gods, the Aciwwle:dge of the, one God 
can never 13e acquiryd. m  -Tile same is to. be un-
deraood .•:g stated obsqvan5e§', ; In reply. to 
this 	 o rcasonino• ., the Bhatta remarks' that "there , 	 .  
are many mowers in the Hindu ,Shastras, as. for 
examp!e„,tha,t observances are to be put fly 	rid to 
by observances; ,that the work of -the hand is to 
be done away by handy work; that the imagin-
ations of the.,,heyrt are to he. borne down by the .  
heart's imaginations; that poison-is' to be neutral- ' 	• • 	-  	. 	. 
zed by poison". A llow these observations can ap-

ply to the9tajec ion, Euless refute,it, -I cannot see. 
The Bhatta has already allowed, as we have seen, 
that images are not like God; and it is consequent7  
>•y apparent that the ilindus, who "imagine them 
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to be like God", can only be confirmed In error 
by the act. 	I have already 'alluded to this sub-
ject, and I need say nothing more upon it. Nond 
Of the reputed forms of the. Hindus gods, which 
are said to, be represented by the images, are.  
such as God ever would assume, for as has bten 
already proved in regard to BrahrA, "Vishnu, 
Shiba, Rama-, Krishna, and as may be proved in 
regard to all of them, 'they are sinful lib the high-
est degree, and entitled neither to respect, nor 
love. 	The contemplation. of the images of these 
"gods", therefore, though undoubtedly it may 
teach the persons who practises it, to remember 
the 'accounts of them, can be attended with no 
good; and can only fill the mind with impure 
thoughts, according  to the principle which the 
Bhatta approves of;--From impure objects, there 
can arise only imputity. 	It must ever remain 
true that "by directing the attention to them, 'the-
knowledge of the one God can never be obtain- 
ed". 	The very images themselves are more cal- 
culated to excite laughter than devotion, and to 
disgust the mind, than to invite it to that whickis 
excellent. 	They are mere caricatures. 	From 
Ganpati, with his elephant's hdaxl and enormous 
belly; from Vishnu, Shiva and others, with their 
clubs, and skulls and other articles; from Devi 
with her cat's eyes, and tiger's teeth;,  from Binh-
mfi, with his geese-drawn chariot from the im.. 
pure linga, and from deified cows and monkeys, 
&c. what love to God, what reverence of his law, 
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what holiness and' knoWledge can: be derived? 
The investigation of this subject must produce 
the conviction that idolatry is abiurd_ 

Mora Bhatta endeavours to estdblish his point 
by referring to• the conduct 'and practises of ,the 
Musalmans. 	His attempt, however; is alto4rAher 
useless.' The Christian ministers, and people, 

' ' condenni their practice in the *strongest manner, 
when in addition to the acknowledgement of the 
only-living and true God, "they put their trust", 
as is Said in the Hindu-dharma-st,hapand "in those 
men who have been. distinguished by their Won- 
derful achievements", because they thus virtually 
and plainly declare that God is not sufficient for 
them, and thus highly dishonour-him, and view 
men as.existing in a situation in which it is- mani- 
fest that God never intended they should be view- 
ed. 	'The similarity of thei? practises to those of 
the Hindus. 'can 'never'prove these practises to -be 
correct. Both are erroneous. 

Theillustrations, which the Bhatta takes from 
the Christian religion, are likewise..unSuitable to 
his purpose. 	In .fact, they suggest arguments in 
opposition to his views. 	I have already proved 
that , there is not the. slightest analogy between' 
the character, and works, and mode ,of subsistence 
o1 the Father., Son, and Holy Ghost, of whom 
the godhead is composed, and Wahnak Vishntt 
and Shiva;and ;lima, Krishna .and other imagin, 
ary gods of the Hindus; and I shall now, in a 
few words, show that there is•no such analogy 
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between idolatry, and the Christian sacraments 
as can, in the slightest degree, vindicate the 
practice of the former. 	There 'is no resemblance 
in the essential features of the case. 	The first 
point which ought to be considered is the Man• 
ner.in which the idols, and the water, bread, and 
wine which are used in the Christian sacraments, 
are respectiv-ely viewed; and, regarding • it, we 
have only to remember that the imagescare rel. 
quired to be.  worshipped, while the elements are 
considered merely as emblems ,Of Christ's, body.-
which was broken, and his blood `which was shed 
for sinners, and the Holy Spirit whose* influence 
is diffused over the soul, ' An object of worship 
and a sign are two very different things:-7The 
Hindus say that merit* is procured by idolatry; 
but Christians say, that all the merit .which they 
possess is bestowed `by, the Lord Jesus Christ. 
From the sight of the images of Ritma, Krishna, 
&c. those Hindus, who are instructed in their 
stories may undoubtedly remember them;, but from 
this exercise no profit can be derived, because the 
stories of Biala, and Krishna, are sinful, and be. 
cause they show that these imaginary persons have 
no connexion with God. 	The contemplation and 
worship of thieves, liars, adulterers, and murder,. 
ers, must be attended with great detriment. 	As 
Christ, however, is God, as he is possessed of 
every possible perfection, and as his history clear-
ly manifests the divine glory, and the scheme of 
tedemption,—his 	contemplation 	and 	worship 
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must be in the highest degree proper; and as 
through the sacraments, in which the bread, and 
water, and wine, are used as emblematical of his 
work, and sufferings, •and the influences of his 
Holy Spirit; his remembrance is cherished, they 
must be in the highest degree beneficial. l, The 
facts, that God has given his son for sinners, and 
thus agplayed his love; and that Christ, in the 
room of sinners, has suffered the punishment of 
iniquity, and thus displayed the holiness of Qod 
(which could not permit the communication of 
pardon without an atonement)) and manifested 
the value of the human soul and the evil of sin, 
are exhibited in these ordinances. 	In the one 
called baptism, moreover, in which water is ap-
plied-to the body, professing believers are pub- 
licly admitted into the Church. 	In the other 
called the Lord's Supper, in which a little wine 
and bread are used symbollically, the disciples 
show to one another their mutual affection and 
friendship. 	Several other benefits are derived 
from them. 	 .  

A Hindu, who practises idolatry is guilty of 
the greatest folly„and sin when, overlooking the 
glorious works_of -nature, "he enters into a room, 
shuts the door, takes a piece of stone daubed over 
with paint, or a piece of metal or the like, and sits' 
down and 'calls it God". ."Pomsniiich as he is the 
offspring of God, he ought not to think that the 
God-head is like unto gold, or silver, or stone gro,- 
Aen by art or man's device". 	He gets no in- 

   
  



strudtion from the stone, no revelation - of the 
divine character, or works; or grace; but on the' 
contrary, he subjects himself to the influence of a 
vain delusion. 	TheChristian admires the Works- 
of God; and when he surveys them in all their' 
magnitlidc,. extent, and number, and when he 
contemplates;. the regularity of their movements;. 
and the glOry of ,their arrangements, he 'directs 
his thoughts to him who is the Creator, and the.: 
Preserver, And ascribes unto him the highest 
praise for the wisdom, truth, faithfulness, and 
goodness which are displayed. 	When lie cele- 
brates. the dying love of Jesus, by eating bread 
and drinking wine in .his name, he does nothing 
which is inconsistent with the )diScoireries of na-. 
tare, and the divine atributes which they illus- 
trate. 	He 	merely . p7fortr1s ,a service, through 
the appointed. symbols, 'in which God is exhi-
bited as holy as: well as great,4  and as abundant 
in loving kindness And tender mercy. 	In the sa- 
cramental rite, then, there is no adoration bt an 
inanimate object;' no giving of the name of God 
to that which • is •  riot God; no vain imagination 
about a sinful form, or pretepded likeness of 
God; no' reference to enchantrnentsi by which 
God is brought to reside in a stone; no fear of 
God fleeing from his abode by the ,touch of . 
men; and none of the absurdities,  with which 
idolatry is chargeable. 	 . 

The Bhatta, it is apparent from the consider-
ations wilicl have been brought forward, has 
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failed to establish the propriety and lawfulness 
of idolatry; and nothing is left for me but to de-
nounce it Its in the highest degree sinful, and to 
beseech the Hindus, for the'reasons. which,  have 
been' stated, to forsake it.' 	In order to shew the 
excellence, and reasonableness, and authority-of 
the Citation Scriptures, .I extract from them a 
few pasages on the subject. 	"Thou shalt love 
the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with 
all thy soul,' and With all thy might". 	"Thou 
shalt worship the Lotid thy God, and him only 
shalt' thou' SerVe". 	"I,  'am the Lord; that is my 
name, and my glory 'will I not give to another". 
"God is a Spirit, and they that. worlip him must 
worship him in spirit and.in. truth' ;'.."Thou shalt 
not make unto thee' any graven image, or any 
likeness of any thing, which is,  in heaven above,, 
or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the 
water under the earth: thou shalt not bow thyself 
to them nor serve them". 	"Thus saith the Lord, 
Learn nol the way of the heathen...for the cus-
toms of the people are vain; for oue cuttelli a 
tree out of the forest (the work of the hands of 
the workman with, the age). 4 They deck it with 
silvt r and with- gOld,„they fasten it with nails 
and with hammers, • that it move not. 	They. are 
upright 'as the palm tree, but speak not: they 
must needs be borne, because they 'Cannot go: be 
not afraid of them; for they cannot do evil, nei-
ther also is it in them to do good". . "Their idols 
are silver and gold, the work of men's hands. 

N 
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They have mouths, but they speak not;, eyes 
have they, but• they: see • not 	They . have ears,, 
but:they hear; not ; noses love they, ,but thff smell. 
nut:" They. haveliands,,,but-they Itandle'not; feet 
have they, but they walk not;. neither .speak they 
through: their throat". 	"They, that make a gra- 
ven image-areall of them vanity; and-their de, 
lectable things shall not profit; and they hre their 
own, witnesses: they see not, nor know; that they 
may be ashameth 	Who lath formed a God, or. 
molten! a' graven linage that is profitable for noth- 
ing 	Behold, all His fellows shall be ashamed; 
and the workmen, they; are. of, men: let them all. 
be  gathered; together, let them stand up; yet-they) 
shall tear, and they shall be ashamed together., 
The smith with the tongs both worketh in the 
coals, and fashioneth it with hammers, and work-
eth it with. the strength- of his arms: yea,. he is, 
hungry, and his strength faileth; he drinketh no 
water, and is faint. 	The carpenter stretcheth out 
his rule, he marketh it out with a line, the fitteth 
it with planes, and he, marketh it, out with the 
compass, and maketh it after'the figure of a man*  
according to the beauty .  of a„ man; that it may 
remain in the house. 	Ile heweth him down-ce,  
dars, arid taketh the cypress and,the oak, which 
he strengtheneth (or chooseth) for himself among 
the trees of the forest: he planteth au ash, and 
the rain doth nourish it. 	Then Shall it' be for a 
man to burn: for he will take thereof, and warm 
himself; yea, he kindleth it, and. baketh bread; 
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yea,'he.maketh a god, and worshipped' it: he 
maketh it: agraven .iinage, and ffilleth down there- 
to.. 	He I:0,urneth part thereof in the tire; with 
part thereof he eateth flesh; ,he .roasteth roast, 
and is satisfied: yea, he warmeth ;himself, and 
saith, Alia, I am warm, I have seen the fire! and 
the residue thereof ,he ,maketh a god, :even -his 

" graveivimage: ihelalloth clOwn (unto it, ,and I writ,  
Shippeth it,:arid prayed' unto it, tand,saith, Deli-
iJerme;-forthou.art;my god..,11nd' none consider-
cth in his heart, (neither is ,there- knowledge nor 
understanding rto say, I have ibersit,part of it 'in 
:the fire; yea, ialso Ilhave baked- bread upon the 
coals :thereof: .1 lireievoasted .fleSliv,,and eaten it; 
and shall I make Ahe:residue /thereof fan abomin-
ation? shall I fail down tolhe' stack #of 11, tree? 
Heleedeth on ashes: a decEiv0 heart bath 'tinn-
ed him aside, that he cannot deliver his soul, nor 
Say; is thereinot A ;lie in my right baud"? 	These 
passages .must • commend themselves to reason 
find 'conscience. 	I leave thew, .without any fur- 
ther comment, to produce their natural effect,. 

III. The thitcl subject, brought before our no-
ticeby :the Rudd, ,to,mhich I advert, refers to 
the RULE OF PFAITE, or-SnesTaA. given by-God. 
`'We do not seek"; he 'says, "to 'overturn the 'doc-
trines held by any one; for, as God/ has ,consulted 
thecon-verrience of all people on.the fact •of the 
eArthivithirespect to food and clothing, so, for the 
inhabitaires of different places, has he laid down 
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different doctrines with a view to their salqation. 
Those doctrines, therefore, and those•alone, ac-
cording to which they severallrworship God, are 
to them true. 	According to the nature of these 
several docerines do they severally obtain reward 
from. God". 	These are most eitraordinary as- 
sertions; and they are completely in opposition to 
the Hindu religion, which is known by every per- 
son to be ari exchisive system. 	They are riot 
however, peculiar .to the Bhatta. They are urged 
by many of the natives in Bombay,—by Hindus; 
Musalmans, and ?arils. 	I can give no other ac- 
count of their origin, than the supposition of the 
consciousness.of the superiority of Christianity; 
and a prevalent fear that this system niay be em, 
braced. fcChristianity is the best of all religions, 
but 'it is not intended 	for us, 	is the 	decIaL 
ration of not a fewd of the natives". 1 Ini order 
to oppose the latter part of this statement; and. 
the opinion of the Bhatta, that God has given 
different religions for the different countries of 
the world, it may be well to enter briefly into 
part icular:4. 

Religion viewed in regard to God, who pro-
poses it, may be considered as the revelation of 
his character, and purposes, and works; and the 
deClaration of the duty and destiny of man. 	it 
is evident, therefore, that, in whatever form it 
may be proposed, it must be consistent with its 
author, and with his demands on 'his intelligent 
ereatures. 	It is absolutely impossible to imagine 
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that the case should be otherwise. 	God must in 
every true revelation• give a consistent account of 
his perfections and operations, of his will and of 
his kingdom. ' His requirements from mankind 
must. correspond with the. general' nature which 
be has 	given to them; and his law must in 
every ease be 'holy, just, and good. 	Alr'inen 

-polite into the world, and leave it. on terms of 
equality. 	Diversified as their' external circuni- 
stances may be, it is evident that the constitution 
pf their minds.is essentially, the -same; that they 
are .all, in a greater or less degree, the subjects of 
the same 	passions, affections, 	and 	emotions; 
acid that, in the use ot-their ,  , intellectual facul-
ties,ii they are viewed as pader_the, same res- 
poUsibility. 	The, 	residences 	of . men change; 
but God is unchaugeable,—the same yesterday 
to-day and for ever. 	Men may form themselves 
into.  different communities; but. they cannot .ali-: 
ebate themselves from the. government of God, or ' 
remove a single demand which he makes upon 
then. 	On the ground of these principles, I 
maintain, that the religion given and approved 
by God must, in every situation, be substantial- 
ly the same. , 	' 

(
When the question is viewed in its particular 

aspects, we ,are forced to come to the same con-
clusion. •T It is a fact that the different religions 
prevalent in the earth are in general. directly op-
posed to one . another in their essential prinei-
pies. Some of them exalt God; others, .evident- 
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ly.and. directly dishonour' him.. 	Some of them 
are Mono-theistic; others.are Poly-theistic. They 
give opposite.accounts Of the character, 'and at-
tributes of God. 'Some of them declare that be 
vas at 'first destitute of qualities; others, that 

r be 	is 'unchangeable in his nature, and, 	that 
from . the beginning he possesses every excel- 
'knee. 	Some of 'them teach that the meuer cart 
sin; ,others that: he 'has sinned/  'but eannOt:be 
charged with.iiiiquityll Some of thorn declare that 
be 'is raCceptably ivor's'hipped Abp images;.others 
'that idolatry ,is ,the„, abominable - thing which 
be hates. 	They give ;contradictory statement 
•cil•the I creation), and 	duration, iof !the worldi  
and the various changes nvhichlave (taken' place 
ipon it.. -Their accountS, of menlire of a teontlic;t7  
ing kind, 	Some of thein.declare that the tsoul of 
man is a part.of God? others that it is quite dis- • 
tint from the divinity. 	Some of Ahem teach 	. 
that mankind:are ,pure at birth; others that they 
are sinful from. the commencement of their exist+ 
ence, , Some of them recognize the system of 
caste; others:ascribe the same origin to men, and 
declare that 'God requireblall men to love ions 
another as brethren. 	Some of Inem declare that 
men can work out a righteousness of their. own; 

. 'others, that they must be indebted for salvation 
entirely:to diviue grace. In some instances,•they 
teach that.the soul. of man:has its state unaltet 
tably 'fixed after death; in others, they inform us 
That ft will pass through a multitude of births: 
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Each of them individually declares that the other 
is; false. 	Since .the facts are of this nature,, it 
cannot for one moment be imagined that the dif-
ferent religions are reipeetively true to those,  
who practise them. 	Those opinions which are 
directly contradictory to one another, it must be 
admitted, cannot proceed from the God of truth. 

-The declaration that they are alike veritable inf 
tolves the charge of falsehood, and inconsistency, 
against the divine being. - 

- 	These remarks apply with the greatest, force 
to the Christian and Hindu, religious, which ire. 
some important particulars we have already con-
trasted,- and which, from the charges which we 
have brought, and which ,we will further bring, 
against the latter, must' be perceived to 	be 
as opposed 	to one' anothet , as. light-  to dark- 
ness. Both cannot be true in any circumstances;.  
and 	Matta, who makes an allegation- to 
the contrary, instead of atte:npting 	to prove 
his opinion, has only given an illustration,, taken 
from. food and clothes. 	He must bear in. „mind, 
however, that. an, illustration is not• an 	argu- 
ment; and that the one which, in this case, he has 
given. is entirelyaunsuitable. 	Religion is infinitei 
ly more important than food• and clothes; but, 
not. to press. this point; it may. be  observed- that a 
man may change his dress withotwanyinconvenb 
ence, and any. sin. 	The nations of the earth at, 
Wally do this without any great hesitation, -The 
Brahmans in India have adopted the Musaltam 
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turban, and other parts of foreign dreg; and 
they may again soon have recourse to other al—
terations. If, in this manner, th4 should approve 
of the true religion; and enter into it,' rt will be 
profitable for them. 	. 

..I formerly remarked that "God is the Father 
of all' mankind; and no Father gives dpposite 
laws for the'government of his children:.  God 
has given one Law; and therefore, there ii but' 
One true religion, and one true written rule of 
religion; in thestime manner as there is but. one 
Sun for , this earth":' 	The 'Bhatta en leavour4 
without 'effect to throw ridicule' over this state- 
ment. 	His reinarks arc superseded in the tract 
from which his quotation is taken: 	While it is 
there admitted that a father may prescribe- dif,  
ferent employments for his children, it is declar-
ed, that he will not, if he have the character of 
consistency' and goodness, give opposite laWs for 
their moral conduct; and, that though God may 
prescribe different occupations to men, he will 
not say to one ."Steal", and' to another "Do 
not 	steal": 	He 	will 	not give 	different • ac- 
counts of his own character, and history; to them, 
He will ' demand of every one of them. proper 
love and respect 	No father would describe his 
nature in opposite ways to his children; . and 
God who is infinitely greater than man, will not 
act more inconsistently than a coiRmon father; 
nor support coutfary religions.—The allusion to 
the sun was intended merely as an illustration; 
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and it is perfectly applicable. for this purpose. 
"As there is but one sun for this world, SQ. there is 
only. one true Shitstra". 	The Bhatta says that 
the innumerable and remote - fixed stars are suns. 
I rejoice to find him. express "his belief in this 
fact; but., in passing, I would remark that he did 
not certainly learn it from the Hindu Sti6gtras. 

"We find in the Manu Sanhita the following state-
ment:—"In the egg (produced from the seed) the 
great power sat inactive a whole .  year of the 
Creator, at the close of which by his thought a-
lone, he caused the egg to divide itself; and front 
its two divisions he framed the heaven above, and. 
the earth beneath: in the midst he placed the sub-
tle ether, the eight regions, and the permanent 
receptable of waters". 	The Bhatta has written 
contrary to this statement, but he deserves credit 
for his admission; and, while I grant that there 
are many suns in the universe, I maintain thakas° 
they have, as far as we see, the same nature as 
luminaries, there ought, if the fact is to be ap-
plied to the illustration of the question about 
Shttstras, to be the same nature in all Shostras. 
Since we do not find this to be the case, it must 
be evident that thb Bhatta's logic has failed him. 
There can, as we have shewn, be only one true 
religion. 	 . 

... 	.. 
IV. The fourth subject brought before our 

notice by the Bhatta, to which I advert, is the 
consequence of an abandonment of the Hindu re. 
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ligion. r "The people her'who embrace theireli-
gion of Foreigners", he observes. "only depdrt 
farther from GA". 	"Several years ago the Par. 
tuguese converted to their own Christian religion 
the inhabitants of the Goa). and'. Basseen dis-
tricts", &c. 
• None of the. ChriStian minis, ers, against whose 
books the Bbitta contends, approve either of 
the means by which the Portuguese procured 
their converts, nor of the conduct:of these pro- 
selytes. 	The •Portuguese, in many instances; 
used violence,* 	which can only produce hy- 
pocrites. , They kayo to the Hindus the name 
of r Christians,,, before they 'gave them Christian 
instruction, or before they witnessed in them an 
obedience to,  Christian precepts, 	They bave 
kept them in ignorance of the Christian Shastras. 
They have allowed them to retain many of their 
evil heathenish customs. 	They.  have not expell- . 
ed multitudes .of them from their communion 
when 4heir immoral conduct becathe known tog 
them, 	They have directed them almost in every 
particular contrary to the scriptures; and they 
have shewn that they were connected with thatt 
system, which in the bible-is declared to beAntit- 
Christian, 	The Goa-kars, then, though in the 

*The Natives, to the present day, allege various instances in 
which converts wete procured in this manner. 	They maintain 
that at Tanna, and other. villages in Salsette, pieces' of cow's 
flesh were thrust into the mouths of the Himius by the Portu- 
guese! 	The persOns Who lost the Hindu religion ill this man- 
ner were, in most instances, refused re-admission! 
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admission of the existence of one God, and one 
Saviour, they are better than the Hindus, are still 
far from being right in regard to many particu-
lars of faith and 'practice. As we do not, however, 
call upon the Hindus, when they abandon the 
religion of their fathers. to become like the clpa-
kars or Portuguese,• it' is not necessary to en- - 
iarge,onuthis.subjeet. 	j shall ,merely endeavour 
to .remove.(MeQr tviQpr6ndiees, lyvhich the 13hatta 
vndettvoUrs.to:throviti the way ;or int:pikers, 
. ; With reOrd ;to the use of Anima food, X would 
remark thAt lbe iliugus appear to me to act most 
ineonsiAently on this subject. 	They believe 
that ve-gelahlos are endowed with life, and that, 
AS :Raid, by MAIO, fi‘,.cthey ihave inter 	conscience, 
404 are'sensihie of pleasure and pain": they ncr 
,yertheless use them as food with thogrea.test,free!. 
glom 	1,0 lte Ilindu Shastrak an oil presp is -con- ,, 
Aletnued on account of the vegetable seed which 
is destroyed .by it. 	All the classes, however, use 
oil to a great extent)  and thus encourage what 
they ,belicve to he sinful. Many of the caste' eat 
animal foods .:iind Fet it is &Wont said that, on 
this account, any evil will befall them. The She-
pavl, and somepther classes of BrAmans, eat fish-
es under the name of "sea-vegetables". The tnost 
learned ,Pandits allow that in the .Satya Ypga, the 
sacrifice of even cows was-  allowed;-and that their 
flesh was eaten afterit was offeted to - the gods, 
The authority of the Veda may be adduced on this 
point; and several Patinas may be referred to ,as 
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proving that at a sacrifice offered by Vishvami-
tra, the Brahmans-devoured 10,000 cows which 
had been offered in sacrifice, and sought not again 
to revive them*. ..The.Brahmans were accustom-
ed to use eleven kinds of flesh at a Pitarpakaia. 
Seven Brahmans according to the Matsya Purana, 
when they got hungry in afield, seized upon .a 
cow belonging to Garga ILishi, devoted it to the 
manes of their ancestors, and forthwith consum- 
ed ht.. 	The skins of animals are without any 
scruples used'for shoes. 	Thousands of anirnal- 
culae are destroyedin the water, and other liquids, 
used by the Brahmans. insects are crushed to 
death by them beyond number as they pass along 
the roads and fields. 	If it be said, then, that God 
has the power, at any period of the world's his-
tory, of ordering animals to be slaughtered for 
the purpose of sacrifice, it may certainly be said 
that he has the power of permitting them to be 
slain for the purpose of food. 	If many of them 
are every moment permitted by God to be actual-
ly put to death, without any intention on the part 
of man, the divine being most certainly can sanc-
tion their destruction for useful purposes. 

Chi istians condemn the giving of unnecessary 
-pain to animals. 	They perceive, however, that 	. 

* Some of the lower orders of the Hindus believe that the 
animals killed in'sacrificea were made alive again. 	The isup- 
position that this was the case, increases the evil according 
to the Hindu religion. 	The animals after hidering the pains of 
death are brought back to the sane birth! 

I See Appendix M 
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the souls of men and of animals are entirely dif-
ferent in their nature and destinies. Those of the 
former they consider intelligent, and morally res-
ponsible. Those of the latter they consider as non- 
intelligent, and not morally responsible. 	They 

'find in some countries a deficiency of vegetable 
food foi the sustenance of man. 	They find a 
permis`iion in the bible of the use of flesh; and 
many of .them receive with gratitude what God 
has given to them. 	There is no command, how- 
ever, in the Christian scriptures enjoining the 
use of flesh. 	Some converts entirely abstain 
from it; and all may act as they please respecting 
it. 	"One believeth"; says Paul hie Apostle of 
Jesus Christ, under the direction.• of the spirit of 
God, "that be may-eat all things: another who is 
weak, eateth herbs. 	Let not him that eateth 
despise him that eateth not.; and let not him who 
eateth not, judge him that eateth: fer God liath 
received him". 

No one must imagine for a moment that Chris-
tianity tolerates drunkenness. Though wine, and 
other liquors, may be used by Christians for me. 
dicinal, and other useful purposes; they must ne-
ver be indulged ilk!, such a degree as to injure 
the persons employing them. 	The scripture de- 
nounces excess in the strongest manner. 	Its pre- 
cepts on this subject are the fon-Owing: —"Take 
heed to yourselves, lest at any time . your hearts 
be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness". 
"Let us walk not in rioting and drunkenness"- 
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It declares that they who continue in this sill 
shall not enter into the kingdom of God. Dronk-
ards must., consequently, be Viewed as btra qgers 

to Christianity. 	If ...they call themselves by' the 
name of Christians, they either deceive them-
selves, or practiSe the grossest hypocrisy. 

I do not wonder that Mora Bhatta ghOuld ac-.. 
cuse the Goa-kars of disrespect to others.' I de-
cidedly condemn all that is wrong , in their con-
duct in this matter; but it 'Oust be borne in' mind 
that the claims of the Brahmans are such L as can 
never be considered asTounded in justice. Though 
they are naturally in every respect like other 
men, they are 'set forth in the Hindu Shastras as 

"entitled to the most absurd veneration and re- 
gard. 	It is declared that the fire in the Brahmans 
hands consumes- the sin of the-person who does 
them reverence; that presents presented to them 
prOcure the. greatest merit, and make atonement 
for the most enormous offences; that they are to 
be worshipped; that they can injure the very 

'godq by their curies; and that it is lawful to tell 
falsehoods in order to protect them! 
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6TVIT4m.;arSIMIAtaTb441: II 
%wrE 4 44wItTgai;rallgTiTinsli .. 
f/rA4clifiletviAlPlilkTItlfk II 

"The very birth of Brahmans", says Manu' "is a 
constant incarnation of Oharma, God of Justice; 
for the Bra,irnan is born to promote justice, and 
'to procure ultimate happiness. 	When a Brah- 
man springs to light, he is born above the world, 
the chief of all creatures, assigned to guard the 
treasury of duties religious and civil. 	Whatever 
exists in the universe is all, in effect, though not 
in form, the wealth of the Brahman; since' the 
Brahman. is entitled to it all by his primogeniture 
and eminence of birth. 	The Brahman eats but 
his own food; wears but his own apparel; and be-
stows but his own in alms: through the benevo-
lence of the Brahman, indeed, other mortals en- 
joy life. 	He confers purity on his living family, 
on his ancestors, and on his decendants as far as 
the seventh person; and he alone deserves to 
possess this whole earth". 	Such claims as these 
ought never 'to be admitted; and no accusation 
ought to be brouiht against those who deny their 
equity. 

The Brihmans, as far I have seen, are a great 
deal more disrespectful than the Portuguese or 
Goa-kars. 	They are frequently:4o be observed 
scowling upon their humble countrymen; com-
manding them to leave the common roads, lest 
they should bu defiled by their shadows, or by 
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coming in contact with them; 	and otherwise 
treating them with the greatest contempt. 	Con- 
duct such as this is highly to be condemned; and 
while. it is practised,,, it is unbecoming in a high 
degree for the Hindu Priests to complain of the 
treatment which they receive from others. 	It is 
not necessary for 	me, 	however, 	to vindicate 
Christianity ill this manner. 	This heavenly sys- 
tem is calculated, in the highest degree, to diffuse 
good will among men. 	The sum or its precepts 
on this subject is, "Though shalt love thy neigh- 
bour as thyself". 	Its special injunctions are:— 
"Be kindly affectioned one to another with bro-
therly love: iti honour prefering one another. 
If it be possible as Much as lieth in you, live 
peaceably with nil men. 	If thine enemy hunger 
feed him; if he thirst, give him drink. 	Bless 
them which persecute yqu; bless, and curse not: 
rejoice with them that do rejoice, and weep with 
them that weep. Mind not high things; but con- 
descend to men of low degree. 	Let every soul 
be subject unto the higher powers, for there is no 
power but of God, the powers that be are or- 
dained of God. 	Render, therefore, to all their 
dues; tribute to whom tribute is due; custom to 
whom custom; fear to whom fear; honour to 
whom honour. 	Thou shalt not commit adultery, 
Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false 
witness, 	Thou shalt not covet, 	Have fervent 
charity among yourselves. 	Use hospitality one 
to another. 	Honour all meal love the brother- 
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hood. 	Fear God. 	Honour the king".. This is 
morality, the purest, and the most sublime. These 
are the commandments which true Christians ve-
nerate, anit'according to which, through divine 
grace, and the assistance of the Holy Ghost, they 
conduct themselves. 	The' perusal of them im- 
p) esses eyen idolaters with the conviction of the 
Cxcellense of the Bible*. 

I trust that inquirers will not be prejudiced by 
the remarks of the Bhatta, which have now been 
exposed. 	In order to direct them in their re- 
searches, ,I shall briefly state the consequences 
of a, r cordial, and sincere, embracement of the 
religion of Jesus. 	These are of ,unspeakable 
moment, and they respect both this life and that 
which is to come. The persons who perceive the 
holiness, justice, and extent, of God's law; the 
odiousness, and danger, of sin; and their own res-
ponsikility, depravity, and guilt; and, who betake 
themselves to Jesus Christ as a refuge, put their 
trust in his righteousness, and rely on his grace, 
receive the pardon of all the iniquities which 
they have committed. 	They thus obtain the di- 
vine favour, which could.not be procured by their 
own actions,- which at the best .are in many res-
pects opposed to the commandments of God, 
and which, in all cases, fall short of his requi- 
sitions. 	God pours out the influences of the 

* If any weight may be attached to verbal admissions, it may 
be confidently said, that this conviction is greatly on the increase 
among certain classes of the Natives in Bombay. 

r 	 . 
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I1oly Spirit upon them; aind; Isi,  Iiii itetioy;'Illiii. 
theinitrumentality of iiiviii8 truth, they forsake
that which is' 4i1,. alid 'cie6 to 'that' Which is 
good, obtain deli7ieraiiee'frOM the .powei4 and ive-
dbminance of evil litit4 and, passions, and gradual--
ly beCorne holy in heart, speech, and liehavidirr: 
The peace of God d Welled' within them; and they 
view the Creator as their 'father and their *friend, 
In the tinie of their trouble and diittesS,' they 
look, to hinifor support and Comfort; and, for the 
sake of the Sa.̀ ''c iOur, he imparts it td them in' rich 
abundanCe" 'Ai ihem;hOur of.  death they are riot 
fOrsalien; ibi lie vViib'loiTes' them at the first, lovei 
thein unto itie end. 	When their souls take theii 
departure 6bl-it, the Body, 	they are CohdliCied 
into the heaked of bliSS. 	In that happy region, 
they associate with the .redeemed from suiting 
men, and -the angels of God! 'behold "the glory of 
the Lord and 	gariOur, 'cbritbriiiilate. the dititie 
excellen'cy, and engage in the diiine praise and 
eryite. 	Their bodies shall at the end of the 

livdild be redeemed from the 'iliiSt by the power 
of him Through wham they are iedneed lb biiit 
ruption. 	They 'shalt be publicly declared riglir- 
icons; and while those who have died in' then' 
sins,. without a Saviour, are 'subjected to the 
curse of a holy God, and consigned to eteival 
Woe, they shall be blessed arid' glorified. - Their 
felicity shall continue to increase; and, as their 
Saviour's 'merit can never be exhati§ted;  their hap:. 
piness-shall last throughout the 461, or '61teriii4. 
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Such are,,the blessings which attend a cordial eml. 
bracement of Christianity by therl-flittlus, '0 that 

,.11 	., 	i 	• 	r. 	t 	•i1 	) 
9iiTg 4of.piem rin ay obtain thqa, and live ft ,r eve'r! 

Salvation;' and its 	accom'panyinns 	blessings, 
cannot be the result of •the observance of the 
means tweser)bed in .the Hindu Sliiistras. 	These 
means of deliverance have no connexion with the 
11' 	111, 	4 -1,0 	1 	•r 	•" 	..4 i• 	• 	I 	14 	1 	• 	••4 	- 	. 
true God, as tnust 3  11)e c  apparent from the-observa- r 	,. 1 	- 	•..  	?;... 	. 	.„... 	. 	.. 
tions 

 
nhich have been made; . and, on this ac- 

•., 	... 	.1 1 	11 	I.• 	101. 	t 	4 	. 

count 	as as well as. an account of their intrinsic ,,,, 	, 	, 	. --•. 11' 	1 	 ••r., 	'1...•••• 	• 	• .1 	' •
leness, 1,mswiti.tb 	.they must. be propo,uneed ineffi- 

_,cagious.. 	T,hc/u,.(01; some 'of them are of a mixed . i„ 	,•.1. 	! 	•1 	1 	,m, 	,,,,, 	.., 	I 	1„ 	If  

ln,41,11:cp they pay .* all TL:wgq lin 47 s i x classes. 
p. 9,- is  of.priii respect 	'Ite Brahmans, s'ome the 

.„pds,.,..txtf„tkcotruptipitY in general, some -the 
,i1105t,v,i410,,t,1,1?1,-9rives, sonie;the dead, and some 

' kbsutpieninalsand,inin4e o  p•ee s. , n 	 I  
, TheHindu Scriptures et!r most egr,,,,rregibhsly; 

4, 4 	1 	r fld, 	t 	/ 	• 	1 	• 	• 	•7j- 	. 1- Olen-they tepeltthat sin will be removed by the .. 	1 	,.. 	,..,.: 	.. 	. 
entertaifmlent and worship of Brdlanans, and 3 , 	• 	4, 	• 	, 	, 	/1 	4o 	• 	r 	.,, 4  
1.),y,granting ,,tlielli ,employment, 'and 	presenting 
them With gifts. N As sin is an otietke against 
God, the person who has cotnnriitted it must be 
.10,1;le to the divine displeasure and wrath, till he 

t 	. 	, 	1 	' 	. 	- 	 . 	. 	 ,r 	• 	• 
merit 

 

,is delivere‘51 .ithro agli. 	sufficient to cover it. 
SlicplOiserviesof the nature referred to be re-
quired by God, and should they even be perfectly 

„perfOrtned, ,the g9ilt of the sin which has been 
conunitted would still-remain. 	Iam - filled with 
pity when I perceive ,how my fellow creatures 
,tr...- ti......tv oa to he deluded on this subject. . 	, 
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A little inquiry would chew them that the writers 
of the. Hindu Shfistras must have been Brtihmans, 
who were more desirous of 'their own benefit 
than the glory of ..GOd. 	This is apparent from 
the claims;and assertions of the Bribmans. The 
remarks which I have already made on this sub-
ject, may not be without use; but it may be pro- 
per  to extend them. 	The Brahmans, according 
to the Hindu religion emanated from Brahms 
mouth, 	They only must read, and interpret the 
Veda. 	Theirwrath is as dreadful as that of the 
gods. 	They, and their wives, and daughters, are 
to be worshipped. They have in many instances, 
kicked, and 'beaten, and cursed, and frightened, 
and degraded the gods, and destroyed their chil- 
dren. 	One of their number (Brahaspati) is Said 

'to have turned the moon into a cinder; and 'ano-
ther ,(Vishvakarma) to have. cut the 'sun into 
twelve pieces. 	The same individual- is said to 
have made heaven; and another of his caste 
is said to have made a child of grass, which 
SUL. could not . distingpish frtmn hdr 	own 	sop. 
Kashyapa made fire; gjigu imparted to it its pro-
perty of consumption, and Sapta gave ,  its pro- 
perty of 'extinction. 	Akasti.  swallowed the sea 
at three'sips, and gave it out again impregnated 
with salt. 	By such fabrications as these the at- 
tempt has been made to secure to the Brfihmans 
veneration and awe. 	The endeavour also has 
been made to secure to them theit lives. 	They 
must 	not be killed 	for the, 	most 	enormous 
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offences. 	When an ' individual  weeps for any 
person whom they may have killed, he Must make 
an atonement. 	Durga; is pleased. 'with the blood 
of a man a thousand • years; but no Brahman 
must be sacrificed td her. 	Garuda used to eat 
every• sort of creatiiv, except Brahmans who, if 
'swallowed, would have causiii an insufferiAld 

"pain iti 'his stomach. 	"A twice-born man", says 
Manu who barely assaults' a Brihtnati with an 
intention to hurt hini shall be whirled about for 
a century in the hell named Tamisra; but having 
smitten him in anger, and by design, even with a 
a blade of grass, he shall be born in one and 
twenty transmigrations, from the %wombs of im-
pure quadrupeds". Life, however, must not only 
be preserved; but it must be rendered comfort- 
able. 	The Brahmans get all the offerings made 
at the temples; and the most heinous sins are 
atoned for by. giving them presents. 	If a man 
sell his cow, he will go to hell; if he give her in 
a donation to a Brihman he will go heaven. 	If 
on Ganga's anniversary whole villages be given 
to Brahmans, the person presenting them will ac-
quire all the merit which can be obtained: his 
body will be a million of times more glorious than 
the sun; he will have a million of virgins, many 
carriages, palanquins with jewels; and he will live 
in heaven with his father as many years as there 
are particles in the land given to Brahmans. Land 
given to Brahmans secures heaven; a red cow, a 
safe passage across the boiling infernal Veitarani; 

   
  



a b9usc, a bayen,ly p3lace;'an umbrella, freedom 
from scorching heat; shoes, ;freedom from p 
wheu w,a).4ing; nerfmns fregdorn from offensive 
smells; feasting of Brahmans A.heIiiig4estplerit.. y 
a. house ,bO,dege4 by au unclean bind .itt,in?). 
down ,upon ,it, at becomes Pure xv,hen presented 
to a J3rAhman. 	4 Proper gift to a prithrnan'on. 
death bed will secure fieaveAl ;to 9, rnalefacpy. 
The Prahmans o:131ige the pt.her PROs P.4.cn tAley 
condeceud to .receive ,any .thing rfrom them. 	,I 
must heresop. A rcusIt 1?e,9v,icisntt,las I hav 0(1) 
that the Ilindnyoligiop yvasfpamed by PrVmnans, 
and not by qod. . 1119§e xn_na iFe „sadly 41.40 
who tiApii: g.41, tkey,wjV ol„Itaip,parslor),nod .PAI,VA- 

00111  ART .#1eln) ' 9 r .4 0.fre,Kings P149 Y'rtheuR* 
TA, Service ;of ,tbte 4414u 101/3, , tas,a PAST sCif 

the yemoya144f ..sin,4 -ecivagy -ipe14caicius as the 
:the service of 'Ole 	3r4litnans. ' The 4119flit*'-}il 
on .the gods, whether. as ismgran5P, malyina,  ,ri/z-
dAycisa,,,,,:.$41csluitlidl!a;ithe tillsing of tkeir,part)oN 
.the celebrating of it413,ir ,pc9,ii§pv ti}e pqrfortp,alice 
.of vows ,qn ttbeir itiehglf,..,whether tdiktillgtiksi194 
as vrata„orps k4trignatowl wittano; ,Op,14"10911; 
of temples tfur them, or Alle eKocOon,of ,i11,ANFrk 
the oft:eving, to thqin gifts, .the ,p6rfomiallqe-Slf,sa-
crifice and bprnt.sgerificej thn addresling,lhCl'iln 

,prayer; the ,listerling fto-their ShfIstra,.,.; 10F:Te- 
Piti!i011  Of ,the  payatri;  ,ftpd all the other iris's' 
which respect them, Are positively Atifi ,.(lifect- 
h sipful; ,in as touch, -as accordiiig 0 	;svhat 

-*has Veen 4400y stiewp, these gods ace p.a g°0s, 

   
  



but mciely imaginary 
God must candeitin 

f '. 97 1,  119 	
. 

. 	• 	,:. 	- 
,:, 

sinful beings. 	The .trtte-... 
such Services as • those re- 

ferred to; and, even though the persons perform- 
ing them Should profess to'regard him as their 
tibjeCti  they could not be viewed as: an atone- 
Merit for sin. 	Geti• requires .all the services of 
tnen; aril supposing them rendered; at any given 

• .period,•as they never arc, they' ieould not make 
amends for deficiencies. 	A debt contracted _with 
a merchant is not cancelled though every article 
subsequently purchased iie• regulialy paid for. 
..,The exercise of hospitality, 	the relief of the 
poor and afflicted, the planting of trees, the digg- 
ing of wells, and tanks, and other works of a 
like nature performed fdi the benefit of the com- 
munity.  are commendable: 	They ...Cannot .atone, 
however] foi the'sin of the soul, which is com- 
mitted against the fnajesty of heaven, and which 
involves the charge of rebellion against the 	- 
preme God. 	• 

Most of the cerentotfies which have a special 
reference to the worshippers themselves, I hold to 

, be decidedly sinful. It is a great delusion to sup- 
page that a crime is atoned for by the punishment 
inflicted by a Magistrate. 	The allegation, in 
fact, implies that i,here is no God, whose offend- 
ed law requires satisfaction. 	The man who be- 
takes himself to a forest, for the purpose of end- 
ing:bis days, only deprives his friends, of the aid 
which-he—is bound to render them, and the in- 
fluence wbi&i vili-lida 'arise froth his alleged piety. 
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The person.  who 1)erforing: ablution •at hi& own 
door, or who proceeds, with this object in: view, 
•to sacred places, forgets that no. water ,can reach 
his heart which is the'seat of sin, or blot out, the 
record of his guilt -  from the book of God's re-:  
membrance. 	Fasting and self inflicted torments, 
though they are represented .as; the sources of a 
merit which -deifies 	the person who psactises 	. 
them, and which terrifies the gods, sometimes 
prevent the service of God, and can' iti no situ-
ation alter the resolution of God to punish • the 
workers of iniquity: .they ,would not even avail 
before -an earthly prince. , The use of the Pan-
ehagavya,* the suppression' of the breath, and 
other atonements of a like nature• are so trifling 
that they ought never to be mentioned. 	The 
.performance of Sati, on the• funeral pile, or on 
the banks of the.aanges, andlhe proStration be-
fore the moving wheels of an idol's chariot; form 
the worst species of murder, the species from 
which' nature revolts, and that which Must be in 
the highest degree displeasing . to God, who has 
given • life in order that it may be preserved by 
all lawful Means, • and which is even regarded by 
the brute attimalts4 

-The 'doctrine that the dead receive benefit froin 
the Shrad,dhas, or other services performed on 
their behalf by their surviving relatives, is op-
posed to the best interests of. 'morality. * It di- 

. The live products .9f the cow. 
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minishes the fear of punishMent in the wicked; 
dan encourages them in their sin, inasmuch as it 
excites the hope of future deliverance, without , 	. 
any regard to their moral state as personally res-
ponsible. It is vain, then, to expect, that any me-
rit will arise from these rites to those who prac- 
tise them. 	They encourage the grossest delu-
sion; arid they place ceremonies in the room of 
that purity of heart which God demands, and 
view insignificant services as equally available 
with the divine forgiveness. 

The worship of inanimate objects, and brute 
animals, though recommended 	in the Hindu 
Shistras,. and daily practised by the Brahmans 
and others, is in the highest degree absurd and 
sinful. 	The sun, the moon, and the stars; and 
the 	five 	 fire, elements,--earth, water, 	air, and 
ether, have all been created by God; and the per,. 
formance of their service is like the worst kind 
of idolatry. The promises made respecting some 
of these objects, as that which refers to the wa-
ters of the Ganges, in which it is declared that 
they take away all sin, must be viewed as palpa• 
ble falsehoods. 	The bare reverencing of cows, 
monkeys, dogs, jackals, birds, and other animals, 
implies that these creatures are superior to men, 
which a child must know. is not the case. - The 
worship of trees, plants, ._books, the shalagrama, 
and logs of wood,* one would think could only 

* Full information on the different means of atoning fs:r sin, 
and procuring merit, according to the Hindu religion, is to be 
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be practised by infants instructed to do gd by 
their nurses, or by persons derived of intellect. 

I do not see any means of salvition in the Hin-
du religion, which can be approved by a holy 
Go l; and as faith must have a right object on . 
which to rest, a:_t.well as be exercised in a right 
degree, I cannot but view the confidenCe which 
is reposed in -those which are alleged a.4° in the 
highest degree dangerous and• ruinous.* 	They 
all proceed on - the principle that man has the 
power of savini himself. • This, however, as we 
formerly remarkcd, isnot the case. Men are weak, 
and 	ignorant, 	and naturally 'devoted to sin. 
They never love God, as they ought to do with all 
their hearts, and soul, and strength, and mind. 
They daily Offend against God in thought, and 
word, and deed. 	If it be admitted, then,- that by 
their own actions they can save themselves, it 
must he granted that sin is a light matter. 	The - 
angels, as we have formerly .observed, might be-
gin to say, If we sin we may recover ourselves. 
Men-vovild grow. more intent' upon wickedness. 
The authority of Gou's law would be despised; 
found in the third Volume of "Ward's 'Tiew of the History, 
Literature, and  Mythology of the Hindus". 	This work is by 
fai-the most important which has yet been published on the 
subject of which it treats. 	It is distinguished alike by deep re- 
search, diligent observation, and accurate statement. 

' The popular idea of the Hindus is, that "Whatever is believ- 
ed to be saving, must have the power of saving". 	The Brah- 
mans are not exempted from this error. 	They frequently vio- 
lently contend with the Missionaries in favour of the principle, 
and endeavour to give the most absurd illustrations of it. 
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and he would appear  weak, and contemptible, 
and de3titute of a perfect if axed of sil; and love 
of holiness, which arc esseatial 	to his character. 
The most plausible means of salvation to which 
self-righteousness resorts, are repentance and Pray - 
er; but however necessary these exercises may be, 
they ought- never to be viewed as the procuefbg 
Cause oT salvation. No earthly king, on giving his 
laws to his subjects, would ever say that "These 
laws ought to be obeyed; but if they be violated, 
nothing more is to be resorted to in the case, 
than the indulgence of sorrow, and the impreca-
tion of the name of the sovereign". An announce-
ment of this nature would be attended with uni-
versal disobedience; and it cannot, for one mo-
ment, be supposed that the King of kings, and 
Lord of !olds, would ever make it with regard to 
the subjects of his universal empire. 	Nothing, 
can be done by him, or sanctioned, in opposition 
to hig holiness and justice. 	These attribute., in 
combination with mercy, as leas .been already 
shown, are revealed only in the Christian reli-
gion, by means of the atonement of Jesus Christ, 
which is infinitely precious, and which is suffi-
cient in its efficacy for all who will rest upon it. 

The Hindu 	religion 	affords no 	reasonable 
ground of hope to the conscious sinner on the 
great subject of salvation. 	The very deliver- 
ance which it holds out, but which cannot be ex-
pected;  is unwolthy of the character of Gf'd to 
bestow, and •unsatisfactory to the cle,iros of men. 
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The doctrine of Sayulyalci, or absorption into 
the divine essence, which is considered as the 
highest species of bliss (mukti,) originates in a 
palpable error respecting .the.nature_of the ipi- 
tits of -.0od and men, which, from the ignorance 
and sin and suffering which are attached to the 
latter, must be viewed as essentially 	distinct 
from one another. 	The prospect of its posses- 
sion is cold and cheerless, and is tantamount to 
annihilation. 	- S.olokatti, the residence in the hea- 
venly world 'without the privilege of approach-
ing the gods; Sarupatil, a conformity of disposi-
tion to the gods; and Samipatd, a residence in 
their immediate presence, having all' a direct 
reference to gods which are no gods, and who 
possess the worst moral character, can neither be 
valued nor desired by those who love holinbss, and 
who wish to be associated only with the good. 
The possession of them, moreover, is altogether 
uncertain. 	The sins of posterity, as, in the case 

'of a person who tells a lie, which is said to bring 
- fourteen generations from heaven to hell,* may 
• 

 
completely remove them from those on whom they 
have been bestowed! 	The atuterities of other 
mortals may rob, as has often been the case in 
the time that is past, both the gods and their com-
panions of all their enjoyment, deprive them of 
their thrones, and banish them from heaven! The 
merits of men themselves, it is said,, must sooner 

* A lie may notwithstanding be atoned for by a-single repiti-
tion of the name of Vishnu! 
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or later be exhausted, and a long succession of 
births, of a humiliating and disgusting nature, lie 
again experienced, before redemption be again 
bestowed! 

/A little consideration will shew that the Hin-
du religion, which is alike unreasonable and eiyil 
in its services and consequences, ought never to 
be attributed to God, and trusted in by man. 	I 
earnestly call upon every person, who entertains 
the slightest regard to his Creator, or the feeblest 
desire for his own welfare, or that of his friends, 
in this life or in that which is to come, immedi-
ately to forsake it. It is to those who embrace it, 
and adheie to it the road to death, and everlasting 
destruction.* It robs, as we have seen, the divine 
Being of every excellence. 	It obscures our-no- 
tions of his existence, reproaches all his attri-
butes, attributes to him the vilest passions, and 
ascribes to him the worst actions. 	It extinguish. 
es in the ntind the veneration, and gratitude, and 
love which ought ever to be exercised toward 
him. 	It changes his glory into an image made 
like unto corruptible man, and to birds, and four• 
footed beasts, and creeping things. 	It depraves 
the reason, and judgement of those who are its 
votaries; 	fills' their 	imagination with 	impure 
thoughts; and permits them, in many cases, to 
practise sin with impurity. 	It shuts their eyes 
to the view of their moral misery, and deceives 
them with false and unworthy hopes of salvatiOn. 

* See Appendix N. 
• 
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Many other evils are connected with it; and the 
attempt to adorn it, like "ornamenting. a dead 
body, only renders it mnre loathsome".* 	The 
person-  who does not ::fsuspect it" must either be 
considered as destitute of a love of truth, or the 
willing subject Of the strongest delusion. Its very 
framers clearly saw its instability, for they have 
declared that it will be destroyed. 	They cannot 
receive much credit for their sagacity in the case, 
however, because every one must know that 
truth alone can finally prevail. 	The detriment 
which for many ages"Hinduism has inflicted on 
the inhabitants of India is, amongst others, a 
claimant reason for the persons of the present 
day to forsake it. As long as they adhere to-it,they 
must be considered as apostates from the service 
of that God in whom they live, and move, and 
have their being. 	In declarin& that they will 
continue to remain in it, because their forefathers 
walked according to it, they act in a manner no 
more. rational, and safe, than the Ramoshis and 
Bhilg, and Pendaris, and other hereditary robbers, 
who disturb the country, and molest the lawful 
government. 	They are guilty„of such folly, iu 
regard to the most momentous of all subjects, as 
they never would practise in the common affairs 
of life. 	Who would,  reject wealth because his 
ancestors were poor; or knowledge, because they 
were ignorant? 	Who, then, ought i  to refuse do-. 
liverance from evil because his ancestors were 

. 	-.1". A proverb current among the MarAt,has. 
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bivalved in it;.  or hesitate to embrace Christian-
ity, the only religion proposed by God, because 
his ancestors were unacquainted with it? 

Great Britain, the country from which I.cotne, 
was once as far removed from the way of righ- 
teousness as India. 	Superstition, and cruelty 
maintained their bloody and destructive sway 
over its benighted inhabitants; and, in regard to 
religion, it vras in many respects similar to this 
country. 	In the mercy of God, however, the 
religion of Jesus was •proclaimed in the. land. 
The people, being ignorant of its evidence and 
excellence, at first strenuously opposed its'en-
trance, and persecuted those who koclaitned its 
truths. 	They declared their intention of adher- 
ing to the custom of their ancestors; and they 
proved decidedly averse to inquiry and consider- 
ation. 	The ministers cf the Saviour, however, 
remained unmoved. They put their trust in God, 
and implored his blessing. 	They used no force 
or 'violence; but they appealed to reason and 
conscience. 	They addressed their auditors as 
sinners. 	They warned them to flee from the 
wrath to come. 	They presented to them the of- 
fers of pardon by Jesus Christ, of sanctification 
by the holy Spirit, and of eternal glory. 	They 
were instant in season, and out of season, in seek-
ing the welfare of those to whom they were sent. 
God regarded them with his favour; and a change 
began to appear. 	Our forefathers commenced 
seriously to listen to the truth, and it penetrated 
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into their hearts. 	"Our fathers erred", they•said, 
"and we shall no longer walk in. their ways. 
We will worship the only living and true God, 
and cleave to him alone. 	We will esteem Jesus 
Christ as the' only Saviour, and by the help of 
God,.we will follow his commands". 	They des-
troyed their idols and forsook the forms' of wor-
ship, which were inconsistent with the demands of 
Him, who requires to be worshipped in spirit and 
in truth. 	They sought the encrease oe their 
knowledge, and the possession .of peace. 	They 
received the blessing -of God; and walked in the 
divine favour. 	Their posterity have been happy, 
according as they have, obeyed the statutes of 
God. 	Our country is indebted to Christianity 
for the enjoyment of all that is great and glori- 
ous among its possessions. 	Other lands have the 
same obligation; and since Christ appeared in the 
world, 1831. years ago, many nations have been . 
blessed in his name. 	The persons, who wish to 
propagate Christianity in India are its greatest 
friends. 	They seek to injure no one. 	They pray 
and labour for the improvement of all. 	It is the 
desire of their heart that knowledge and civiliza-
tion may be diffused;  that sin may be destroyed; 
that prosperity may be enjoyed; and especially 
that souls may be saved. 

I must non take leave of my readers. 	I have 
endeavoured, on my own responsibility, to de- 
clare what I consider the truth on the most im- 
portant of all subjects. 	I pray that God may 
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accompany my efforts
(
with ablessing. 	If I have 

injured any one, and particularly my friend 	a- 
gainst whom I have contended, I ask forgiveness. 
I shall he ready, I trust, at any time to answer 
what may be said in reply. 	I beseech ,the Hin- 
dus whOm I have addressed to consider the sub-
ject in,all its details; and especially those„ of 
them &to may have any anxiety for their eternal 
interests. 	Now is the accepted tinie; now is the 
day of salvation. 

tiMktiiktiktiVrilippitrff: II 
mea000MtutiirtinurrAfilaftwa a 9 

"It is whilst the body is in health, and death 
is yet far'distant, that a man shOuld look after 
the interests of his soul. What can..he do at the 
last hour". —That God may enlighten and save 
many of the inhabitants of India, is my most. 
fervent prayer. 

Jon 	WILSON?    
  



   
  



ATTItillIDIIZ 4 . 

• 

• A. [pi: 33.] 	Ejects of Education among the 
Ilindue 

."WITInN the last few years European knowledge has been 
widely spread among the natives. ,ie rich treasures that may 
be found in the English language have been liberally bestowed 
upon them—ty,Iistor 	by, depicting before their eyes the actions 
of men from the earliest.stages of society, opened to them the 
mysteries of the Greek and Roman Mythologies;  and they ac- 
cordingly .were led to discover the follies of their own by corn, 
paring them together. 	Geography by unfolding to them.the 
nature, form, and shape of the globe had 'a tendency to destroy 
their prejudices. . Em,....ausianAciencc led them to throw off their 
bigotry and superstition by expanding tneir minds and elevating 
their intellects. 	Knowledge spread her benign influence over 
them; the vanishing of ignorance was the vanishing of super-
stition, and, therefore, will also be the vanishing of moral degra- 
dation. 	Light dawned upon them to the great perplexity of 
those who 'hated it because their deeds were dark'. 	The wile- 
ful deceiver will soon be thunderstruck 	when his tricks will be 
more particularly discovered. ( Education is working on, and 
the 'School Master is abroad'. 	More will soon be effected than 
perhaps now anticipated. ' If improvement goes on in the 
same ratio in which it has lately come—if in a few years and 
under so many disadvantages that had a wicked tendency to 
crib and confine the intellect,—if in in spite of the boy's being 
prevented by authority from availing himself of a fair field for 
discussion on religious topics—he 	has asserted his respensibilty 
as a moral acrent and his indepcntlpnce as a man—what more 
must we expect now-that so many means are open to the Uin- 
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du Youth and so much assistance iti afforded him in delivering 
his mind from the prejudices of his forefathers!—Our anticipa- 
tions go far when we reflect upon' these. 	We feel ,  ourselves 
transported into pleasant and happy scenes; we perceive that 
the Hindu begins to assume a more liberal spirit in his dealings 
with the world; we foresee that he gives up his weak conform- 
itie.s to old customs and speak with a reformed voice. 	Accord- 
ingly if such a pleasing and a happy field is before us, the re-
former should brigg into actions all the energies his mind is ca- 
pable of. 	Let this be brought to a happy close 	Let there be 
no pause, or fearful halt—betore the object is gained—till the 
triumph is complete".—Calcutta Enquirer, Dec. 2, 1831. 

Every philanthropist must rejoice at this happy issue, and 
these glorious prospects. 	kis deeply to be regretted, however, 
that from the Anglo-Indian College, which has been principally 
instrumental in bringing about the changes adverted to, the 
Christian religion has hitherto been altogether excluded; and 
that a. most unjust and injudicious attempt was made a feW 
months ago by the' managers of that institution, to prevent Abe 
attendance of the students on a series of lectures delivered by 
the Rev. Messrs.' Duff and Hill. 	It id' to be hoped ;that the 
I-Jonorable Company, and the Native and European Subscrib-
ers, will speedily perceive it to be both their duty and their inter-
est to encourage the only religious system, which can speak ' 
peace to the sinner, and which can prepare immortal souls for 
the enjoyment of eternal felicity. It is More than rumoured that 
important measures of improvement are in contemplation. 

B. D. 34. Remarks on Brahma. 
Ii we take the Shistras as a ground of judgement, we must 

admit that the Hindus have exceedingly confused and dero- 
gatory ideas of the Unity of the God-head. 	In addition to the 
remarks contained in the text, it may not be improper to intro-
duce an extract from Mill's History of India:—,  

"Few nations shall we find without a knowletige of thi Unity 
of the Divine Nature, if we take such expressions of it as 
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abound in the Hindu writings for satisfactory evidence. 	By 
this token Mr. Park found it among the.savages'of-Afiica. 	• 
- "In pursuance of the same persuasion, ingenioui authors 
have laid hold cf the term Brahme, (or Brahma,) the neuter of 
Brahmfi, the Masculine name of the creator. 	This they have 
represented as the peculiar appellation of the one God; Brah-
ma, Vishnu, and Siva, being only names of the particular 
modes of divine action. 	But the supposition (for it is nothing 
mete) involves the most enormous inconsistency; as if the 
Hindus possessed refined notions of the Unity of God, and 
could yet conceive his modes of action to be truly set forth in the 
characters of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva;.,  as if the same peo-
ple could at once be so enlightened as to form a sublime con-
ception of the Divine Nature, and yet so stupid as to make a 
distinction between the character of God, and his modes of ac,  
tion. 	The parts of the Hindu writings, hoyever, which are 
already befoie us, completely refute this gratuituous epithet 
of praise, applied to various gods; and no-are more indicative of 
refined notions of the Unity, or any perfection of the Divine 
Nature, than other parts of their panegyrical devotions. 	We 
have already beheld Siva decorated with this title.. Vishnu is 

, denominated the Suprame Brahme in the Bhagyat-Giti. Nay, 
we find this Brahme, the great, the eternal ONE, the supreme 
soul, employed in rather a subordinate capacity. 	"The Great 
Brehm", says Crishna, "is my womb. In it I place my foetus; 
and from it is the the production of all nature. 	The' great 
Brehm is the womb of all those various forms which are con-
ceived in every natural womb, and I am the father who soweth 
the seed". 	In one of the morning prayers of the Brahmans, 
Cited from the Vedas by Mr. Colebrooko, water is denomina- 
ted Brahme. 	"The sun", Bays Yajnyawalcya, "is Brahme; 
this is a certain truth revealed in the sacred Upanishats, and 
various sac'has of the Vedas. ..5o the Ehawishya Purina, 
speaking of the sun: 	Because there is none greater than be, 
nor has been nor will be, therefore he is celebrated as the 
supreme soul in all the Vedasr. 	Air, too, receives the ap. 
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pellation of Brahme. 	Thus, says a passage.id the-Veda; 
"That • which moves in the atmosphere 'is air, Brahme. 	Thus 
again;- "Salutation unto thee, 0 air! 	Even thou art Brahme, 
present to our apprehension. 	Thee I .will call, 'present Brah • 
me': thee I will name, 'the right one':• thee I will pronounce, 

.'the true one'. 	May that Brahme, the universal being entitled 
air,,., preserve me". 	Food too is denominated Brahme; so is 
breath, and intellect, and felicity. 	Nay it is affirntad, as part 
of the Hindu belief, that man himself may become,Brainne; 
thus in the Bhagvat,Gita Crishna declares: 	"A man being 
endowed with a purified understanding, having humbled his 
spirit by resolution; and abandoned the objects of the organs; 
who bath freed .himself from passion and dislike, who worship-
peth with discrimination, eateth with moderation, and is hum-
ble of speech, of body, and of mind; who preferreth the de-
votion of meditation, and who constantly placeth his confidence 
in dispassion; who is freed from ostentation, tyrannic strength, 
vain glory, lust, anger, and avarice; and who is exempt from 
selfishness, and in' all things temperate, is formed for being 
Brahme".  

Some Missionaries have used the term Brahma as equivaL 
lent to the word, Goy; and Col. Vans Kennedy, has proposed 
that it should be employed in this sense in translations of the 
sacred Scriptures. 	The most serious objections, however, 
must be urged against the adoption of the word; 	"In the first 

„place)  observes my friend Mr. Law, whose attainments in 
Sanskrita literature 	are of the very first order, "Brahma is of 
the neuter gender; so that if in order to express the idea of 
the Supreme Being, it is necessary to have recourse to the 
Hindu philosophy, Par amatma would be preferable, and has, I 
believe, been employed in some versions. 	But such terms are 
as remote as possible from conveying any thing like the true 
potion of God, considered as the moral governor of the uni-
verse; being always employed in Sanskrita works to designate 
the all-pervading 	Spirit, the Anima afundi, of which neither 
personal, nor any active attribute can he predicated. 	It would, 
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indeed, have been quite.as reasonable for the Seventy Inter• 
preters, through a fear of confounding the true God with the 
objects of national idolatry, to have adopted from the Grecian 
Philosophical Sects, some such term as "to pleroma", "to en", 
in order to express the supreme Being, as for the modern trans-
lator of the sacred Scriptures into Sanskrita, to employ any such 
terms as Brahma for the same purpose. 	'Yet the impropriety 
of the former supposion is sufficiently obvious. 	 # # 

"Besi4s, as Dr. Mill correctly observes. 	"The word ex- 
pressing God in any language should be such as in enunciating 
the proposition "God is one"—Dctis Unus -should convey a 
marked denial of the polytheistic proposition, Dei plur.  es stmt; 
or there are more Gods than one". 	But it is evidently impos- 
sible, without a glaring solecism, to speak of Brahma in the 
plural number. 	Would not the first commandment, for, in- 
stance, translated in this manlier, appear to be sheer nonsense? 
eiVa7A.VRTPOWtaiplaMITIVIF3Ianligril j  

"It is urged that when Deva is employed in•Sanskrita to ex-
press the Supreme Being, its bearing that signification is only 
determined by the context. 	But will not the context of Scrip- 
ture be sufficient to point out,in what sense Devu is to be 

• understood?" 	Oriental Christian Spectator, September 1831. 

• Sc. 	[p.39.] 	Contradictory 	Character 	of the 
Purtinas.  

Some of the Shiokas which I have quoted in reference to the 
claims of the different Hindu Divinities have been extracted 
from Mr. H. H. WilsOrt's interesting essay on the Hindu 
Sects, contained in the sixteenth volume of the Transactions of 
the Asiatic Society. 	As the circulation of this volume has hi- 
therto been limited, on account of its not having been repub-
lished lie its predecessors in England, the following extract will 
not prove unacceptable. 

"In further illustration of our text, with regard to the instru-
mentality of the Purcinas in generating religious distinctions 
ara ongst the Uindus, and us affording a view of the 	Vaishnatia 
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feelings on this subject, we may appeal .to the Palma P,rdiul. 
In the Ultara Khanda, or last portion of this work, towards the 
end of it, several sections are occupied with a dialogue bet- 
*men SIVA and PARvATI, in which the former teaches the lat- 
ter the leading principles of the Vaishnava faith 	Two short sec- 
tions are devoted to the explanation of who are heretics, and 
which are the heretical works. 	All are Pcishionlas, SIVA says, 
who adore other gods than VISHNU, or who hold, that other 
deities, are his equals, and all Brahmans who aro not Vaishna. 
vas, are not to be looked at, touched, nor spoken to. 

"Srvs, in acknowledging that the distinguishing marks of 
his votaries, the skull, tiger's skin, and ashes, are reprobated 
by the Vedas .(Srtitigerhitam) states, that he was directed by 
VISHNU to inculcate their adoption, purposely to lead those ..., 
who assumed them into error.--Nerdiectu and other Daityas had 
become so powerful by the purity of their devotions, that Dam* 
and the other gods were unable to oppose them. 	The gods had 
recourse to VISHNU, who in consequend, ordered Sive to in-
troduce the Saint.' tenets and practices, by which the Dailyas 
were beguiled, and rendered 'wicked, and thence weak'. 

"In order to assist SIVA in this work; ten great Sages were 
imbued with the Tamasa property, or property of darkness and 
ignorance, and by them such writings were put fo,th as were 
calculated to disseminate unrighteous and heretical do, trines, 
these were 'CANADA, GAUTArae, s —ASTI, UPANANYU, JUNIN', 

KAPIX.A, DURVASAS, MRIRANDA, VRISIIASPATI, and Bugteav4. 
"By Siva himself, the Pasupata writings were composed; 

K1NADA is the author of the 	Vaisheshika philosophy. 	The 
NyAya orginates with GAUTAMA. 	C.,LPII 1, is the founder of the 
Sankliya schOol, and VII.111•SPATI of the 	Chdrvaca, Jelmirn, 
by -StyAs orders, composed the Alimfinsa, which is heretical, in 
as far as it inculcates works in reference to faith, and Sly4 
himself, in the disgaise of a Brahman, or as Vyasa, promulga- 
ted the Vedanta, which is heterodox in 	Vaishnava estimation, 
by denying the sensible attributes of the deity. VISHNU, as 
Etnnouh taught the Bauddha Shastra, and the Rritctices of se- 
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ing naked, or wearing blue garments, meaning, consequently, 
not the Banddh4ts, but the JainasArejigialini44TA 

42-1R4 	The Purdnas were Fatly instrumental in this 
business of blinding mankind, and they are thus distinguished 
by our authority and all the Vaiihnara works. 

"The .111atsya, Kaarnla, Lainga, Saiva, Skanda, awl Agneya, 
are Tamasa, or the works of darkness, having more or less of 

. $ 
a Saiva bias. 

' "The °Vishnu, .1rdradiya, Blidgarat, .G6rura, Pddnta, and 
nacho, are Sditvika, pure and true; being, in fact, Vaishnava 
text books. 

"The Btahmcinda, Brahma Vaivertta, Xdrhandetja, Bhavish-
ya, nmana and Badyna, are of the Ridasa cast, emanating 
from the quality of passion. 	As far as I am acquainted with 
them, they lean to the Sdkta division of the Hindus, or the 
worship of the female principle. 	The Allirktind,eya does so no- 
toriously, containing the famous Chandi PA or Durgd Maw-
tmya, which is read at the Durgi Plija; .the Brahma Vaiverlia, 
is especially dedicated to karsza4A as GOVINDA, and is princi- 
pally occupied by him and his mistress RAnHA. 	Is is also full 
on the iinbject of Prakrili or personified nature. 

"A similar distillation is made even with the Swigs, or works 
on law: 	The codes of VASISIITHA HARITA, VYASA, 'PARASARAI  
BHARnSTAJA and ICAsrApi, are of the pure , order. 	Those of 
YASNAVVALICYA, ATM, tirrinle, DARS/34KATTAYANA, and VIM-. 
MI a the Rajasa clash; and those of GAUTAIVIA, t'rishosiiati7  
SARI*ARTTA, YAM, &Rini!, and MARAS, are of the ramastt 
Order. 	 0 	 • 

"The sfudy of the Putinas and Sibritis of' the S6hoi/ch dais, 
secui'es Mukti, or final emancipation, that of those of the R6jt4.; 
itt obtains Sec6.,g,a, or Paradise; whilst that of the istaman Con= 
donuts a person to hell, and a Wise man will avoid them". 

D. Legend of Divothisa. 
A converted. Brahman, who was the first individual who 

brought this story under my notice, observed that even before 
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he had embraced Christianity, or known'any thing of thet`Ns,  
tem, it had inspired strong doubts in his mind respecting Hin- 
duism. 	It might well produce this . effect b,  Divodisa, on ac- 
count of his piety receives a boon from Brahma. and in 
consequence Shiva retires 'from Kashi "(a pretty good move-
ment for a God) and "the wise and illustrious Divoclitsa" to 
quote the-words of the Skanda Pur&na, "took possession; without 
rival, of Varanasi, and there established the seat 6f his gov-
ernment; and, rulitig with justice, increased the prosperity of 
his people"..."But when Divoasa had reigted for eight thou-
sand years the gods, becoming desirous of revenge, repaired to 
their preceptor Brishospati, and thus consulted him :—' 0 divine 
sage! we cons suaLL SUFFER aXTREME DISTRI.Ss, should this 
king obtain the beneficial rtsuf.t.' or MS PIETY and of his numer-
ous sacrifices; for' he governs his people as if they were his own 
children, and his enemies he subdues with ease". (M) 	Brihaspati 
replied,—'0 dwellers in heaven! one of the four resources of 
peace and war must,be adopted, for unless that king acts volun-
tarily he cannot be vanquished; and this is the one named-dis-
sension, for could disagreement be created between him and 
the gods of the earth (the Brahmans,) many of whom are par-
tial to us, his prosperity would cease in one moment'.*.4."I• do 
not, understand", quoth Mss. Pfirvati, "why thou art obliged tq 
remain absent from that city, in which thou so much &lightest, 
Well pleased, Shiva drank the nectar of her words, While she 

'thus sweetly praised Varanasi,' and then said:—'0 my beloved! 
in consequence of a boon granted by Brahm& to Divodasa,, no 
other power can exist in Kashi as long, as justice and virtue 
prevail in it. 	How then can he be deprived of Kashi, since he 
t•ades-over his people with such virtue that piety alone Nourishes  in 
his kingdom'? 	The God here ended, and revolved in. thought 
the means by which he might accomplish his wish, and then re- 
garding Devi, he summoned a band of Yoginis, whom he than 

_ 	. 	. 	. 
* The VAS, in consequence, attempt to carry this advice imp effect, bat prove 

unsuccessful.— Cot. Kennedy. 
t This long panegyric on the holy city, volacll is introduced so alit-frainm, 1  

have omitted.--Col. Kennedy. 
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n ddressed:-0 Yoginis! hasten to my city of Kashi, where the 
Iting',Divoclfisa has reigned tod .long:--rsubvert his v irtue, and 

• thus effect his ruin.' 	Having heard this order, the Yoginis 
Made their obeiStince to ShiVii, and departed to Kashi.. 	• 

' "Ham, still abiding on Mount Mandara, thus -again begin 
to reflect:-L=The Yoginis and the Sun have not yet returned; 
so• ditfidult- it is for me to obtain tidings respecting Kashi. 
Whoninoii,  Shall I employ to relieve me from this consuming 
desire to'revisit it my Kashi; ot is there one more skilled or 
wise than Bialin0.4 	Having thus thought, he summoned 
Brtibm6.; and,• having received him with all -due honour, thus 
addressed him:—'0 lotos-born! I first scat the Yoginis• and 
then the 'Sun tvKashi, but they haie net yet returned; and no-
thing can alleviate the pain which oppresses nio;in consegerice 
of my absehee from it, Nor is the feveriikheat produced by, my 
separation from my beloved city assuaged' by,the cool "-drops or 
utnrit which the Moon sheds on my head. 	Theierore, 0 'A.A. 
ma! do thou hasten to Kashi, and employ thy wisdom in, order to 
Procure.4me rclicff for thou knowest-the cause of my quitting it,4  
and that I cannot there"return until .1);vodAsa is voluntluity in=' 
duced to abanderi it.1 	But thOW„ art able to*  effect this by thy de-
deption, and to •restore me to that • Kashi 'which I so long to 
revisit.'.' -This heard Brahma: ol4ed the orders of Shiva, and, . 	,. 
mounting his swan-drawn car,' Vrooeeded to Kashi; and there' 
arriving, he assumed she TorM of.an ngod Brahman, and sought 
thesking.* 	 N4 

"As Ganeslia delayed to return from Kashi, Shiva thus ad- 
dressed Veslatie: ,--'Do thou also proceed there; ana delay not in ..) 
executing my wish, as those have done whom I beforeS'ent". Vish- 
nu replied :-.LiTo the best' of my ability -imet .  taitterstandiag will 
I, 0 Shade(' I,  r...i ae cealiplisli thy tefinh ; and having thus. spoken)  

—, .. 
* It is. unnecessary to transcribe the conversation which takes place between 

the Ring and Brahma, as it contains no:Clog interesting. 	But the result was, 
that Brahma was io pleased with the piety of Vivo:Ansa, that he did not attempt 
to deprive him of Kuhl, but. remained in Eashi in an abode pi-chided for him by 
tho.king, officiating ikt stunAces, and teaching the Vedas.— Col. K.- 

On Brahma's not returning Shiva send a selected bard of !.is gangs, or at. 
tanclants,'and then Ganesha to Kashi, but with on little succeree-Col. K. 
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and paid due obeisance. to Shiva, Oari, accompanied by.Lak-
shmi and Garura, proceeded -Co Kashi, a little to the north 
of which he formed, by his divine power,,a pleasant abode, . 
Which was named Dhanna-Kshetram, and there, attended, by 
his lovely 'spouse, did the lord of Shri, the deluder of the three 
worlds, reside, under the form of Buddha; , while Lakshrni 
became a. female recluse of that sect. 	Garura also appeared 
under the name of Panyakirti, as a pupil, with a book in. his 
hand, and attentively listening to .the delusive instmclions of 
his preceptor; who, with a low, sweet, and affectionate voice, 
taught him various branches , of . natural' and -supernatural 
knowledge.  

"He then thus spoke:' The only person who is truly virtuous 
is the Bdtuddise ; therefore submissively listen, for•submissioa ip 
the ornament of a pupil, while I explain to thee the doctrines or 
that faith"..."Lakehmi, also, under the name of Widgnattap Kau-.  
madi, inflamed the minds of the, women of Kashi with the delusive 
precepts of the Buddhist faith, and taught them to place ally hap- 
piness in sensual pleasures":- 	doctrines the women of 
the city beard from Vidgnana Kaumadj; . ttnd then, ecommuni. 
eating them to their husbands, induced thou by their blandish.. 
mewls to embrace the delusive faith of Bhuddlut. 	Vidgnnna Kaul  
mt4di also attracted the women by rendering the barren mothers, 
by curing the sick, by giving them charms to increase their 
beauty, and by other artifices; and by such means she accom. 
phshect the deception of all the women of Kashi. 	Punyakittir  
also, diffused throughout the city tho doctrines of Buddha; and 
thus the inhabitants of Kashi were led to forsake ,the holy:  
religion of the Vedas. 

"As these heretic doctrines obtained a provalartea is bis 
kingdom, the power of Divadisa was gradually diminished, 
and he became grieved and dispirited. 	At length Vishnu, as- 
suming the appearance of a Brahman, visited the king, and 
was received by him with all due courtesy and honour". 	He 
succeeded in inducing Divedasa to abandon the thiene...,-In Ken-
nedy's work, from which this extract is taken, there are many 
interesting selections from the, Pinatas. 
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E. Tract against the Prevailing System of Hin- 

du Idolatry, by Brojonzohon Deboshyo. 
THE quotation which I have given. at page 48 is taken from 

a small work ivith this title published' at.Talcutta in 18°24. 
,It forms the subject of the Review iti the Friend of India en- 
titled "Hindi! Polytheism". 	Though the Reviewer expressly 
declareg that "of its author we have been able to discover no 

c-,    trace beyond his name," it was most ungenerously and un-
justly inginuated in certain quarters,. that the author was a 
native attached to the Serampore Missionaries. 	In the preface. 
to the first English Edition of the pamphlet, the following sta- 
tement is made. 	"The Author of the treatise was Brojomo- 
hon Mojmudat', a native,  of Bengal, bele (rir&te.to the fourth 
class of the Hindus. 	Rammohon Roy, his intimate friend, has 

con- communicated to the translator the following particulars 	
.. cerning him:- 	 , 

"Brojomohotl's father was a person of respectibility, and 
was once employed as Dewan by Mr. Middleton', one of the late 
Residents at court of Lucknow. 	Brojoinohon was a good 
Bengalee scholar, 	and had some knowledge of .Sunskrit. 
He had made cotusidqrable progress in the study of the Eng-
lish language, and was also well versed in astronomy; and at 
the time of his death, was engaged, in tranlating Fergusson's 
Astronomy into the Bengalee for.  the School-Book Society. 
He was a follower of the Vedant doctrine, in so far as, to be-
lieve God 0 be a pure spirit; but he denied that the hUman 
soul was an emanation from God: and he admired very much 
the morality of the ,PI ew Testament, 	Being suddenly taken 
ill of a bilious fever on the 5th of April last, he begged his 
friend Rammohon Roy to procure him the aid of a European 
physician, which request was immediately complied with; but 
it was too late:—the medicine administered did not produce the 
desired effected, and he died the Very same night, aged thirty-
seven years". 

It is a matter of rejoicing that there are now several Reformers 
Among the Hindus, who are disposed to .go much farther than 
Braja Mohana. 
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F. [p. 50.3 Hindu Morals depraved by—the 
Stories of Krishna. 

"Although; also, it cannot be denied", ibmarks Lieutenant 
Col. Kennedy in his Researches lately published, "that there 
are not a few censurable legends in the sacred books of the Hirt. 
(Ins, still those selected for the instruction of youth are never lia-
ble to objection, as they always contain the purest peneiples.of 
morality, and exalted notions of the Deity; though the Christian 
world would, of coU'ise; disapprove Of some of the oaervances 
and tenets which the Hinchi children are necessarily taught, as 
constituting the religion of their fathers". 	This 'is a strange 
statement. 	A few passages from the Hindu Shastras of the 
nature alleged, would be a real curiosity; and he general use 
of thorn among the native youth would be a circumstanbe over 
which many would rejoice. 	The fact of the matter, how- 
ever, ,is that theselections which are commonly made for the 
instruction of youth, are of the very worst kind; and th5.t the 
abominable talcs about Krishna, of which we have given a few 
specimens, are known throughout the length and breadth of 
the land. 	The, only-  $rt of the Bhaganta which has been 
translated into Mark,hi is the 'tenth Skanda; and the perusal 
of it, in puny. of the Tillage schools, is undoubtedly in the high» 
est degree destructive to the morality of the people. 

i may here notioe Colonel Kennedy's estimate of the mora-
lity of the natives, as it is expressed in the page of his work, 
from which I have now made a quotation. , "If filial live and 
respect", ho observes, "fraternal affection, kindness to every 
animated being, the detestation of every: dishonest act, adher-
ence to truth, and, in short, all that can form the mind to rec-
titude, be admitted to constitute morality, such are the lessons 
which are carefully taught to every Hindu child. 	Nor are 
even the minor morals neglected; so that in propriety and de- 
corum of manners the Hindu will, in general, 	be found to 
surpass 	the European, 	child". 	These 	sentiments 	accord 
with the remarks which the author formerly made on Mill's 
history of India; but "the truth will come out". 	Colonel 
Kennedy in the Appendix, to his Mythological Researches, has. 
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condemned the natives, including even the learned and respec- 
table of them in the strongest terns. 	When, adverting to Colo- 
nel Wilford's statement respecting his directing his Pandit to 
make extracts tient the PurAnas under proper heads, and his a-
musing him by unfolding our ancient mythology kc. he declares 
"It is surprizing that the slightest acquaintance with the natives 
should not have satisfied Lieutenant Colonel Wilford that not 
one of the»eloas capable of executing such a task as this; and that 
it wouldin consequence INEVITABLY lead the individual confided 
in to secure his employer's favour, by having recourse to inven- 
tion and imposture". 	I have not the slightest wish to represent 
the Hindus, as in the smallest degree worse than they are.; and, 
while I admit That they are not all equally depraved, I must 
state it as my opinion, and that of many persons, who have ob-
served them for a much longer period than myself, that the ge-
neral morality of the country is exactly what,  might be expect-
ed from the depraved, but approved, examples and precepts of 
of the Shastras. 	 - 

G. [lt. 51.] lidnza Avatdra. 
The occasion of this AvatCtra is thus stated in the tram- 

lation of Valmiki's Rimayana, by Drs. Carey and Marshman. 
"Rishya-shringa than supplicated the gods assembled for 

their share of the sacrifice (saying,) "This devout king Da-
sha-ratha, who through the desire of offspring, confiding in yots, 
has performed sacred austerities, and who has offered to you 
the sacrifice called Ashwa-medha, is about to perform ano- 
ther sacrifice for the' sake of obtaining sons. 	To him thus 
desirous of offspring be pleased to grant the blessing: I sup- 
plicate you all with joined bands. 	May he have four sons 
tenowned through the universe". 	The gods replied to the 
sage's son supplicating with joined hands, "Be it so. 	Thou 0 
Bramhan, art ever to be regarden by us, as the king is, in a pe- 
culiar manner. 	The lord of men, by this sacrifice shall ob- 
tain the great object of his desires. 	Having thus Aid, the 
gods, preceded by 'nava, disappeared. 
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"They all then having seen that (sacrifice) pet formed by 
the great sage according to the ordinance, went to Praj(tpati 
the lord of mankind, and, with joined hands, addressed Breh-
m& the giver of blessings, "0 Brahma, the Wdishus, 114.vana 
by name, to whom n blessing was awarded by thee, through 
pride troubleth all of us the gods, and even the great saes, 
who perpetually practise sacred austerities: 	We, 0 glorious 
one, regarding the promise formerly granted by thy kindness 
that ho should be invulnerable to the gods, the Dzinia'vas and 
the Yakshas, have borne all (his oppression;) this lord of Ra-
shes therefore distresses the universe; and inflated by this 
promise, unjustly vexes the divine sages, the Yakshai, the 
Gundharvas, the .  Asuras, and men: where Brtvana remains 
there the sun, loses his force, The winds through fear of him do 
not blow; the fire ceases to burn; the rolling ocean, seeing him 
ceases to move . its waves. 	Vishravanalt distressed by his 
power has abandoned Lanka and fled. 	0 divine one, save 
us from R&vana, who fills the world With noise and tumult. 
0 giver of desired things, be pleased to contrive a way for 
his destruction'. • 

"Brahma thus informed brthe devils, reflecting, replied 
"Oh! 'I have devised the method for slaying this outrageous 
tyrant. 	triton his requesting, 'May I be invulnerable to the 
divine sages, the Gandharvas, the Yakshas, the Rakshases, 
and the serpents' I replied, 'Be it so'. 	This klkshas, through 
Contempt, said nothing respecting man'; therefore this wicked 
one shall be destroyed by man. The gods, proceded by Shaltra, 
hearing these words spoken by Brahma, were filled with joy. 

"At this time Vishnu the glorious—, the lord of the world, 
arrayed in yellow, with hand ornaments of glowing gold, riding 
on Vinateya, as the sun on a cloud, arrived, with his concht  
his discus, and his club in his hand. 	Being adored by the 
excellent celestials, and welcomed by BrahmA, he drew near 
turd stood before.  him. 	All the gods then addrpssed Vishnu,,  

"'Kiwi& Turd Ravana ore both ottikal by thid name, beingloth tho 800'J of 
Tishea,brars by different mothers. 	Hero the former is meant. 
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"0 Madhusitaana* 'thou art able to abolish the distress of 
the distressed. We intreat thee, be our sanctuary, 0 A.chyuta", 
Vishnu replied, ,tsay what shall I do'? 	The celestials hearing 
these. his Words, added further, 	'The virtuous, the encour-r, 
ager of excellence, eminent for truth, the firm observer of 
his vows)  being childless, is performing an Ashwa-medha for 
the purport of obtaining offspring. 	For the sake of the gord 
of the itniverse,' we intreat thee, 0 Vishnu, to become his son. 
Dividing thyself' into four parts, in the wombs of his three 
consorts equal to Hari, Shri; and Kirti,t assume' the son-
ship of kin; Daih3.-rathi, the lord of Ayozlhya, eminent in the 
knowledge of dqty, generous, and illustrious as the great sages. 
Thus becoming man, 0 Vishnu, conquer in battle RAvana, 
the terror of the universe, who is invulnerable to the gods 
This ignorant Rokshus Thlvana, by the exertion of his power, 
afflicts the gads, the Gandharvas, the Siddhas, and the most 
excellent sages; these sages, the Gandharvas, and the Ap-
sutras, sporting in the forest isTandini,t have been destroyed 
by that furious one. . 'We, 'with the sages, are come to thee 
seeking his .destruction. 	The Sidhhas, the Gandharvas, and 

-the Yakshas betake themselves to thee, thou art our only re-
fuge; 0 Deva, afilieter of enemies, regard the world of men, 
and destroy the enemy of the gods'. 	 , 

"Vishnu, the sovereign of the gods, the chief of the celes-
tials, adored by all beings, being thus supplicated, rep1ied to 
all the assembled gods (standing) before Brahma, "Abandon 
fear; peace be with you; for your benefit having killed Itivana 
the cruel, destructiveiY active, the cause of fear to the divine 
sages, together with all his posterity, his courtiers and coun-
sellors, and his relations, and friends, protecting the earth, I 
will remain incarnate among men for the space of eleven 
thousand years'. 	 .. 

"Having given this promise to the gods, the divine. Vishnu, 
ardent in the work, sought a birth-place among men. 	Di- 

Aludhu-sacruia, i. e. the destroyer of Madhu, a famous Asura. 
f Taree names of Durga, appearing in these various forms. 
tTlie paradise or garden of Indra. 

T 
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ving himself into four parts, he whose eyes resemble the lotus 
and the pulasha, the lotos petel-eyed, 	chose' for his father 
Dasha-ratha the sovereign of men. 	The divine sages then' 
with the •Gandharvas, the Rty.lras' 	, and the (different sorts of) 
Apsaras, in the • most excellent strains, praised the destroyer 
of Madhu, (saying) "Root up RCIvana, of fervid energy, the 
devastator, the enemy of Indra swollen with prides 	Destroy 
him, who causes universal lamentation, the annoye,r of the 
holy 	ascetics, 	terrible, the terror of the devout Tapaswis. 
Having destroyed RAvana, tremendously powerful, who causes 
universal weeping, together with his army and friends dismissing 
all sorrow, return to heaven, the place free from stain and sine  
and protected by the sovereign of the celestial powers. 

"Thus far the section, containing the plan for the death of 
%vane". 

Rime is a very popular character among the Hiudus; but 
• it is aurprizing, that the intelligent natives seldom, or never, re-
flect on the inconsistency of his history, either with a divine 
revelation, or historical fact. 	There is so much of the mar- 

vellous and unnatural and absurd iii the poem of WdmieCtItat, 
however much it may be viewed as a eariosity, it must take a 
low rank as a literary composition. 	Dr. A. G. Schlegel de- 
serves credit for seeking to introduce it more extensively to the 
knowledge of the western world, but it is highly amusing to 
observe the pomp and parade which are associated with his 
attempt. 	. 

ii.. [p. 67.] Reported Miracles of Krishna. 
Naas, the Vaishya in whose house he resided, when look-

ing into Krishna's mouth one day had a surprizing view of the 
_ three worlds with I3ramhtl, Vishnu, and Shiva, sitting upon 

their thrones 	Krishna was connected with the following other 
marvels, ace ording to the Agin Purina. "Once Yashoda, being 
angry, bound Krishna to a mortar; but he, dragging it, passed 
between 	two trees, 	by which it 	was obstructed; 	and he 
pulled until the two trees feu: aaothez tisne she tied him to 
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a cart, 	but 	he broke 	it into pieces with a blow 	of his 
oot: then Putana offered him her 	breast, 	and he sucked 

until she fell down dead. 	When, also, he had become a youth, 
he conquered the serpent Kahn, and expelled him from the pool 
of the Ya-muna; and restored to peace the Talavanam by slay-
ing the Asuras„ Dhenuka under the form.of an ass, Arista 
under that of a bull, and Keshina under that of a horse. 	He 
abolished the festival of Indra; and when the lord of the sky . ? 
in consequence, poured down torrents of rain, he uplifted the 
nr:tintain Goverdhana, and rendered these torrents innocuous... 
In a wrestling match, he slew Chemin. rind Mushtaka, and. 
then slew Kansa the king of ..Mathura; after which he made 
Ugra Sena the king of the Yadavas. 	Having else been in- 
structed in learning by Sandipana, he restored to him, his child 
who had disappeared, after having slain+ the slain the Daitya 
Panchajanya and having been. duly honoured by Yama. 	He 
likewise caused the death of Kale Yavana hy'ineans'of Muchu- 
kunda". 	See Kennedy's Alythological Rchearches, Krishna was 
almost a match for Jack the Giant killer. 

1. [p. P;6.] Oh the Origin of Idolatry. . 
" Notwithstanding all that has been written on this subject,  in 
ancient and modern times, it must be admitted that it is still one 
of extreme obscurity. 	The perplexity in which most writers 
have involved themselves is, in a great measure, to be attributed 
to their desire to give undue prominence to one particular theory. 
There surely can be nothing unbecoming, however, ;n the ab-
sence of direct historical testimony, in the admission that its 
rise in the various countries of the World, may be sufficiently 
accounted for on various suppositions. 	Those which I consi- 
der the most entitled to attention in regard to the HEAVENLY 
HOST, are the following:- 

1. "In the days of Enos the Eon of Seth", says Maimonides, 
'"'men fell into grievous errors, • and even Enos himself •partook 
of their infatuation. 	'Their language was, that since God had 
pheed en high,  the hearen'y bodies, and used them as his ministers,. . 
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it was evidently his will, that they should receive from-man the 
same veneration, as the servants of a great prince. justly claim, 
from the subject multitude. 	Impressed with this notion, they 
began to build temples to the Stars, tesacrifieb to them, and to 
worship them, in the vain expectation, that they should thus 
please the Creator' of all thingii: 	At first indeed, they did not 
suppose the Stars to be the only deities, but adored in conjunc- 
tion with them the Lord God Omnipotent. 	In process of time 
however that great and venerable name was totally forgotten; 
and the whole human-  race retained no other religion, than the 
'idolatrous worship ilf the host of heaven'. 	"With this supersti- 
tion", says Mr. Faber, "the patriarch Ham seems to have been 
tainted, and to have 'conveyed the knowledge of it to his own 
particular decendants". 

2. The typical reference to the heavenly bodies, and elements; 
and the confusion which ,would afterwards follow it, has been 
adverted td by rieveral writers. 	Lieutenant Colonel Vans 
Kennedy supports the theory which is founded upon it with very 
Considerable ingenuity,. 	After stating that the fundamental 
truths of religion must have been revealed to the progenitors of 
the human race, he remarks that, "If lhesv postulate be once 
admitted, the origin of idolatry' becomes immediately obvious. 
For the impressions made on the minds of the first men by 
their immediate communication with God would become fainter 
in each succeeding generation; and, as the human mind is 
scarcely capable of devotion to an invisible and incomprehensi-
ble Being, their descendants would be naturally led to adopt 
some sensible object, as the type of that one self-existent and 
eternal God whom their fathers had adci:ed. 	But in this case 
what ,  other object Could Nature present so typical of divine ext  
cellento and supremacy, as— 

'The orb that with surpassing glory crown'd 
Look'd from his sole dominion, like the God 
Of that Sew world, at whose sight all the stars 
Veil'd their diminish'd beads'. 

"The sun, however, was not always visible, ant' the sacred 
fire obviously suggested itself its adequate representative; nor 
if idolatry originated in Asia or Egypt, could the inhabitants 
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these countries have long contemplated the serene and brilliant 
expanse of the heavens, without imagining that it also might 
be a God, and hence.— 	 . 

`11spice hoc sublime catulcuis, quesn inyucaut opines Jovcm'. 

"The earth was the next object that impressed on the minus or 
men the idea of a divine nature; and the cause seems evident 
from all nations having, on account of its fruitfulness, represent- 
ed it under the female character. 	The deification of sensible 

. • objects having thus commenced, its extension to the other ele- 
ments is easily conceivable; and to evince that this was actually 
the first thrm of idolatry, there seems to be sufficient evidence". 

S. Perhaps the opinion of some of the Christian Fathers, 
that when the knowledge of the divine eery and spirituality, 
which had been comm unicated by revelation became obscure, 
men imagined the sun from his station in she heavens, and from 
his enlightening and vivifying powers, to be actually the Su-
preme God, and the other heavenly bodies interior deities is en-
titled to the highest respect. When the depravity of man is con- 
sidered, the tendency to this corruption is at once-perceived. 	It 
is probably that which is recognized by Job, when he says. 
"If I beheld the sun when it shined, or the moon walking in 
brightness; and my heart hath been secretly enticed, or my 
mouth bath kissed my hand: this also were an iniquity (against) 
the Judge; for I should have denied the God that is above". 	It 
is an indubitable fact that in many countries of the world the. 
heavenly bodies are believed to be actually gods. 	. 

It has been said that the transition from the heavenly bodies 
to BEINGS of different SHAPES)  and particularly of the human 
form, is easily concAved. 	It is most rational, however, to 
suppose, that the worship which referred to these objects, had 
an origin different from the worship of the former. 

I. The ante-diluvian and post-diluvian progenitors of mankind, 
the founders of states and cities, the inventors of particular arts 
and improvements, distinguished conquerors, and indeed all re-
markable characters, would naturally be greatly venerated and 
respected. 	This regard combined with the belief in the immor,. 
tality of the soul, might lead their successors to imagine that 
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they might have an extraordinary power with the Deity, to view 
them as mediators, and to address them in worship. 

2. Men, when reasoning on the nature of God, and the exer-
tions of his power, might suppose that he had a,''form which ac-
ted on matter, and that this form was the human, the most noble , 
with which they were .acquainted, or similar.tothose of animals 
and objects with which energy is particularly connected. 	The 
Jews were repeatedly commanded to remember that God had no 
likeness; and this fact shows that there is a tendency to evil in It 
this direction. 

3. The origin of the doctrine of pantheism, and of that vari-
ation of it, which, while it admits the distinction -of matter 
and spirit, recognizes the existence of one soul with multi-
farious emanations, 'has seldom formed the subject of dispute; 
but its connexion with popular polytheism . has not been suffi-
ciently illustrated. A choice of individuated forms, according to 
the views entertairfed of their importance, is a necessary, or at 
least, not an unnatural, consequence of pantheism. 	This cir- 
cumstance may, in many cases, account for the origin of gods 
possessed of forms. 	The doctrine of the metempsychosis; 
perhaps originated in pantheism, and froon the .belief in the me-.. 
tempsychosis, there would be a digpositioht to trace a supposed 
god in several appearances, at different periods of time. 

4. The traditions relative to the visits of angels might, when 
abused, in some cases produce corruption in worship. 

The resort to IMAGES, as symbols, would be an easy step in 
deprilvity, when once it was imagined that the gods had forms. 
When an image was consecrated to a particular God, it might 
be supposed that an emanation from the divinity made it a spe- 
cial residence. 	The symbolical worship would, on account of 
this latteicircunastance, as in the case of the IIindus, be en-
tirely lost sight of; 'and a present God, with a material body, 
would be realized. 

In the changes of society, and the progres of time, the wor-
ship of the different countries of the world underwent great 
vicissitudes. 	Gods were forgotten, 'and goes were borrowed; 
and the stone gods were placed in the Calendar with different 
names. 	The subject is the most melancholy and awful which 
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can be imagined. 	Men professing themselves to wise became 
fools, and changed the glory of God into a lie. 

........,_ 	• • 

K. [p. 79.] Idolatrous Worship of the Hindus. 
In the text I lave alluded to the different ceremonies, as they 

have been presented to my own observation. 	Some of the ex- 
pressions quoted are those which are principally used by tb 3 

argieulttrists in the Dakhan. 	In the third volume of Mr. 
Ward's Work, there is a very correct and pretty extended view 
of the subject. The following quotation from the Linga Purina 
is to be found in Kennedy's Mythological Researches. 

"Having brAlind in the prescribed manner;  enter the place of 
worship; 	and, 	having performed three suppressions of the 
breath,* meditate on that god who has three eyes, five heads, 
ten arms, and is of the colour of pure crystal, arrayed in cost-
ly garments, and adorned' with all kinds of ornaments: and 
having thus fixed in thy mind the real form of Maheshwara, 
proceed to worship him with the proper prayers and hymns. 
First, sprinkle the place and utensils of worship with a bunch 
of darbha dipped in.peAnned.water, repeating at the same time 

• the sacred word om, and arrange all the utensils and other 
things required in the prescribed order; theh, in due manner, and 
repeating the proper invocations, prayers, and hymns preceded 
by the sacred word om, prepare thy offerings. For the padiam,t 
these should consist of ushiram,T sandal, and similar sweet-smell. 
ing woods; for the achamanam,§ of mace, camphor, bdcllium, and 
agalloehum, ground together; and, for the arghya,ll of the tops 

* “Pranayama,•which Mr. Ctslebrooke thus deserilms:—'Closing the left nos-
tril with tho two longest fingers of the right hand, the worahipper draws breath 
through the right nostril, and then closing that nostril likewise with his thumb)  
holds his breath; he then raises both fingers of the left nostril, and omits the 
breath which In; had suppressed'.—Asiatic Rehearches, Vol. V. p. 348. 

t "Water for the ablution of the feet rendered fragrant by these means. 	The 
water is not here specified, as it is implied in the word padiam. 

$ "Tito root of the Andropogon muricatus. 
§ "Water for rinsing the mouth. 
II "A particular kind of oblation, which consists of different articles in the 

Worship of different deities. 	Here the pieces of money aro unusual, and ashes 
(made from dried cow-dung,) are sacred to Shiva only. 
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of kasha grass, prepared grains of rice, barley, sesamum, Oa. 
. 	rifled butter, pieces of money, ashes, .and flowers. 	At the 

same time, also must be worshipped Nandi,* and his wife, the ,.. 
daughter of Marut. 	Having then with due, rites prepared a ' 
seat, invoke with the prescribed prayers the presence of Para-
meshware„ and present to him the padiam )  adtamanam and 
argItya.. Next bathe the lingam with perfumed waters the five 
products of the -cow, clarified butter, honey, the juice of the 
sugar-cain, and lastly pour over it a pot of pure water, cone.,  
crated by the requisite prayers. 	Having thus purified it, adorn 
it with clean garmentri and a sacrificial string, and then offer 

• flowers, perfumes, frankincense, lamps, fruits; r and different 
kinds of prepared eatables, and ol•,paments. 	Thus worship the 
lingam with the prescribed offerings, invocations, prayers, and 
by circumambulatirg it, and by prostrating thyself before Shiva, 
represented 'under this symbol??. j' 	• 

L. [p. 90.] Labours of Shankarcichdrya. 
The Brahmans .consid'ar Shankara las a great champion of (

4 
 
"The principal attendant of Shiva, and supposbd to be a portion of that 

God; who granted a son as a boon to a holy ascetic named Shilada, and also 
consented that ho would lie born as that ECM". 	. 	 . 

{• "Lainga Parana, part i chapter 25. 	1 have here considerably abridged the 
original, but nothing material is omitted, as the invocations, prayers, and hymns 
are.not inserted at length, but merely referred to by their titles. 	At the present 
day AIM thole of this ritual is not observed, nor is this worship performed in 
that costly manner which is recommended in the Purans. 	But the worship of 
all the deities consists of sixteen essential requisites:-1. asanam, the preparing 
a seat for the God; 2. 	asahanam, the invoking this presence; 8. padiam; 
4. achamanam; 6. arghio; 6. bathing the image;•7..clothing it; 	8. investing 
it with a sacrificial string; 9. offerings of perfumes; 10. flowers; 11. incense; 
12. lampir13. naivodya, i. e. offerings consisting of fruits and prepared eatables; 
14. betel leaf; 15. prayers, &c.; 16. eireumambalation. 	The more of those 
acts that are performed the more complete is the worship; but at present 	it in 
general consists of nothing morn than presenting some of the prescribed offer-
ings, and muttering a short prayer or two while the lingam is eircuratnambula-
fing: the rest of the acts being performed by the officiating priest. 

"it ought to be added, that this worship need not be performed at )a temple, but 
in any properly purified place; and that it is most efficacious when performed on 
the bank of some holy river, before a lingam formed pro hoc vice of War' 
which, on the worship being terminated, is thrown into the sacred stream"- 
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their faith; but, in this part of India at least, they are gene- 
rally ignorant of his tenets. 	The allusion which is-made to 
biro by Mora Diana,. I have reason to believe, is merely in-
tended to impress his readers with the vain idea that powerful 
arguments in defence' of Hinduism are still in store. 	Se- 
veral  commentaries are ascribed to Shankara; and there is also 
a work entitled Shankara Dir,vijaya, and purporting to be , 
written by Ananda Oiri, one of Shankara's disciples. "Some ol' 
the marvels it records of Shankara", says Mr. H. H. Wilson 
"which the author professes to have seen, may be thought to 
effect its credibility, if not its authenticity; and either Ananda 
Giri must be an unblushing liar, or the book is not his own: it 
is, however, of little consequence, as even, if the work be not 
that of Ananda Giri himself, it bears internal and indisputable 
evidence of-being the composition of a period, not far removed 
from that at which he may be supposed to have flourished, 
and we may, therefore, follow it as a very safe guide, in our 
enquiries into the actual state of the Hindu Religion about 
eight or nine centuries ago. 	The various sectaries- of the 
Hindu Religion then existing, are all introduced to be combat-
ed, and, of course, com:term', by Shankara".  

The Hindu sects which are said to hive been conquered 
by Shankara are the VeisimAyAs, consisting of the Bhdkias, 
Bluigavalas, Vaishnavas, Chakrinas,, or Panrhardtrakas, Vai-
khdnasas, and Karnialtinas, and subdivided into the Karnta and 
Jnydua portions; and none of which can be identified with the 
Vaishnava sects of the present day; the Sums, embracing 
the Shaivas, Raudras,AUgras, Matas, Janganuts, and Piaui-
patas; the worshippers of 13RAMMAAGNI, Soave, Gassatia; 
the adorers of the.female energies, 	DRANANI, Meese-LAKsHM4 
and SAnesveri; the INFIDEL SacTs, or the Charvitkas or Shan,- 
yavadis, Saugatis, rshapantricas, Jainas, and Bauddhas. 	It is 
worthy.of remark that no allusion "is made to the worship of 
Sit/ and Ridhi, either singly, or in conjunction with &I'm 
and Krishna. 	See disicaic Researches Vol. XVI. 

tr 	• 
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M.. Cp. 103] Garga Rishi's Cow. . 	. 
"The Rishis asked, 'How did Xatishika's 'sons .obtain .the ,:. 

Supreme Union. 	Suta replied:—In Ktirukshell'a, there wits' a 
Rishi, named. Itausbika. 	Ho had'sevea sons callea 'Sivasrif)at; 
Krodhana, Himstra; Pishuna, Kavi, Wagrislita; an.; 'Pitriwarti. 
'Their father Kaushata died; and a dreadful famine came on. 
Having nothing to eat, they went to Garga Riski; Who sent 
them into the woods to herd his cow. 	One day whet ) pinched 
with hunger they said among themselvei:—What Would you 
think of killing the cow and eating her. 	'the 'youngest son 
said:—If we kill her let us offer her to the manes of our fa- 
ther,

.. 
	h.'plan; •  • and feast on her afterwards. 	All agreed;o 	ts 	 "and 

be having put two of his brothers in the place 6-1 gods, and 
three in the place of ancestors, one being 	made a guest, 
they killed and ate up the cow; and at night br.ought home 
the calf to the riishi, and told him that a tiger had eaten up 

. the cow. 	For this meritorious act they obtained union in five 
births; and had the remembrance of all the former in every 
succeeding birth". 	Extract from the Alatsya if'uriina. 	The 
Rev. Mr. Stevenson of Poona obs3-.ved to me, that he haa 
frequently found the recital of this story/a powerful argument 
ad hominem in the case of the BrAmans. 

N [p. 125.] On the Responsibility of the Heathen; 
The statement made in the text may appear to some pro- 

fessing Christians as harsh and severe. 	It is consistent, how- 
ever, with the doctrine of all the Regmed Churches, which 
have exhibited their creeds and confession. 	"The eighteenth , - 
Artiee of the United Church of England and Ireland, I have 
observed in another place, "is the following: !They also are 

- to :11.)0 had accursed that presume to say that every mai shall 
be saved by the Law or Sect which he professeth, so that he be 
diligent to frame his life according to that law, and tie light of 
nature. 	For Holy Scripture doth set out unto us only the name 
of Jesus Christ, whereby men must be saved'. The doctrine of 
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the Chuich of Scotland, and of the other Presbyterian Church-
es; will be learned from the following passage from the West- 
minister Confession of Faith.. 	'Elect Infants, dying in• In- 
fancy, are regenerated .and saved by Christ through the Spirit 
who worketh when, and where, and hoW he:pleaseth. 	So also 
are all other Elect persons, ivho are incapable of being called 
by the ministry -of the word. - Others, not elected, although 
they may 'se called by the ministry of the word, and may have, 
some .common operations of the Spirit; yet they never truly 
come 'to Christi and therefore cannot be saved: much less cart 
men; net professing the Chi istian Religion, be saved in any 
other way whatever, be they never so diligent to liame . their 
lives according to the light of nature, and the law of that religion 
they do profess; and to assert that they may, is very pernicious 
and to be detested'. 	Quotations of a similar nature, from, 
other standards, and from the writings of the most respeCtable 
divines, can easily be adduced. 	Those which we have given 
skew, that the respective churches alluded to distinctly teach, 
that not only is salvation, in every case, the purchase of Christ; 
but that, in every case, it is applied through the sanctification 
of the Spirit. 	. 

"God, who is just,' will not condemn any portion of man-
kind for acting contrary to principles and lows which have not 
in any form been revealed to them, or which they could not 
in any possible manner discover; for he will assuredly accept 
according to what a man hath, and not according to what he 
hath not. 	But the foundation of the argument relative to the 
impossibility of the salvation of the Heathen, while they re-
main in their present "situation, consists in the fact that they 
have transgressed, and habitually transgressed, the law which 
God originally implanted in the human heart, and which re- 
quires perfect and perpetual obedience,—the love of God with 
the whole heart, and soul and strength, and mind. 	Of this 
law they undoubtedly have some knowledge; and into this 
law, the works of God, and the dealings of his Providence, 
have a tendency to lead • them to inquire. 	By this 19.w they 
will be judged, and for the transgression of this law, they will 
be condemned.  
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"Let 'no man think lightly of the wretched condition of the, 
Heathen, 	We know who has declared, that they 'have no 
hope, 'and are without God in the ivorld'. , Aniong them there 
may ,be some few 'elect :persons who are incapable of being 
outwardly called .by the ministry of the word', and who 'are 
regenerated and saved by Christ through the Spirit, wbo worketk 
when, and where, and bow he pleaseth'; but .none, as far as 
we are aware, have' yet been recognized; in the jeidgment of 
Christian charity, guided by the word of God, as existing in 
this 	situation. 	The uniform testimony of .'those who have 
minutely observed the heathen, has been, that they 4vorship 
not the Father of Spirits in spirit and in truth; that they prac... 
tise the most abominable idolatries; and that they do those 
things, which are not convenient'. 	The gospel must be pro- 
claimed to them ttethe only remedy; and even in mercy to their 
immortal souls, they, an well as professing Christians, must be 
informed, that he that believeth not on the Son of God, is con- 
demned". 	Oriental Christian ' Spectator, .April 1831. 
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